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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Your theme for this 1963 edition of EL RODEO 
"The Growing World Around Us " - seems 
especially appropriate for this year. With the 
age of space travel rapidly developing, we are 
continually being reminded that the world is 
growing smaller - advanced methods of travel 
and electronic communication are bringing every 
point and person in the world closer together. 
It is important, however, for us to realize at 
the same time that such advancement that brings 
mankind closer together makes the world smaller 
and causes Cal Poly 's world to grow. Our in-
creased responsibility to "The Growing World 
Around Us" is a constant challenge to Cal Poly's 
special intents and purposes. It now becomes the 
responsibility of all of us, especially those who 
will soon join our vast alumni organization, to 
accept the challenge of "The Growing World 
Around Us." 
Color Portrait by Mcla in Studio 
Julian A. McPhee 
President 
President McPhee welcomes the Peace Corps to 
Cal Poly. 
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FRUSTRATED FRED KEEPS HUSTLIN' 
WELCOME, TWISTERS! 
WELCOME 
WEEK 
September 15-20 
I'VE GOT IT ... NO, I 'VE GOT IT. OOPSI 
High-spirited upperclassmen welcome new students to a 
fun-packed week of gaiety and confusion. 
Newcomers quickly get into the swing of tours, 
beach parties, evening dances , and Poly 's perennial 
dance, the "slop." Gold rooters' 
caps make their appearance, Freshmen climb 
to the P, and many become lively members of a WOW 
club. Freshmen traditions are observed, as 
upperclassmen give advice, rarely to male fresh, but 
quite frequently to naive blonde co-eds. 
Tetanus shots and blood tests are 
on the agenda at the Health Center. Here the 
males display their brawn. later they display 
superior (?) brains on the frustrating placement tests . 
Poly Follies highlights the close of 
Welcome Week with camp skits, 
shouts of glee, and an outward display of spirit 
and friendship. 
Next morning, bright and early, the madness of 
registration begins, and finally the first 8:00 class. 
DON 'T LOSE IT! 
THE END 15 

Pat Bright 
HOMECOMING 1962 
QUEEN 
AND 
ATTENDANTS 
Maridel Kennedy 
Caro li ne Cooper 
Sandy Wright 
Pat Palmer 
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SPIRITS SOAR AS HIGH AS THE BONFIRE FLAMES 
WELL, FELLAS, SOME GUYS GOT IT, AND SOME GUYS DON 'T 
HOMECOMING 
Plans and work start early for 
"Fall Harvest." 
Days and nights are 
filled w ith crepe paper, chicken 
wire, and nails; 
fingers grow numb and stained, 
and gallons of coffee are 
consumed by many. 
The Bonfire Rally is a 
successful and spirit-rousing 
kickoff. Ca rs and busses 
stream in for the game, and alumni 
again jo in the college 
atmosphere. 
Homecoming Queen Pat Bright 
is crowned " Beauty" 
and Ugly Man Chuck Lee 
is voted " Beast" 
for the week-end reign . 
The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra 
sets the tempo 
for the Coronation Ball, 
the final event. 
Thus, bare feet and 
crushed corsages bring a 
close to another 
fabulous Homecoming. 
SOPHS DISPLAY EUROPE'S ANSWER TO THE CADILLAC 
WHICH ONE HAS THE " TONI " ? 
SUPPORTING THE CHICKEN-WIRE INDUSTRY 
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ORVILLE FREEMAN 
FALL 
PERSONALITIES 
Fall quarter saw a varied bill of nationally known 
personalities. They came from three corners of the music world 
and from our government in Washington, D.C. United States 
Secretary of Agriculture, Orville Freeman, on a non-political 
visit, spoke to more than 1,700 students and staff on Oct. 16. 
Secretary .Freeman covered a host of topics, including farm wages, 
over-production, water projects and markets. 
Bud and Travis, two fast-talking, smooth-singing folk tuners, 
added a musical break to the week of Oct. 22 with their 
Wednesday night concert. Their program added further fuel to the 
American music craving for folk music. 
The beauty of a classical guitar was introduced to an attentive 
audience on Nov. 9 with the Rey de Ia Torre concert in the Little 
Theatre. The Cuban guitarist held complete command with the 
powerful weapon of a gift in music. The following week, a 
nostalgic return to the days of the big bands came with the 
"Duke of Ellington" and his orchestra. Familiar Ellington tunes plus 
a few of his jazz "specials" filled the Men's Gym with sounds, 
and a jazz audience's taste with good flavoring . 
BUD and TRAVIS 
REY DE LA TORRE 
DUKE ELLINGTON 19 
LOOK, MOM, NO CAVITIES! 
DON'T YOU DARE TOUCH THAT DIALI 
NOT BAD, NOT BADI 
20 POLY FLOAT, FRESNO BOUND 
NOW WHERE IN THE HECK DID THAT 
YOUNG FILLY GO? 
NO MORE GREASY KID STUFF FOR MEl 
ARE YOU SURE KIM NOVAK AUTOGRAPHED THIS HANKIE? 
FROM ONE BAG TO ANOTHER 
WE DIDN'T DO IT THIS WAY IN THE NAVYI 
OF COURSE IT WON'T HURT, IT'S ONLY SUGAR 21 
THE OLD HITCHIN' POST AIN 'T WHAT IT USED TO BE! 
A SURE WAY TO BEAT THE FLU 
WAIT FOR ME, GIRLS . . . 
. .. I WANT MY KICKS TOOl 
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SWINGING SOUNDS-NIGERIAN STYLE 
ACTIVITIES CARNIVAL EYE CATCHER 
" LUCKY " OVERLOOKS CAMPUS 
And the days grow shorter ... 
Fall stands as 
a chilly interlude from 
the warm summer to mild winter. 
For the freshmen, it is the 
first plateau of the 
long climb up 
the scholastic slope. 
New friends aren 't as new, 
and the responsibility 
of studies comes easier. 
The excitement 
of summer vacation is long 
past, and the anticipation of 
Christmas and the new 
year supplements. 
Football and bonfires give 
way to basketball and 
the activities of WINTER. 
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VIC DOLLENTE, President 
JIM CLARK, Vice-President 
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STUDENT BODY 
PRESIDENT'S 
MESSAGE 
Some of you will take your places in the rapidly 
expanding world following graduation this year. 
You have been a significant part of the Cal Poly 
Student Body, and I hope that the significance .of 
your college days is valued by you . 
You have seen Cal Poly grow to new dimensions 
in physical size, in student body, and in curricula . 
You have witnessed the expansion of Cal Poly in its 
various facets, and you have served it by partici-
pating in student government, attendance in classes, 
and co-curricular activities. 
Cal Poly has also served you with its administra-
tion, faculty, student boards and co unci Is. You have 
been offered the exciting events of Homecomings, 
Poly Royals, concerts, and athletic contests. Your 
college opportunities have been many and varied. 
I hope they have prepared you as a representative 
individual of Cal Poly. 
It has been a rewarding experience to serve you 
as student body president this year. I hope returning 
students will continue the tasks of leadership in stu-
dent government. Best of Luck, 
Vic Dollente, 
ASB President 
CAROL ANN RIZZO, Secretary 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COUNCIL 
Left to right , Mr. Phillip Bromley, Jerry Gentry, Barry Isenberg, Bill Mclinn, Wally Burfine, Ken Fowle, Jono-Mosgor-Zoulol, Harold Hinkle , 
John Eggers, Robert Spink, Carol Ann Rizzo, Vic Dollente , Jim Clark, Jim Mclain, Lorry Hubbell , Koren Froylond, Tom Bragg , Dennis Marion , 
Gini Clark, Nick Watry, Glenn Orren, Judy Dressier, Chris Thorup, Ted Shugor. 
Student Affairs Council is the top level organization which operates in the primary interests 
of the students. It approves financial requests from budgeted groups, approves donation drives, 
and makes official the results of student elections. 
The Council encourages student opinion and serves as a vehicle to transport student ideas 
between the students and the administration. 
As primary goals this year, ASB President, Vic Dollente, outlined a three-point program 
consisting of reorganization, a fee increase study, and improved relationships with international 
students. 
Front row, left to right, Fred Bohman , Sneilo Newsom, Lee Foreman (Chairman). 
Doris Hofmann, Jim Venneman, Art Vas . Second row, Jon Hillen, Jim Norman, 
Donald S. Nelson (Advisor}, Tom Lewis, Ken Mebane. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 
Headed by chairman Lee Foreman, this committee 
keeps our budget in balance and makes up the budg-
et for the following year. Separate committees can 
form on their own for special dances and assemblies, 
and appropriations are given to them by this com-
mittee. 
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ELECTION 
COMMITTEE 
Jim Clark, chairman of the Election 
Committee, is always willing to help 
someone who wishes to run for of-
fice . Persons who are qualified to 
run for office generally see him or 
members of his committee. The Elec-
tion Committee establishes the eli-
g ibility of candidates, controls 
campaigns, and controls the process 
of voting and ballot counting. Class 
elections are held in the Fall with 
Student Body elections in April. The 
Election Committee has jurisdiction 
over all student elections. 
DONATION 
COMMITTEE 
Headed by Jim Clark this commit-
tee is responsible to the Student Af-
fairs Council and is responsible for 
processing applications from student 
organizations that wish to•sponsor a 
donation drive. The "Ugly Man 
Contest" is an example of a spon-
sored donation drive. The Donation 
Committee sees to it that 20% of the 
profits are then submitted to the cor-
rect places. 
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Front row, left to right : Chris Boscocci, Mary Franzina !Sec.), Joan Maxham, Steff Nelson, JeaneHe 
Brickey, Joanne Karlson , leona Musgrave , Gini Clark, Sunny Franzen. Second row: Carol Rising , Pam 
Priddy, Debby Dietz, Judy Ryman, Joe Crosslin, Bruce Farly, James V. Clark. Third row: William C. 
Ham, Giles S. Ruch, Dennis W. Murphy, Anthony C. DiNapoli, David Park, Robert H. Goldsmith. 
left to right : Joe Crosslin, James V. Clark, Robert H. Goldsmith. 
CONSTITUTION 
AND 
CODES 
COMMITTEE 
This group establishes policies and 
procedures for a II student body code 
changes. It also processes all club 
and organization codes for findl ap-
proval by the Student Affairs Coun-
ci I. 
This committee is under the direc-
tion of Jim Clark. 
Front row, left to right: Jack Montgomery, Pam Pringle, James V. Clark, Carolyn Goldsmith, Robert 
Campbell. 
Front row, left to right: Debby Dietz, Judy Church, Sharon Crass, Susan King, Kathi Hamlett, Carol 
Thompson . Second row: Gerald Smith (Chairman), Wally Parrish. 
AWARDS 
COMMITTEE 
The Awards Committee establishes 
policies and criteria for awards, rec-
ommends students for "Who's Who 
in American Colleges and Universi-
ties," coordinates senior awards and 
the Mustang Awards given to the 
"Outstanding Mustang of the Year." 
Selection of this student is based on 
achievements during the entire aca-
demic year. 
Through the years, the Awards 
Committee has been responsible for 
providing recognition to students for 
their services to the student body. 
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Front row, left to right, Nick Watry (chairman), Gini Clark (secretary), John Burr (vice chairman!. 
Second row, Sam Burke, Bill Mclinn , Carla Jensen, Betts Williams, Judy Bowman, Kathy Jones , 
John Pollard, Steve Snow. Third row, Tom Bragg, John Spreitz , Bob Heilmann, Scott Adler, Hal 
Glasser, Barry Isenberg , Kenneth Hawkes, Dick Gerow, George Barker, Joaquin Horton, Ken Hassett. 
INTER-CLASS COUNCIL 
The objectives of the Inter-Class Co unci I 
are to plan and develop inter-class activities, 
stimulate interest, fellowship, and morale 
within the four classes. The Inter-Class Coun-
cil provides for the organization, and needs 
of the incoming Freshman Class each year 
unti I the officers of that class are elected and 
installed. The Council is also responsible for 
the Frosh-Soph Brawl, and the promotion of 
participation in Inter-Class intramurals. 
SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
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DICK GEROW 
president 
JOHN SPREITZ 
treasurer 
TOM BRAGG 
SAC representative 
BARRY ISENBERG 
vice president 
JUDY RYMAN 
secretary 
Front row, left to right, Rob Heilmann !vice president). Judy Bowman !treasurer). Scott Adler !president!, 
Nick Watry !SAC representative). Not pjctured, Jono Mosgor Zoulol !secretory). 
SOPHOMORE 
CLASS 
OFFICERS 
JUNIOR 
CLASS 
OFFICERS 
Front row, left to right, John Burr !president). Gini Clark !secretory), Sam Burke !SAC Representative! , 
Kathy Jones !treasurer), George Barker !vice president). 
Front row, left to right, Steve Snow !activities), Ken Hawkes !vice president). Betts Williams !secretory). 
John Po ll ard !president). Carlo Jensen !treasurer). Bill Mclinn !SAC Representative). Hal Glosser !publi-
cations). 
FRESHMAN 
CLASS 
OFFICERS 
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COLLEGE UNION PROGRAM BOARD 
The College Union Board is composed of the chairman of each of the College 
Union committees. Its main function is to co-ordinate the activities of each com-
mittee along with approving the budgets for each of these committees. This past 
year the Board has worked on improving publicity and communications available 
to the student body. Harold Hinkle serves as the chairman of the Board, and as 
part of his responsibilities, is a representative to SAC. 
Front row, left to right : Gary E. Day, Sandy Wright, Harold Hinkle (chairman). luis Cisneros, Bea Victor, 
Rekhi , T. S. Second row: Eugene A. Rittenhous~. Ruth Dietterle , Arnold M. Dean , Stephen G. Kyle, Robert 
Campbell , Robert Kellermeyer, Connie Laskey. 
Front row, left to right : Jeff Capell , Cap Peake, Ed Homer. Second row: Daniel 
Vallas , larry Myhre , Dan Weis. 
FINE ARTS 
COMMITIEE 
Fine Arts Committee was first estab-
lished last year to help promote cultural 
activities on our campus. 
Highlighting this year's program was 
the cultural entertainment of Rey De La 
Torre. Students and faculty both enjoyed 
this great classical guitarist. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
The Social Committee sponsored such All-Campus 
events as the very popular Las Vegas Night, Interna-
tional Night, Campaign Carnival, and Spring Sing 
Reception. 
The newest event in the College Union program 
is the exciting Spring Sing Contest which is held in 
May. 
Front row, left to right , Jasmohinder S. Grewal, Janet Simmons, Judy 
Potts , Pom Haid, Anne Rice , Kirby McCle ll an. Second row, Palvonder 
Sandhu, Ed Homer, Sinha Reshamwala, Gordo n Jones. 
DANCE COMMITTEE 
The Dance Committee administers and sch~...dules. 
the All -College dances. A trophy is awarded to the 
organization sponsoring the outstanding dance of the 
year. Free classes in square dancing are held once a 
week with a professional caller. The committee spon-
sors a campus "Nightclub" several times each year. 
Front row, left to right, Mary Hall, Sonde Sandier, Sandi Cameron, Sandy 
Wright , Pat Mendenhall , Barbaro Schmidt, Sharon Rench. Second row, 
Steve Fischer, Bob Davidson, Charles Bell, Chip Caldwell, Bob Nigra , Tom 
Tremble, Wayne Martin. 
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE 
The main function of the Assembly Committee is 
to provide concerts for the student body. T•nis past 
year they provided us with "Bud and Travis " on 
October 28, "Duke Ellington" on November 14, and 
"Marty Robbins" on March 27. All of these events 
were very well attended and thoroughly enjoyed by 
all those in the audience. By putting on better per-
formances the committee hopes to make more money 
so it can present more and better assemblies. The 
Assembly Committee is also · responsible for co-
ordinating programs, dates, and arrangements for 
College Hour programs. This past year Gary Day 
has served as chairman of the committee. 
Front row , left to right, Phillip Dunn, Pam Priddy, Gary E. Day !Chair-
man). Robert Campbell, Jack Montgomery, Richard Pearson. Second row, 
Jeanne Jard ine, Kathy Phelps, Roberta Barrett, Jean Campbell , Sue Evans. 
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Front row, left to right: Lindo King , Marge Hortman , Bob Campbell (chairman), Koren Kline , 
Pam Priddy. Second row: Jock Montgomery, Jeanne Jardine, Russell Cover, Sue Evans, Rich 
Pearson. 
FILMS COMMITTEE 
Learning to operate projectors, pre-
viewing movies and choosing the films 
to be shown are a II part of the task of 
the Films Committee. 
Each Friday night films are shown in 
the College's new Little Theatre for the 
benefit of those students who have diffi-
culty in finding transportation down-
town. 
PERSONNEL 
COMMITIEE 
The Personnel Committee aids com-
mittees in orienting new members to the 
College Union program. The committee 
records and maintains data for honors 
and awards, and sponsors the annual· 
Activities Carnival. 
Front row, left to right: Doug Peno , Bob Patti, Connie Mock Laskey (chairman), Peggy Oberg, 
Jock Dahlgren , Teryl Pratt, Gert Gehlhoor. Second row: Jock Singer, Bill lves , Rollie Elsea , 
Ed Bock, Jerome Mason , Dennis Rest, Jerry Zonotto, Howard Sartori , Wayne Martin, Allan 
Douglas, Pierpont Laidley. 
Front row, left to right: Mr. Beck (advisor), Leslie Gilbert, Jane Mosgor -Zou lo l (secretory). Tom 
Sm ith , John Eggers. Second row: Paul Bewley, Charles Riggs, Norman Campbell, . Hilmer 
Weyler, Dean Rhoads. 
POLY ROYAL BOARD 
The Poly Royal Board co-ordinates all 
Poly weekend activities. This includes 
queen selections, departmental displays, 
dances, carnival, and the inter-collegiate 
rodeo. 
Each major division and club has a 
representative on the board. Co-ordinat-
ing activities and times is an important 
part of planning our "Poly Royal." 
PUBLIC 
RELATIONS 
One of the fastest working and most 
exciting groups in College Union this 
year was the Public Relations and Public-
ity Committee. This year 's committee 
advertised the College Union program by 
making posters, arranging photographic 
displays, writing newspaper articles, ar-
ranging radio and TV publicity, and pro-
moting advertising stunts. 
A great asset to College Union was 
the committee 's graphic printing machine 
that turns out colored posters en masse. 
Left to right , Steve Kyle lchoirmon), Norman Franklin !vice chairman), Wayne Sanger itreos-
urer), Tom Hedgecock !secretory). 
GAMES AND 
HOBBIES COMMITTEE 
Under the direction of Steve Matzner, 
the Games and Hobbies Committee 
serves as a co-ordinating centra I co unci I 
with all the hobby-interest clubs on cam-
pus serving as members. 
Highlighting this year's program was 
the annual table tennis tournament-
with over 1 00 entrants. 
Left to right, Jim Hill , Elaine Daehler, Steve Matzner ichoirmon) . 
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Front row, left to right , leslie Guske (chairman). Mr. Nielsen (ad-
visor). Billie Carr. Second row, Nei l Norum, Tom Tremble , Kelly 
Kalin, Bob Nigra. 
The purpose of the Drama Committee is to pro-
vide entertainment. This is done by the use of an 
aesthetic art known as the theater. This group can 
transport its audiences to England for Brit ish High 
Comedy or to San Francisco for a drama of beauty 
provided by Will iam Saroyan . 
With the opening of the new little Theater Build-
ing the Drama Committee 's performances have en-
joyed better acoustica l facilities and also a more 
conducive environment. 
This year the college bromo group presented its 
first musical entitled "Girl Crazy" with words and 
music done by Ira and George Gershwin. It was 
truly a great success. 
HOMECOMING 
COMMITTEE 
Under the leadership of Roy Kil lgore, the 
Homecoming Committee, presented the alum-
ni, faculty, students and community with five 
of the most beautiful girls on the Cal Poly 
campus. Elected by the student body t he 
g irls rode in the Homecoming Parade, or-
ganized by the committee, and were pre-
sented to the students and alumni at the 
Homecoming Dance and Football game. 
DRAMA COMMITTEE 
Front row, left to rig ht, Judy Mebane, Carol Thompson, Judy Pa is ley, 
Lexy Seaborn. Second row, Don Shepley, Harold Giomi, Kelly Ka lin . 
Organizing and presenting Homecoming is 
the prime function of the committee. They 
also handle publicity and arrange a year end 
repo rt to present to the next year 's committee 
to follow. These guide lines help the commit-
tee in establishing a bigger and better Home-
coming each year. Front row, left to right, Steve Stanfillipo, Steve Matzner, Sunny Franzen, Sharon Boysen, Sandy Wr ight, 
Jim Dorr, Dan Lawson (advisor). Second row, Roy Killgore, Steve Snow, Bill Wright, Tony Florentine, 
Ken Barker, Steve Scof ield, John Burr, Joe Cummings. 
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WELCOME WEEK 
CAMPUS COMMITTEE 
Welcome Week is a very important part of 
Cal Poly life. It gives new students a head 
start in college work and student life by ac-
quainting them with the College's educa-
tional offerings, its staff, it- activities , and its 
philosophy. 
Welcome Week is sponsored by the Cal 
Poly Associated Student Body and the Student 
Personnel Division, and the program is di-
vided into two phases; a camp program and 
a campus program which occur simultane-
ously. 
Front row, left to right : Mrs. Arlene Vokoun (advisor), Sharon Boysen , Dana Guevara, Shir ley Dubin. 
Second row: Louis Manville, James Dorr, Mac Dyer, Art Vas (chairman). 
WELCOME WEEK 
CAMP COUNSELORS 
Front row, left to right: Caroline Cooper, Pat Buckingham, Pat Bright, Jackie Boris , Paula Connally, Gini 
Clark, Kathy Jones, Fred Karig. Second row: George Cough lin , Tom Bragg , Richard A. Warren , Douglas 
L. Brown, George A. Barker, Kay Broderson, Dorothy R. Co llard, Jana Mosgar -Zoulal, Ron Love, Nancy 
Kelley. Third row: Don White, Mac Graham, Nancy Goldsmith, Dan Hilmer, David Burton, Ga ry 
McDowell, Joyce Potter, Penny Petters, Sieve Copson. 
FALL LEADERSHIP 
COMMITTEE 
The Fall Leadership Conference, held Octo-
ber 26 and 27, dealt with one of the growing 
problems on our campus-student apathy. 
To help convey the problem of student 
apathy the committee made use of an anol-
ogy. "APATHITIS"-a disease which hit our 
campus with terrific force. 
The group of students attending the con-
ference studied this disease through the me-
dium of discussion groups , kicked off by the 
keynote address delivered by Reverend Don 
Hartsock. 
Front row, left to right: Shirley Dubin, Gini Clark, Prudy Brown, Nancy Whittemore, Kay Thorne. Second 
row: Sam Burke (chairman), Bert Curtner, Rob Hei~mann, Jerry Blunt, Larry Owens. 
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Front row, left to right, Pat Boll , Ba rbara Tu rner, Chri s Thorup (chairman}, Nancy Goldsmith, Gil 
Gi ll ivan. Second row, Ed Andre, Ken Slocum, Sha ron Boysen, Barbara Fernamburg, Roy Lovetan!'j, 
Roland Jacobson, Rona ld Downing , Prudy Brown , Libby Hatch, Tom Wright , Mr. Dick Ha ll (advisor). 
BOARD OF 
ATHLETIC CONTROL 
The largest single budgetary group in the 
co-curricular activities prqgram< the Board of 
Athletic Control's major responsib i lity is to 
co -ordinate the sports-budgets and schedules 
for the various athletic teams. 
MUSIC BOARD 
OF CONTROL 
The Music Board of Control formulates all 
the policies for Cal Poly 's music department, 
which is made up of Women 's Glee, Band, 
and the Colleg ians. It also draws up budgets 
and finGtnces for the different tours during 
the year, and promotes all the activities· with-
in the Music Department. 
Front ·row, left to right , Jeff Capell, Frank Brooks, Joseph Cardoni. Second raw , Ted Shugar (chair-
man}, Bruce Robinson, Roland Jacobson , Alvin J. Jacobson. 
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Front row, left to right, George McCarthy, Raymond Meisqeier, Ron McParland , Darryl Skiles . 
Second row, Gordon Wi lliams, Ray C. McKray, Ray Mila n i, Brent Jobe, Dennis Mariani . Third 
row, J . Cordner Gibson (advisor). Thomas C. Irwin, Kenneth Fowle, Fred Bohman, Doyle Sower, 
Bill Decmody. 
ARTS 
COUNCIL 
The Arts Council is the coord ination group of 
all clubs and organ izations in the Arts division. 
Through it, the various groups are kept abreast 
of what other g roups a re doing . The council also 
has representatives on S.A.C. Through th is, vari-
ous g roups in the Arts are kept up to date on 
student body activities. 
AGRICULTURE 
COUNCIL 
The Ag ricultural Counci l is a cent ral body of 
representatives of the Agricultu ral Clubs . It pre-
sents pro blems a nd viewpoints of the Agricul-
tura l Division to the Student Body, and promotes 
cooperati on and coordination among the A gri-
cultu ral Clu bs. 
Front row, left to rig ht, J udy Pratt , Nikki Hoffmann, Ka ren Froyla nd, J udy Dress ier, Sha ron 
Boysen . Second row, Larry Hubbe ll , Da ve Ma cDonald (cha irma n). Esthe r Alexa nder, Ba rbara 
Fernambu rg . 
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Front row , left to righ t, Clifford B. Cloonan (advisor). Ma rtin Gusta fs on, John T. Zima, Gi lbe rt Acosta 
(ch<iirmanl, Charles Van Norman. Second row, Larry Hubbell , Richard L. Gi lbert, Neil Geitne r, Barry 
Isenberg, Fred Lingner, Fred Ervast. Third row , Tom Cable, Jim Bates, Wayne Davis , Richard Ochs, 
Stephen Price, Donald Kemp. 
INTER-FAITH 
COUNCIL 
The Inter-Faith Council was estab-
li shed to co-ordinate the various 
church youth groups, to sponsor re-
li g ious drives and activities , and to 
promote the religious growth of the 
students on campus. 
ENGINEERING 
COUNCIL 
The purpose of the Engineering Council 
is to promote cooperation and unified 
action among the various Engineering 
Clubs and departments. It also puts into 
effect a definite code of ethical behavior 
for the engineering students, and ac-
quaints these future professional men 
with their obligations to society. 
Front row, le ft to right, Dick Warner (cha irman). Phil Norvell, Bob Collinsworth , Ken 
Whetzel. Second row, Bill Schuette, John Carter, Gordon Grimm, Dr. R. J. Rodin 
(advisorj 
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SCIENCE 
COUNCIL 
The Science Council is the co-
ordinating group of all clubs and 
organizations in the Sciences di"-
VISion. Through it, the various 
groups are kept a breast of what 
other groups are doing. The 
co unci I a I so has representatives 
on S.A.C. Through this, various 
groups in the Sciences are kept 
up to date on student body ac-
tivities. 
Front row, left to right, Karen Kauk, Judy Carpenter, Jack Montgomery. Second raw, 
Wolly Burfine, Glen Orren, Gert Gehlhaar, Bill Nutting. Third raw, Eric Anderson, Jane 
Mosgor-Zoulal, Will iam H. Bentley, Dean Clyde Fisher. 
LIVESTOCK 
JUDGING 
The Livestock Judging Team of Ca l Poly com-
petes in interco ll eg iate contests on a national and 
internati ona l bas is. Th roug hout the year the team 
has won many awards for their outstanding sk ill 
by competing in contests all over the nation. 
Front row, left to right, Del Clement, Melan ie Dud ley, Leonard Bianchi , Mike Giles, Don Dow, Jim El l is. Second row, Ed Owens, 
Bill Boyd, Carol Ramsey, Tom Norton, Tom Brazil , Roy McKray, Stan Scars, J im Wa rren, Ken Fowle, Gordon Gibb (Asst. Coach) . 
4 1 
Members of the Publications Staff "settle back, relax, and have a full-flavored smoke." 
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PUBLICATIONS 
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BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS 
Front row , left to right: James Grundman, Esther Alexander . Mary Keil, Fran Seymour, Jim Mclain . Second row: Mr. Healy, 
Mr. Gates, Mr . Smith , Mr . Hostetter . 
MARTHA SHEFF 
lEI Mustang Advertising Manage r) 
The Board of Publications supervises the pro-
duction of El Mustang, El Rodeo and other ASB 
student publications. These publications are 
budgeted by the Student Affairs Council. The 
Board is also concerned with the continuation, 
cancellation or change that might occur within 
any of the groups. Awards for publication work 
are also decided upon and presented by the 
Board. 
MARY KEIL 
!Publications Business Manager) 
EL RODEO 
Front row, left to right, Alvin Jacobson, lynne Hippler, Billie Carr. Second row, Chuck Knowles (Art Editor). Fran Seymour (Ed itor). 
Mr . Glen Smith (Advisor). Walt Parrish (Associate Ed itor), Nancy Kelley, Kathy Bentley, Kay He ls. 
Of course we'll meet our deadline! 
Each year, the editor and staff of the Cal 
Poly yearbook strive to organize and present 
an annual that will be enjoyed by all who 
read it. This year, as in the past, the staff is 
no different. We have endeavored to present 
to you, an accumulation of the year's events, 
both sad and fun, dull and exciting. This is 
your year at Cal Poly and we hope that we 
have arranged a yearbook that can bring to 
your mind the memories of Cal Poly. 
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Those in the foreground with Mr. Healey, El Mustang advisor, are Dave Beno and Jim Mclain. Seated, left to 
right, in the background are Neil Narum, Jim Grundman !Editor). Betsy Kingman, Bill Rice, Mike Dennington, Allan 
Sipe, Judy Kurimitsu, Ester Alexander, Dave Kishiyama, Ron Parke, Karen Froyland and Darryl Skrabak. Standing 
behind are Dave Jones and Donn Silvis . 
JIM GRUNDMAN, Ed itor 
BETSY KINGMAN, Managing Editor 
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EL MUSTANG 
The El Mustang , student news-
paper publication of Cal Poly, 
presents to the students, faculty 
and staff, informative and perti-
nent information concerning 
campus and college events. 
Staffed by students, the news-
paper gathers and publishes ma-
terial concerning student prob-
lems, growth and development, 
current affairs and material from 
other college campuses. Located 
in the newly completed Graphic 
Arts building, the journalism 
staff enjoys the most modern 
and efficient equipment with the 
latest innovations at their dis-
posal. 
Front row, left to right : Ken Rothmuller, Neil Norum. Second row: Mr. Hostetter, advisor, Gil Modrid , Sou Leop, John 
Bisceglia . 
PHOTO BUREAU 
All pictures for student publication are taken and developed by 
the Cal Poly Photo Bureau under the direction of Mr. Clyde Hostetter 
of the Journalism Department. Equipped with new darkroom facilities 
in the recently completed Graphic Arts Building, the Bureau is able 
to produce sharper and clearer prints . The latest innovations in the 
field of photography are at their disposal. The student members also 
are trained as they work, learning new techniques, methods and ma-
terials in the intricate field of photography. 
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MARTHA SHEFF, Manager 
"36-24 -36" 
ADVERTISING STAFF 
Advertisements in such campus publications as El Mustang, and 
the Herd Book are handled through the Cal Poly Advertising Staff 
under the direction of Mr. Glen Smith . Those interested in advertising 
"learn by doing." By arranging their own lay-outs, contacting those 
merchants that are interested in campus advertisements and seeing 
that the advertisements are printed and carried through is the main 
objective of the advertising staff. 
Left to right: Judy Kent, Marty Sheff, Mitch Hider, Joe Akkermar>. 
Front row, Elizabeth Anderson--Advisor, Kay Campbell. Second row, Gordon Janes, 
Roger Lawry. 
Left to right, Jon Gicker, Fr itz Haney, Dodie Miller, Rolph Hinds , Bou Leap , Judy Mebane, 
Glen Smith !Instructor). Dave Brown. 
WRITER'S FORUM 
The campus literary magazine, Poly Syllables, 
publishes student work in the field of poetry, art, 
short stories, and non-fiction . The individual stu-
dent submits his work to the Writer 's Forum for 
preview and acceptance. During the Spring 
Quarter the magazine is completed, published 
and sold to students, faculty and staff as well as 
other interested campus and off-campus organi-
zations . The fact that the book is written, or-
ganized and published and sold by the students 
themselves is something for the club to be proud 
of. 
RADIO GUILD 
Pictured is the Journalism 400 special prob-
lems class at work in the radio production room 
which houses some of the finest and most mod-
ern facilities. Purpose of the newly originated 
group is to record programs to be sent out to 
various stations throughout California. The class 
is under the supervision of Mr. Glen Smith, Jour-
nalism instructor. 
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CHEER 
LEADERS 
Left to right, Dave Bigge, Kathie McBride, Fran k Garcia , Ann Engelbrecht , Bob Nigra. 
SONGGIRLS 
Left to right, Donna Gram mer, Judy Silow, Dottie Beetholf, Colleen Wylie, lenore Boer, Sondra 
Shaw. 
I can 't take it off, he's watching! 
Left to right: Jacouelyn Fiebig, Coren Sabaloni, Roberta Wheeler, Carol Finley, Patty Briggs, Jackie Packard, Diana 
Chapari, Judy Fowler, Marilyn Bee. 
LETTER 
GIRLS 
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Sitting, left to right: Dottie Bertholf, Lenore Boer, Ann Engelbrecht, Bob Nigra, Frank Garcia , Dave Bigge, Kathie McBride, Donna Grammer. First 
row: Sue Cristich, JoAnn Watson, Sue Drury, Niki Friedmann, Bonnie Nunes, Sendee Dandier, Donna Lenk, Julie Simmons, Colleen Wylie . Second row: 
Karen Froyland, Candy Jones, Joy Janowica, Sue Jaques, Jan Debbs, Penny Petters, Nancy Kelley, Barbara Fay, Mary Bahan, Nikki Hoffmann, Carolyn 
Escobar, Mary Frampton, Cathy Yates, Arlene Fitch, Sandra Shaw. Third row: James Dorr, Chuck Morrow, Don Marshall , Horold Bruster, Roy Packard, 
John Squire, Terry Thompson, Cap Peake, Jim lgnatieff, Wally Starr, Richard Duncan, Dave Hatfield , John Gilbert . Fourth row: Dick Jones, George 
Barker, Andy Liddell , Ed Homer, Jim Ellis, Mike Dennison, Mac Graham, Mac Dyer, Bob Segesman, Hahn Segesman, John Bisceglia, Vern Van Voorst, John 
Huisman, Dayle Lyke. 
RALLY COMMITTEE 
Col Poly's Rally Committee worked all night to construct the Poly presentation at the Fresno State Homecoming Parade. The Float 
Committee, heodeq by John Bisceglia and Arlene Fitch, enthusiastically planned and constructed the float in two weeks . 
The Rally Committee, headed by Mac Dyer, promotes college spirit by organ-
izing the rooting section at football and basketball games, providing ushers at 
these same games, decorating for various athletic events, and by selecting and 
working with yell leaders and song girls. The committee also sponsors half-time 
stunts at the football and basketball games and assists in organizing pre-game 
rallies to help promote school spirit. 
One of their major pre-game stunts includes the annual Jell-0 Bowl held 
each year with a rival school, whereby girls dress in full football uniforms and 
play an exhibition game. 
Plans by the committee also included a float designed and decorated by 
Rally Committee members for the Fresno State Homecoming this year. 
That sure is messy point! Mr. Chairman 
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AGRICULTURE 
BUSINESS CLUB 
Students who are primarily in-
terested in the growth and devel-
opment of California Agriculture, 
as well as careers in the many 
farm-related businesses and gov-
ernment agencies serving the 
farmer, comprise the member-
ship of the Agriculture Business 
Club. The primary function of 
the club is the development of 
fellowship, scholarship and occu-
pational opportunities in the 
field of Ag Business Manage-
ment. 
Left to rig ht: R. McCorkle, Instructor, Jon Hill en, Warren Farre ll , Geo rge Soares, Stanley Rose, Nikki Shorey, Thomas 
Grundman, Fred Collin, Robert Pinkerton, Allan Rockwell, Robert Pesce, Dr. Daniel C. Chose, Instructor. Second 
row: R. M. Ledyard , Advisor, George Gomes, Wes Colley, Tom DeRoza, Forest Risch , Fred Bohman, Stan Portugal , 
AI Amr;Hal, Jim Novinger, Chuck Cruikshank, Dan Davey, Larry Prager. Third raw: Tony Florentine, McSpadden 
Filbin, Mickey Carey, Jim Filbin , Gene Batali, Wayne Crawford , Dennis Anderson, David Honse, Richard Johnson, 
Richard Soares, John Burr, Gaylord S. McCoo l. Fourth row: Jack H. Griffin, Ron Lichti, Gary K. Petterson, Andy 
Liddell , John Salisbury, Pau l H. Closter, Jerry Decato, James Thompson , Stephen Butler, Joe Stasulat, John Smith, 
Gary Chilcott, Bob Peeler . 
AGRICULTURE 
EDUCATION 
CLUB 
The Agricultu re Busi-
ness Club is designed to 
help develop good agri-
culture teachers, good 
FFA advisors and to pro-
mote understanding and 
a broader knowledge for 
those interested Ag Ed 
majors. 
Front row, left to right : Raymond Meisgeie r, Richard Bruce, Gary Clausen, Dale Rogers, Merle Jensen, Leo P. Herndon, 
Sponsor. Second row: John Scheuber, Jerry Downer, Wm . McSparron, Richard Clawson, Joe Me llo, Bob Dee ter, Louis 
Harton , Steve Rumpf, Ray Milani, Paul Dicki, George Bookbank. 
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Front row, left to right, Paul Burkner, Doyle Sower, Tim Collins, Dennis Mariani , Becki Houghton , Ray Milani , Vern 
Von Voarst, Martin R. Miller. Second row, Fred Harnisch, Howard Martin , Ed Bradham, Doug Serlin, Roger Kennedy, 
Phelps Hobart, Charles Mueller. 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA 
The honorary drama fra-
ternity of Alpha Psi Omega 
helps and assists in the pro-
duction and management of 
dramatic presentations. It is 
also active during Poly Royal 
where it organizes and pre-
sents one-act plays for the 
enjoyment of students, fac-
ulty and visitors. 
This year the organization 
produced its first musical, 
" Girl Crazy," and the dra-
matic presentation of the 
"Rainmaker." 
AGRICULTURE 
ENGINEERING CLUB 
Interests of the Ag Engineering 
Society are varied in the de-
manding field of Agriculture. 
Expanding Agriculture needs and 
requires the knowledge of these 
engineers in surveying, crops, 
conservation and machinery. 
Their activities include an an-
nual three-day field trip, guest 
speakers from the campus and 
industry, joint meetings with 
other Agriculture division clubs, 
a gigantic Poly Royal display 
and an end of the year barbecue. 
Front row, left to right , Jock Hyams, Leslie Guske, Koren Moench, Keith Nielsen, Advisor, Don Shepley, Neil Norum. 
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ALPHA ZETA 
The objectives of Alpha 
Zeta are four-fold : to foster 
high standards of scholar-
ship, character, leadership, 
and a spirit of fellowship 
among all its members; to 
strive for breadth of vision, 
unity of action, and the ac-
complishment of ideals; to 
render service to the stu-
dents, the agricultural divi-
sion, the staff of Cal Poly; 
and to promote the profes-
sion of Agriculture. 
ALPHA PHI 
OMEGA 
The national service fra-
ternity of college students 
with previous scouting ex-
perience, Alpha Phi Omega 
is primarily interested· in 
leadership, fellowship, and 
service. The club's many 
activities included assisting 
in the fall orientation pro-
gram, holding a fall initia-
tion banquet and judg-
ing local Scout exhibits. 
Throughout the years the 
members of Alpha Phi 
Omega have kept up-to-
date information on the ac-
tivity bulletin board outside 
the Administration Build-
ing. 
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Front row, left to right: Carl G. Beck, Advisor, Clayton D. Oiler, Mickey Cory, Censor, Warren Farrell, Scribe, Richard A. 
Andreasen , Ronnie Rinker. Second row: Raymond Meisgeier, Paul T. Orsetti, Roger Kennedy, Maurice Brannon, Billy McKeen, 
Roy Killgore . Third row: William Dermody, John Eggers, Don Davis, Charles Boutonnet, Roy McKroy, Dick Jones . Fourth 
row: Tony Florentine, Andy McElhinney, Wayne Bartholomew, Michael DeBorde, Treasurer, Gary Rinkenberger. 
Front row, left to right: William Dunne, James Stubblefield, Winston Walker, Charles R. Clair, Colvin Detson, Malcolm 
MocCoy. Second row: Tom Coble, Chuck Bonzo, Pete Smith louis Sims, Jock Sims, ~ick Miller. Third row: Wayne E. 
Malone, Michael Mirato, lorry Fisher; James Holmes, Karl Hag'eman, Alvin Jacobson, John Borton. 
AMATEUR 
RADIO CLUB 
The Amateur Radio Club 
operates for students holding 
amateur radio licenses who 
want to continue " ham" ra-
dio activities while in col-
lege. A special depart-
mental room is equipped 
with radio transmitting ma-
terial and is used for the 
furthering of radio operators' 
knowledge and transmiss ion 
to other radios outside the 
campus area. 
Front row, left to right : Ronald Brewer (WA6ALMJ. Steve Mcintyre (K60GT). Dave Ricci (WA6TJX). Mike Prickett 
(WA6BUU) , Jim Kirstein (WA60NR). Jomes Kohler (WA6NBG). Second row: Martin Smith (K6ZMI). Chester Hartley 
(K6CEZ). Jock Dupre (WA6FKF), Roger Bovee, Ron EQrl (K7MER). Jon Gicker (WA6TNC). Duane Musgrove (WA6HCA) . 
Third row: Clifford Cloonon--odvisor, Walter Tufts (K6TIV), Robert Dixon (WA6AUF). James Rose (W6VVB), William 
Ostrom (WA6PDD). Donald Fowler (K6YXC), Russell Yensen (K6UMN), Gory Fernstrom (WA6CNS) . 
Front row, left to right : Colvin Berger-President, Jerome Rappoport, Joy Peace. Second row: Fred 
Mormie, Stephen Price. 
AMERICAN ROCKET 
SOCIETY 
Cal Poly's student chapter of the American 
Rocket Society, Inc., was started five years ago 
by a small group of enthusiastic amateur rock-
eteers. In September of 1959, the rapidly grow-
ing chapter received its charter from the national 
society. The purpose of the ARS is to advance 
knowledge in the fields of rockets, guided mis-
siles and space technology. To accomplish this, 
the local organization has an extensive program 
of professional speakers, motion pictures, .inter-
est group meetings and tours. 
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Front row, le ft to right , Phillip S. Fleisher, Ken Kohlen, Richard A. Okimto, Bob Ackelbein , Roy Coleman, Jim Davies, Dove Brightbill, Tom 
Ande rson . Second raw , Robert V. Browning, Steve L"Ecluse , Kenneth Kaise r, Loren Carlson , Akemi Kurokowo , Fritz K. Honey, John Donon. 
Th ird row , Gory D. Be ntson, Nick Watry, Jim Tremaine, Richard S. Jones, John Borton , Tom Ke esling , Thomas G. Matlock. 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE 
The major purpose of the California State Polytechnic Student Chapter of the American Institute of 
Architects lies in promoting professional fellowship, cooperation and spirit, and fostering an understanding 
of ideals of the present and future potential of the Architectural profession. 
Activities during the past year included representation at the State Architectural Convention held in 
Monterey. Students designed and constructed various booths and displays and assisted in promoting the 
name of the Cal Poly AlA. Freshman Holiday and a barbeque were other activities held during the Fall 
Quarter. 
Winter Quarter was sad and yet exciting for the Architecture department, for it meant the movement 
from the older departmental buildings to the new Engineering West Building. 
Guest speakers and an extensive Poly Royal exhibit were other presentations of the Student Chapter 
of the AlA, as well as the end of the year Awards ' Banquet and the Senior Good-bye Banquet. 
L 
One of the mony colorful land buoys displayed at the Monterey convention. )! 
OF ARCHITECTS 
Front row, left to right: Steve Black, J im Blohm, J. Caddes, Jay Joseph Shapiro, Art Kishiyama, Malcolm MacCoy. Second row: Bill Nutting , 
John Waestaff, lila lee Anderson , John L. Hughes, Robert Engman . Third row: Ralph Bradshay, Harold Bruster, David Kealy , Bruce Arnold, 
William Podesta, leonard Beuth, H. Bill Ehrlich. Fourth row: Bob Axelsen, Craig Wheeler, Don Brinkmann, Andrew G. Merriam, William Philip Gardner, 
Edwin lenvik, Warren Ludvigsen. 
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AWS 
Front row, left to right: Karl Kriedel (chairman). Bill .Oliver, Walter B. Clark, Ursula C. Krummel, Leslie D. Gilbert, Arty Noroian, 
Richard Pavlick, Richard C. Wiley (advisor) . Second row: Dana l. Schultz, Robert Akins, Allan Mcllree, Harold Mantle, Dennis Davis, 
Larry Schwab. Third row: Ray Bertolucci, Douglas J. Mortier, William C. Hamm, John Mykkanen, Jack Dietrich, Leonard Sanders, John 
Vogt, Gary Boerman . 
-
ASM 
The American Welding Society, composed of welding and metallurgical engineering students, 
had an excellent speaker program sponsored by the American Society of Metals. These speakers 
relate r:~ew processes in the field of welding. 
Various dinners and social meetings are among the activities in which the club participates, 
as well as a display during Poly Royal. 
ARAB SOCIETY 
A rab Society is a large group of stu -
dents drawn from the th irteen Arab 
states. 
H ighlights of the Club 's meetings are 
speakers sponsored by the nati onal 
chapter of the A ra b Students Associa-
t ion . 
Th e Club 's activ ities include displays 
for Po ly Roya l, participation in Interna-
tional N ig ht, a disp lay of the beginn ing 
of A ra b history a nd an annual p icnic 
w here t he members do t heir own cook-
ing . 
Front row, left to ri ght , Dr. Fuad H. Te llew, Faysa l Ghoul, Naji b Hamda n, Moha me d Mouckadem Nuri 
Ghariani , Ardo Kas ba rian , Dr. Dona ld Hensel. Second row, Fred A. Ana wa ti , Mohamed Jueily , 'Joma 
L. Na ffa , Husam Darwazeh (president). 
BETA BETA BETA 
Beta Beta Beta is an honor 
society for the students of the 
Biological Sciences and related 
f ields. With membersh ip based 
on g rade point average, the 
group exists to stimulate sound 
scholarship, to promote the dis-
semination of scientific truths, 
and to encourage the investiga-
t ion of life sciences. 
Tri Beta, as it is known, has a 
w ide range of activities which 
include: the maintenance of Poly 
Canyon , including caring for the 
trails , and the marking of trees, 
sh rubs and plants; an annual 
banquet; an outing to the bo-
tanical garden; and various lec-
tures from faculty members and 
guests in the biological fields. 
Front row, left to right, Shirley Gibson, Debby Dietz (president) , Sue Strauss, Virg inia Sill . Second row, Caro l 
Neiggemann, Joseph M. Choi , Aryan I. Roest, Mary T. Correia , Richard F. Nelson, Tom Ande rson, Diane Dale . 
Third row, Glenn A. Noble, Howard M. Ga iger, David H. Montgome ry, John J . Applega rth, Tracey G. Call . 
Fourth row, Dr. Will iam Thurmond (adv isor), Phillip Havens, Eric Ande rson, lonn ie M. Belden, Dr. R. J. Rodin, 
James Lawton . 
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CARDINAL KEY 
Cardinal Key is a national 
honor sorority for women 
which was o rganized in 1932 
as a counterpart for Blue Key, 
a sim i lar organ izatron for 
men. The Cal Poly chapter 
was organized last spr ing 
through the sponsorship of 
the local Blue Key chapter. 
Membership in Cardinal 
Key is extended to twenty-five 
junior and senior women stu-
dents on the basis of achieve-
ment, extracurricular activities, 
and scholarship. 
The group's projects include 
hostess servi ce for campus vis-
itors and prospective students, 
and ushering at some school 
activities. 
Front row, left to right : Libby Hatch, Shirley Dubin , Sandy Thixton , Mary Foreman, Annoroe Ario. Second row: Ton i Kelley 
(president). Judy Ryman, Jocquie Paul , Sondra Show, Prudy Brown , Joanne Arm~trong, Miss Marjorie Coss (sponsor). Th ird 
row: Rosemary Thorne, Pam Lettow, Joyce Potter, lrmolee Wigg ins, Corolee Iris Kolvvek, Kathleen Thorne . 
BLUE KEY 
The local chapter of Blue 
Key, a national honorary 
service fraternity, was organ-
ized on campus in 1952. The 
members were selected from 
the upper half of the junior 
and senior classmen . Other 
requirements for member-
ship are a good activity rec-
ord and a willingness to 
work for the good of the 
organization. 
Front row, left to right: Mickey Cory, David Coe, Dick Worner, Earl Locure, Tom Kipp, Jock Herbert , Don Worden (advisor) . 
Second row: Tom Coble, Paul T. Orsetti , Don Levensoler, Stephen Price , Roger Kennedy, Lorry Owens, Bill Tsoi, Tom Bragg. 
Th ird row: Joe Crossl in, Don Davis, Jerry Potter, Roy Lovton!'j, Ed Brabham, Nick Watry, Don Struble. 
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Front row, left to right : Jock Scott, David Waite, Roy Coleman, Warren Farrell , Steve Sanfilippo. Second row: Jerry Bailey, 
Robert Scott, Gordon Grimm, 'Roger Greene, Roy Morzorini. Third row: Jim Tremaine, ConnieMack Laskey, Richard Bostdorff, 
Larry Myhre , Steve Scofield (president), Steve Price . 
HONOR SOCIETY 
The Cal Poly Honor Society 
has been established for the 
purpose of giving recognition 
to all Cal Poly students who 
have .achieved distinction in 
scholarship, and encouraging 
others to strive for scholarly 
achievement. 
CIRCLE K 
Circle K is a student 
service organization 
sponsored by Kiwanis 
International, a serv-
ice club of business 
and community lead-
ers. Through its many ac-
tivities, students learn fel-
lowship, leadership, a n d 
service to the school, the 
community, and the nation. 
Circle K's many activities 
this year included giving out 
brochures for Poly Royal, 
ushering at wrestling tourna-
ments, and decorating the 
campus Christmas tree and 
the lobby of the administra-
tion building . 
It is anticipated that the 
Society w ill become a chapter 
of a national honorary society 
such as Phi Kappa Phi . Mem-
bers who remain at or near 
Cal Poly after their election 
are urged to take an active 
part in the Society to work 
toward this aim and to en-
courage scholarship at Cal 
Poly. 
Front row, left to right : Milo E. Whitson (advisor), Larry Owens, Anna Carter, Robert H. Frost (president). David 
H. Montgomery. 
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C.A.P.H.E.R. 
The Cal ifornia Ass·ociation 
of Health , Physical Education, 
and Recreation (CAPHER) is a 
statewide professional organ-
izat"ion-membership is open 
to instructors and physical 
education majors. 
Members of CAPHER hold 
picnics, work closely with the 
physical education wives club, 
usher for events held in the 
gymnasium, and sponsor 
"playnights" (volleyball, 
swimming) . Officers of the 
group attend annual CAPHER 
conferences. The club also 
holds a pot-luck dinner each 
year. Front row, left to right : Joan Gibbons, Donna Jones, Kath ie McBride, Dionne Bennett, Judy Church. Second row: Louis 
Manville , Jeff Capell , Armando Orono, Jim Triqueiro, Ronald Seitz. Third row: Alvin Joseph Jacobson, Jim Stiremon, 
Terry Cole, Hiro Okowochi, Sam Huerta Jr. 
Front row, left to right : Suzanne Young , Peggy Rowland, Joan Edwards, Carol Morris, Sue Jaques, Julie Holmquist, 
Valerie Newlonder, Jani Hannah, Pot Myracle . Second row: Clark Ruggles !president). Terry Carpenter, Philip J . 
Oberti , Charles A. Peake, Anthony C. DiNapoli, Robert A. Wilson, James Nunes, J . R. Jones . Third row: Alvin Joseph 
Jacobson , Charles Caldwell, Tom Van Soun, David Roberts , Bruce Robinson , Warren Daniel, Ted Ostlund, Roger L 
Sherman, Joseph C. Cardoni, Harry L. Clyde. 
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BUSINESS CLUB 
The Business Club is open 
to all members of the Business 
Department and to others in-
terested in the business world 
outside the campus. During 
the year the group entertains 
guest speakers who talk on 
the ever-changing ideas of the 
world around us. Other ac-
tivities include an annual ban-
quet and display during Poly 
Royal. 
j 
Front row, left to right, Neil Snyder, David J . Sullivan, Stephen Matzner. Second row, 
David Koester, Robert Andreini (Advisor). Charles Morrin. 
CHESS CLUB 
Chess Club, which got its start on 
campus during 1954, meets to wage 
the " battle of the checkmate" on 
campus each noon hour. The club 
was organized for those who enjoy 
playing chess and for those who 
wish to learn. 
During Easter vacation, the club 
participates in the California Inter-
collegiate chess tournament. This 
event has grown rapidly during the 
last few years as more and more 
schools have become interested in 
the game of chess. 
The group also took part in tour-
naments at various cities outside the 
San Luis Obispo area. 
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Front row, left to right, Mike Short, Bob Pinkerton, William Bickel. Second 
row' Rob Heilmann {vice chairman), Lionel Middlecamp {advisor), Lee Dough-
erty {chairman) . 
CUTTING AND 
REINING CLUB 
The Cutting and Reining 
club was started in 1955 to 
satisfy the increased interest 
in activities other than the ro· 
deo. 
Besides promoting the Poly 
Royal horse show, the group 
sponsors the girls' rodeo team . 
Members of the club receive 
instruction in show ring tech-
niques, halter class fittings, 
hackamore and cutting class-
es . 
CAL POLY CAMPUS 
FARM BUREAU CENTER 
The Cal Poly Farm Center is part of the San Luis Obispo 
county farm bureau. Organized in 1957, the club limits its 
membership to agriculture, biological science, soil science, 
and home economics students. 
The purpose of the Cal Poly Farm Center is to acquaint 
the members with the services which are rendered by the 
farm bureau on the county, state, and national level. 
The center holds barbecues, dances, and spaghetti feeds 
during the year. Various field trips are taken by the mem-
bers . During the past year, the club tried to introduce new 
areas of employment possibilities to the members through 
the use of guest speakers, films, and printed literature. 
Front row, left to right , Nikki Shorey, Patricia J. Foard, Barbara Coffland, Jeannie Foote. Second row, Sharon Packer, 
Saralee Boscocci, Joanne Nissen, Serena Loring. Third row, Duane Offield , Bill Croft, Nancy Boutonnet, Meriel Hannay. 
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Front row, left to right : Camille Zghaib, Najib Hamdan, Doug Fraga (president). Bob Cavaiani , Arnold Scheer. 
Second row: Freidoon Hamidi, Ron Yamashi ta , Husa m Darwazeh , Pete Bucata, Ran Wilki ns , Roger Heiliger. Third 
row: Bernard Voss, Ron Cecchini , Noel Kawachi, Charles Cekola, George McKenzie , Jim Hill (reporter). Soidollah 
Kazemi. Fou rth row: Marvin Allinson, Harley Phillips (historian). John Eggers, Jim Schwindt, Floyd Perry, Ronnie 
Johnson, John Hoxie. 
To bring students of the Crops Department together and to give them an opportunity 
to keep in close contact with the field are the main purposes of the Crops Club. 
This year, the group participated in many extracurricular activities . Two years ago 
it began a college agronomy judging contest and continued with it this year. Aside from 
a Christmas party, members participated in intramural sports, an FFA Crop Judg ing Contest, 
and other activities. Cl im axing the Crops Cl ub's year was the annual Spr ing Banquet and 
an exhibit at Poly Royal . 
Front row, left to right: Dr. Oscar E. Reece, Dariush Nazari, Glenayehu Berrau , Darrel Bagley, Mary Lucy Hote lling , 
Howard Rhoads , Mickey Fontes, Ron McParland. Second row : Dick Peterson , Jerry Robinson , Tom VanHoff, Manovch i 
Mohommach , Will iam Bickel, Ray Roze, Floyd Colbert, Ron Fil ice. Third row: Don Gayaldo , Mike Pezzola, Chuck 
Schwa rze , Manouchehr Karami, Robert Heilmann, Charles Boutonnet, Merle Jensen , Chuck DeMartini . Fourth row: 
R . • H. Lonborg, Paul R. Otsetti, Jim Scribner, Norman T. Campbell , G. L. Van De Vanter, Paul Founta in, Warl 
Weimer II I, Jerry Pomeroy. 
CROPS 
CLUB 
Mr. A. Scheer (Advisor) 
HARD AT WORK? 
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CULTURAL 
SOCIETY 
OF INDIA 
Learn ing and understand-
ing of Indian customs, back-
grounds, national and civic 
affairs is the prime concern of 
the Cultu ra l Society of India. 
The members are also moti-
vated in the education of oth-
ers in the cultural aspects of 
the Indian people, their gov-
ernment and their ideas. In 
this way, they hope to broad-
en the understanding and 
friendship between the people 
of India and those of Ameri-
can and other countries. 
Front row, left to right : H. K. Bhutani , Joshua Kopraporambii-Pres ident, lndar Sethi, Jain Nem Chand, Obaid Khan . 
Second row: Dharam Riot, Baldev Talwar, Miche l Franck- Adviso r, Kanayo Chandnani, Dhaliwal Hardev Singh, 
Satender Lomba . Third row: T. S. Rekhi, M. K. Bain, Harish Jain , A. S. Mongol, Malik Gulshan , lnder J it Jain . 
HUI 0' HAW All 
The formation of the Hui '0 
Hawai i Club was to further. 
the understanding of Hawai-
ian and other countries ' rela-
tionships. Since then Hawaii 
has become a state. Therefore 
the purpose of the club is to 
combine interested members 
in fellowship, communion and 
activity. 
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Front row, left to right : Glenn Dang, Harold Uradonio, lois Hade , Ann Kalbfleisch, Beverly Hashiniato, Walter Morimoto, 
larry Silva, Gerald Ha shimoto. Second row: Russell Komori, Harvey Honda, Gordon Umemoto, Gerad Ching, Ray 
Oyama, Eugene Rittenhouse, Advisor. Third row: Russell Wong , Denn is Teranishi, Cedric Matsushima, John Hoxie Noel 
Kawachi, Chuck Onaka. ' 
FARM 
MANAGEMENT 
CLUB 
The Fa r m Management 
Club offers to the members 
of the Farm Management 
major a variety of activities 
throughout the year. They 
include beginning of the 
year activities, Poly Royal 
displays, a spr ing end-of-
the -year banquet and many 
interesting guest speakers. 
Front row, left to right : Edgar Hyer- Advisor, Ronald Bernard, Jil)'l Glines, Mike Mondelli , John Emery, John 
Lilies-Pres ident. Second row: Warren Farrell, Richard Andreasen , Brent Jobe, Ga ry Grober, Anthony Tognazzi ni , 
Mark Fleudenthal . Third row: Pasha Soofi Siavash, Maur ice Brannan, Don Davis, Carl Janzen, Rodney Houn, Bernie 
Voss, Mike Phelan . Fourth row: Will ia m Merritt, Frank Pinney, Mike Short, Clifford Chubb, Tim Rice, Geor~e 
Betz, William Adams. 
Front row, left to right: Judy Sweeney, Sylvia Vizzard, Jane Morgan, Maria Scarpette, Sally Rodden , Pam Pringle, 
locksey Dinneford. Second row: Mrs . Jeanne Tucker, Raymond Yomosake, Dan McRae, Doug las Neary, Richard Tsukushi , 
Ronnie Rinker-President, Doris Hoffmann. Third row: George McCarthy , Tim Teegardin, Aart de Voswade Roberts, Russ 
Comer, Jack Dahlgren, Hiltop Sumida . Fourth row: Howard Brown, Charles Longacre, Dick Gerow, Richard Bracham, 
Carlos Soto, Ray Houston, Robert Zazueta . 
ORNAMENTAL 
HORTICULTURE 
CLUB 
The Ornamental Horticul-
ture Club was organized to 
help students of Ornamental 
Horticulture widen their 
knowledge of the field and 
opportunities it presents. At 
its meetings, members hear 
speakers from the field of 
ornamental horticulture, land-
scape architecture, and related 
subjects. The club helps with 
garden shows by furnishing 
plants and helping with floral 
arrangements. This service is 
performed for many local 
groups. 
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Front row , left to right : Barbaro Cofflond, Anita Bellue, Koren Arndt, Notosho Gorbotenko, Louise Tuthill, Chervl 
Reynolds . Second row: Jea n Donuser, Darlene He ilmann, Sondra Heath , Judy Jurs, Pot Williams, Marion Kroutil, 
Barbaro Cline , Georgia Oar. Third row : Nancy Whitman , Sandy Wright, Sharon Boysen, Lauro Hampl , Darlene 
Fe rini , Steff Nelson , Carol Fl e tcher, Ginny Huntsberger. Fourth row: Carol Parsons, Carolyn Kellam, Ernestine 
Garcia , Judy Lewis, Janet Pe te rson, Gerre l Knudsen , Dorothy Brown, Ellen Freemon, Joanne Rauch. 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
The members of the Home Eco-
nomics Club of Cal Poly participate 
in many service, social and fund-
rais ing activities which afford the 
women of the Home Economics De-
partment on opportunity to become 
acquainted with their fellow students 
and prom inent people in the field. 
The club is affiliated with the Ameri-
can Home Economics Association and 
the California Home Economics As-
sociation. 
Group projects include selling can-
dy at Christmas, a Christmas social, 
and an annual college hour fashion 
show. Guest speakers visit the de-
partment and present interesting and 
pertinent discussions on the new in-
novations in the field of Home Eco-
nomics. 
Front raw, left to right: Jackie Minotto, Cathy McClelland, Caroline Cooper, Barbara Sheerin , Sandee Sandie~. G ini 
Clark, Pam Huber. Second row: Marsha Dunham, Marlene Puetz, Leona Musgrave, Mrs . Mar jory Martinson, Advisor, 
Mary Franzina, Meredithe Heney, Gloria Lanini, Harr iet Marr, Susan McEimury. Th ird row: Judy Pratt, Barbara Corbet 
Judy Ryman, Jud ith Potts, Donna Domaso, Carolyn Escobar, Anne D. Dav is , Lynda Kyuse, Ann Engelbrecht, Susie Wegis: 
Louise Cooper, Judy Fowler. Fourth row : Pam Letton, Marilynn Sears, Sydelle Melinder, Nancy Boutonnet, Linda Jain , 
Cathy DeGosparis, Pot Eisert, Sharon Blair, Lindo Bell , Sandy Martin , Sue Pylman, Lindo Byrd, Joyce Potter. 
Front row, left to right: Art Vas, David Yonell , Chuck Williams, Rick Miller, Delbert Chesebro, Gilbert Acosta , 
David Riesberg , Alonzo Dung . Second row: Michael Mirato , Freddie Fubor, T. A. Zensius, Robert Bloss , Wayne 
Nilsen , James H. Holmes, Dove Shehane. Third row: Don Potestio, Douglas Forquer, Richard Warren, Donald 
Hilmer, larry Myhre, Gene Borg. 
Front row, left to right : E. W. Hemenway, David Coe, Stan Nash·Boulden, Dean Borgman, Douglas Brown, Jorge Pelaez, 
Joe Campbell, Dale Knutsen, l. W. Gustafson, Advisor. Second row: David Sullivan, Charles Mitchell, James Wettengel, 
Bill Struble, Mike Howard, Ton Kipp, Dick Fischer, Charles Van Norman, William E. Parker, Don Secrist, Wayne G. Anderson, 
William C. Borah. Third row: Stephen Price, loren Gasser, Don Cole, Doug Peno, Robert Bryant, Phil Koch, Alex Graham, 
Norm lee, Calvin Berger, Richard Laconte, Don Struble. Fourth row: Wayne Empey, Frank Schelling, Dennis Olson, Mike 
Evans, Burt Rutan, Jon Dono, Ted Shugar, Tom Hamilton, Alcon Taylor, Paul Olivier. 
INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING 
SOCIETY 
The goal of the Industrial 
Eng ineering Club is to bring to-
gether students w ith simila r en-
g ineering interests. Altho ugh the 
club is only seven years old , it 
is experienc ing tremendous 
growth . Membership has dou-
bled during the last two years . 
Social gatherings , an annual 
barbecue and installation, four 
day field trips through industries , 
and a display at Poly Royal are 
just some of the many and 
varied activities of the Industrial 
Engineering Society. 
INSTITUTE OF 
AERO SPACE 
SCIENCES 
The Cal Poly chapter of the Insti-
tute of Aerospace Sciences received 
its 13 year charter this year. The 
group gives scholastic awards and 
has guest speakers at its bi-monthly 
meetings. 
The main activity of the Institute 
of Aerospace Sciences is its annual 
awards banquet. The group also 
has picnics, model airplane meets, 
smokers, intramural sports, student 
conferences, a student speaker con-
test, and a Poly Royal display. 
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Front .row, left to right : Igor landyshev, Richard Olsen, Philip Norvell, Harry Tyler, Linda Miller, Richard lockie, 
Jack Dupre, lndar Sethi, Harold J . Hendriks, Advisor. Second row: Steve Sanfilippo, Vic Wallace, Fred Stephens, 
David Ricci, David Waite, George Rauchwerger, louis B. Moyer, Robert J. Barnett, Glenn Stuck, Roger Stuck, Chuck 
Milton . Third row: Kenneth L. Rothmuller, Robert Hesser, Eric Treaster, Frederick Thoburn, Stephen Gray, Bob 
Hancock, Rober Bovee, Mike McElheny, Ken Wetzel, Walter Tufts, Bob Patti . Fourth row: Elden Sandy, Carl Olson, 
Martin Smith , Wilson Tang, William Schuette, Jerry Jurgens, Ronald Earl, Richard E. Wells, Ray McNairy, Fred 
Niccore, Paul Baump, Harold Benner, John Norton . 
The Cal Poly chapter of the 
Institute of Radio Engineers is 
interested in the maintenance, 
care, and construction of radio 
equipment. By studying the 
workings of various types of 
rQdios, the members gain a 
broader knowledge of the 
field of Radio Engineering. 
Through guest speakers the 
student members also ac-
quaint themselves with the 
latest ideas in the field of 
radio engineering outside the 
campus facilities. 
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Front row: Joe Castellano, larry Owens, Robert James, Allan Uno, larry Hodel, James McQuaid, Wendell Ensor. Second 
row: Howard J . Sartori, Daniel Hathaway, Richard L. Fox. Fred Marmie, Willie Hayashida, James Collard, Charles Herald, 
Bob Carlson . Third row: Phillip C. Wildhagen , leslie E. Brock, Ronald Brewer, Chester Hartley, Gerald Ching , Rolph 
Keehn, Allan Heller, Bob Patti, Dwight W. Ensor. Fourth row: Robert Simons, Richard Kellam, Alan Gill, Richard Palm, 
Donald F. Fowler, Dale Dodrill , George Burman, Richard Bohnsack, Robert Wilson, Robert Goldsmith. 
Front row, left to right, lamont Youngberg, Jens Hansen, Noubor Sarkissian , Martin Gustafson, Kozem Doneshi, Mike Sioni , Konoyo 
l. Chondnoni, Abdullotif Haddad, Hooshong Zoghi. Second row, Phil Wheeler, Burt Knudsen, Joe Summings, Bruce Kronmiller, Alvin 
Gillaspie, Edward Rodrigues, Asghar Mohammad Hamid, Daniel lo, Monoochehr Ghodsion, Bert lilly, Frederick Minos . Third row, Tom 
Politte, Rice Berkshire , Bruce Rorly, Tom Petrich, Wilson Tong, John Chon, Gerd Kenning, Robert Boumheckel, Rodger Bauer. Fourth 
row, Karl Henderson , Malcom Kemp, Britton Paul Grim, Richard John Wells, Richard W. Scheeff, lok G. lin, John E. Dougherty, lawrence 
l. leckbond, Don Hagood, Russell l. Mitchell, Jim Bringle. 
Receiving its charter in 1955, Cal Poly 's associated 
branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers is the local chapter of an international, incorpo-
rated association of over 5,500 electrical engineers 
and scientists, including students on 164 college cam-
puses. 
The main objectives of the Cal Poly branch are to 
provide opportunities for the students to participate 
in independent functions brought about by their own 
initiative to foster those qualities needed by the engi-
neer, and to provide good fellowship in the depart-
ment. 
The principal activity of AlEE is sponsoring a stu-
dent prize-paper contest. 
Meeting of the official merger of I.R .E. and A.I.E.E. into I.E.E.E. 
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KAPPA MU 
EPSILON 
Kappa Mu Epsilon is a na-
tional honorary mathematics 
fraternity. Cal Poly"s chapter, 
Californ ia Gamma, was or-
ganized and chartered in 
1957. Membership is avail-
able only to math majors and 
to double majors. Whole 
scholastic achievement indi-
cates a mature and genuine 
interest in the field of math. 
MATH CLUB 
The Math Club is a semi-
technical group catering to all 
students interested in compu-
tation applications, statistical 
methods, instructional prob-
lems, and job opportunities in 
the industrial and teaching 
fields. 
The Math Club 's monthly 
meetings normally consist of 
movies, speakers, and demon-
strations designed to acquaint 
the student with the diversi-
fied opportunities pertaining 
to the field of mathematics. 
Front row, left to right : Leslie Guske , Jacque Paul, Marilyn Sheaffer, Peggie Heddy, Sandy Lister. Second row: 
Marshall D. Flake, Gordon Umemoto , Gordon lou , Doug lambert, George R. Mach (advisor), Milo E. Whitson. 
Third row: Dr. John Manning, John Schuster, John Douglas, Douglas Pena , Stephen Matzner, John. Y. K. Chang. 
Fourth row: W. Boyd Judd, S. H. Stovall , Neil Snyder, Tom Dickey, Gary M. Cramer, Clifford Plopper, Roland 
Jacobson. 
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Front row, left to right: Jacquie Paul, leslie Guske, Kathy Schild, Pam Priddy, Carol Morris, Marilyn Sheaffer, 
Peggie Heddy, Sandy lister. Second tow: George A. Mach, John H. Manning , Marshall D. Flake, Gert Gehlhaar, 
Gordon lou , Stephen Matzner, Russell W. Coover, Donald lim. Third row: Milo E. Whitson , Danko Mirlho, Charles 
Morrin , John Douglas , George long, John Y. K. Chanq, Jay Peace, Jim Angstadt. Fourth row: Glenn Oreen, Vince 
Jacobs, W. C. Hogan (advisor), Wayne Malone (president), Neil Snyder, Gary M. Cramer, Clifford Plopper, Roland 
Jacobson, William H. Schuette, Robert Campbell. 
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Front row, left to right: Herbert Kabat, Bernhard Piw czyk, Dick Warner, lou 
Drapeau. Second row: Mic hel Robles, Pete Tahbaz, Alex Yuiii -Thornton, 
William H. Bentley, Paul Wright. 
Front row, left to right: Gerald McCall , Roy W. Murdock, Jain Nem Chand, Saxena Harbans K., Augustine 
Wu, Sandhu Palvinder. Second row : John Schuster, Goliard Janson Ill, George H. Romer, Har ish C. Jain, Karl 
Gulbrand, T. S. Rekhi. Third row: Dennis McNeal , Daniel W. Bliss, Setareh Bohman, larry Zysman, Fred Kari9, 
Mike Singer. Fourth row: R. W. Adamson (advisor), Doug Hawkins, Morris P. Taylor (advisor). Royce Morgan, 
Neil Geitner, William H. Arlt, Herb Gerfen (president). Eugene W. Arnold. 
PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
CLUB 
The Phys ical Science Club 
was founded in 1957 by 
the Cal Poly Phys ics De-
partment. The club 's main 
objective is to promote in-
terest in the phys ical sci-
ences among the students. 
Activities include annual field trips to 
modern industrial and research labo-
ratories , and tours of mil itary instal-
lations engaged in scientific researcfr. 
Each year the Phys ical Science Club 
has prominent guest speakers from 
the physical science industries. 
MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING CLUB 
The Mechanical Engineering Club is the 
social club of the Mechanical .Engi'neering 
Department, and also functiqns as one of 
its organizations conducting technical 
meetings . It makes the department float 
in the fall, conducts field trips, and has a 
spring smoker as its final activity. 
The Mechanical Engineering Club also 
holds frequent evening meetings on tech-
nical subjects, sometimes with outside 
speakers, sometimes with faculty. One 
of its greatest services is to new students. 
Its members help the new students with 
scheduling and registration, and with the 
difficult first weeks. 
POLY CHI 
Poly Chi exists to promote in-
terests of the Chinese and Chi-
nese-Americans , and to make 
them feel at home at Cal Poly 
by creating a friendly atmos-
phere and help them adjust to 
college life. The local chapter is 
nine years old and is affiliated 
with the state-wide Ch inese 
Club. 
Poly Chi 's myriad activities in-
clude dances, picnics, beach 
parties, and "juk" parties. The 
organization also has an annual 
barbeque and a display at Poly 
Royal. 
Front row, left to right, Rowena Hnen, Susan Chan , Lucy Lou, Eunice Lam, Marianne Wong . Second 
row, Augustine Wu !president), Edmund Leung, C. F. Lam, Franklin Shiu, Michael Tung. Third row, 
John Chan, Tack Huon, Big Szeto, Kenneth Hung -Yi p Chan, Ronald Chang, Daniel Lo. Fourth row, 
Kokpo Ng . Yuk -Yuen Yue, Wilson Tang, John H. Applega rth !advisor), Lok G. Lin, Ming-Wah Chan, 
Lou-Chi Yuen. 
IRANIAN 
STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 
The purpose of the Iranian 
Students Club is to promote 
better friendship and under-
standing between the Iranian 
and American students. 
Besides regular meetings, 
the club a I so has panel dis-
cussions attended by instruc-
tors from the Social Science 
Department and students. 
The club also has special 
social gatherings, and partici-
pates in International Night. 
Interested in sports, the 
Iranian students have had a 
championship volleyball team 
during the past four years. 
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Front row, left to right, Kambiz Ghaemmagham, Jahangir Jalali, Sue Chrisman, Hooshang Zaghi, Gholamriza 
Gowyani !president). Serob Avakian. Second row, Ebrahimi Eyenollan, Dariush Nazari, Dowlaty Mohammad Ali, 
Ghodsian Manoochehr, Ali Roustaian, Mostafa Jalali . Third row , Darius Anvar, Posh Soofi Siavash, M . Karami, 
Pete Fahbaz, Yevgeni Philipovitch, Hossein Hamidi . Fourth row, Frederick Mines, Freidoon Hamidi, Bohman Setareh, 
Saidollah Kazemt, Kewmars A. Zamani, Glenn W. Rich !advisor). 
MUSTANG 
FLYING CLUB 
Founded in 1946, the Mustang Flying 
Association attempts to foster and pro-
mote an interest in aviation by providing 
faci li t ies through which members can 
receive instruction and experience in fly-
ing on an economical basis. The Club 
includes both faculty and students . 
In 1961 , a Cessna 120 was purchased 
with a complete instrument panel so that 
the Federal Aviation Authority require-
ments for private pi lots licenses could be 
met. 
Front row, left to right, Tom Phelps, Doug Fraga. Second row , Mark Greenhalgh, 
Brent Jobe (president), Fronk Mayne. Third row , Chip Coldwell , Tom Har ris, 
Bruce Springer. 
First row, left to right: So idolloh Kozemi, W. M. Kirkpatrick, Kombiz Ghoemmoghom, Joyce Bonos, Camille Zghoib, 
Johangir Jalali, Mohammad Ali Dowloty, Hooshang Zoghi, Houcine Malek. Second row: MGinoochehr Ghods io n, 
Povlinder Sandhu, Raj Thopor, Lynn Lewis, Margaret Yuan Min, Konoyo L. Chondnani , Mark Freudenthal, Join 
Nem (pond, Mario Lio Scarpello, Raul R. Moreno. Third row: Cesar Plaza , Saxena Horbonsk, Horish C. Join, Posh 
Soofi Siovosh, Kuldip S. Soli , Toni Kelley, M. Koromi, Baldev S. Tolwor, B. Kaplan, M. L. Norulo . Fourth row: Ali 
Rousto ion, Alemoyehw Berrow, T. S. Rekhi, Paul Wright, Freidon Hamidi, M. S. Teja , S. K. Khosla, Bohman Setoreh, 
Pete Tohboz. 
INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS CLUB 
To improve relationships between 
Foreign Students und Americans is 
the main objective of the Interna-
tional Relations Club. Although it 
had its beginning only six years ago, 
the club is growing rapidly. 
The International Relations Club's 
many activities th is year included a 
trip , an " International Night," a tea, 
and various other trips, barbecue, 
p icnics and games. 
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LOS LECHEROS 
Los Lecheros Dairy Club, which has been active on campus for the past 24 
years, has been affiliated for the past six years with the students' branch of the 
American Dairy Science Association. 
The main purposes of the club are to serve students in accordance with its 
governing document, to present the college in an honorable manner, to provide 
unity within the Dairy Department, and to provide an opportunity for its members 
to express leadership and responsibility. 
Los Lecheros sponsors a number of activities. Among them are an annual 
barbecue, all campus dairy products and dairy cattle judging contest, and pur-
chasing milk to supply the milk machines on campus. 
The highlight of the year is the club 's annual banquet at which the club hon-
ors two outstanding persons from the dairy industry. 
Front row, left to right: John Moore, Joe Mello, Jim Hoffman, Carolyn Goldsmith, Jeanis Benner, Annabelle l. Alberti, Dennis Hill, Cesar 
Plaza, Thomas L. Cote. Second row: George Spiliotopoulos, Benny Martin, Julian Branca , Joe Madruga , Terry Jones, Don Keeler, Arnold 
Mellow, Jim Edgerly, E. D. McGlasson. Third row: Russell Nelson, Herman E. Rickard, Ronald McKee, Ted Van Tuyle, Gordon 0. Williams, 
Jim Seller, Stan Portugal, Ralph R. Loya, Art Perry, Don Kaufman . Fourth row: Roger Akkerman, Lonny Beno, Joe Akkerman, John Danuser, 
Gordon Grimm, Robert Nicol, William H. Rienstra, Dave Beno, James Bond. 
DAIRY CATTLE JUDGING TEAM 
Front row: Louie Souza , Annabelle Alberti, Joe Mendoza , Joe Mello. Second row: Russell Nelson-Coach, Ralph Loya, 
Richard Cotta, Herman Rickard-Coach. Third row: George Nunes, Dave Beno, Joe Akkerman. 
SENIOR DAIRY 
PRODUCTS JUDGING 
Front row: George Spiliotopoulos, Jim Seiler, Dennis Hill, E.·D. McGlasson . 
Not shown: James Cary. 
JUNIOR DAIRY 
PRODUCTS JUDGING 
Front row: John Moore, George Spiliotopoulos, William Rienstra, Dennis Hill, 
E. D. McGlasson. 
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Front row, left to right: leo Miller, Dotty Burkert, Kathy leBerthon , Torn. Hart. Second row: John Gilbert, Bob Treggett, 
Doyle lyke, Jim Davies, William lee. Th ird row: George Zimmer, Bob Segesman, Mike Grogan, Giles Rich- Commodore, 
Bob Ritchie. 
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POLY CORINTHIANS 
Poly Corinthians was organized to stimulate 
interest in sailing and boat racing activities. The 
Corinthians sponsor instruction in beginning and 
intermediate sailing and inter-collegiate and 
inter-club races. Other activities include races 
against the San Luis Obispo and Morro Bay yacht 
clubs, weekend sails, and social events such as 
an annual d inner meeting and the yearly ship-
wreck party. 
Front row, left to right : Warren Jones , Fred Cummings, Jock Moyes, Charlotte Hudson , Dennis McNeoll , George Croker, 
Duane Cropsey. Second row: Spike Schwilk, Andy McBride, Herschel Wright, Wayne Empey, Paul Stivers, Jeff Nolke , Mike 
Cosner, Darryl Skrobok, Fred Anowoti, Don Walker, Ern ie La Miller. 
POLY PENGUINS 
The Cal Poly Penguins is the only college motorcycle club 
chartered under the American Motorcycle Assoc iation . Early in the 
fall each year the Penguins begin planning bi-weekly club events 
such as rides, trials, skill events, and escorting for the Homecoming 
parade. Their biggest event of the year is the High Mounta in 
Enduro, a grueling cross-country contest of both machines and 
riders, which attracts some seventy or more cyclists from all over 
the West. Later in the year the Penguins hold <;:1 demonstration of 
moto rcycle skills. Po ly Royal is celebrated with an annual banquet. 
Front row: Dennis McNeal, President; Warren Jones , Treasurer. Second 
row: Darryl Skrobok, Vice President; Charlotte Hudson, Secretary. 
Penguin in trials event. 
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Front row, left to right: Martin Gustafson, Jens Hansen , K. Daneshi, Kanayo L. Chandnani , R. E. 
Ryan, lamont Youngberg. Second row: G. Furimsky (Advisor), Phil Wheeler, Alvin Gillaspie, Edward 
Rodrigues, Joe Cummings , Jim Bringle , Frederick Minas. Third row: Michael Springer, Tom Petrich , 
Rice Berksh ire, Rick Wood , Rodger Bauer, Dayle lyke, Bob Segesman . Fourth raw: M. H. Asghar, 
F. W. Bowden , B. P. Grim, W. R. Anderson, R. W. Scheeff, Richard J . Wells, Frederick Ervast, Donald 
M. Kemp, Russell Mitchell (President). 
Front row, left to right: John Hea ley, Susa n Te bbe, Esther Alexa nde r, Jim Gru ndma n. Second row: 
Michae l Denn ington , Ka ren Fray la nd, Nikki Hoffma n. Third row: All a n Sipe, Meriel Ha nnay, Serena 
loring, Betsy Kingman, Kay Campbel l. 
POLYPHASE 
CLUB 
The main objective of the 
Poly Phase Club is to provide 
a service and a social organiza-
tion for members of the weld-
ing department. The group 
holds both a formal and an in-
formal initiation for the Poly 
Royal dance and they also put 
their many talents to work in 
lighting effects for various local 
service clubs. 
A get-acquainted barbeque 
for new technical journalism 
majors was the first event on 
the press association's calendar 
· this year. In additiOn to weekly 
meetings w•th interesting diS-
cussions on journalism and al-
lied subjects, soc;ial activities 
were enjoyed by the organiza-
tion. The highlight of the year 
as the eleventh annual press 
ssociation banquet wh•ct. was 
well attended by alumni, ma-
jors, faculty members, and spe-
cial guests. 
POLY 
SKINDIVERS 
Under the guidance of Mr. Apple-
garth, advisor, the Po ly Skindivers seek 
to promote an understanding of the 
mechanics of skindiving, and of state 
and federal laws related to the sport. 
Respect for other skindivers is also 
stressed . 
One of the highlights of the club is 
that it also instructs in Scuba diving. 
Th is g roup also helps in rescue opera-
tions at nearby lakes and the ocean. 
POULTRY 
CLUB 
The Poultry Club was pri -
marily organized to famil -
iarize members with new 
developments in the field of 
Poultry Husbandry. Activi-
ties include motion pictures, 
field trips, picnics, and an-
nual banquet and chicken 
fry. The club presents speak-
ers, experts in the poultry 
field, at their meetings to 
keep up with the latest 
technology. 
Associated with the Na-
tiona! Collegiate Poultry 
Club, the club contributes to 
the organization's monthly 
newsletter. 
Front row, left to right, Jill Mill er, Kendall Burkey, lorry Coley, Robert Howard. Second row, J. H. 
Applegarth, Fronk Pinney, lee G. Fosdick, Byron Howard , Fred Peterson. 
Poultry Club traditionally 
builds a Homecoming Float, 
conducts a Spring field trip, 
and a Spring Barbecue. 
They also participate in Poly 
Royal and the State FFA Fi-
Front row, left to right, R. I. leach (Advisor). Jim lay, Guadalupe Ri vero Montal vo, Winifred Jess, 
Angelico Vigil , Rodney Evongelho, lorry Rathbun. Second row , S. T. Gandoa, M. Jalali, Ted Wilder, 
Kwame Gyomfi, Earl Tooker, Albert Cognlon, Stephen lou. Th ird row, leo Sonkoff (I nstructor). Roland 
Pautz (Instructor). Richard lrby, David Brown , Ron Downing, Bob Thomas. 
J:!91Ju~ Team Contest. 
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Front row, left to right, Nolen. Ashman , Rick Murrey , Poncho Jones , Warren Larson, Jack Krusee, 
Roger Gibb. Second row, Tom Christiansen , Martin Meier, Conrad Young , Larry Anderson , Don Rutter, 
Joe Proctor. Third row , Larry Re id , David Young , Steve Williams, Mike McCloskey, Bob Nigra, J im 
Overmohle , Bill Hoehnke. 
ROADSTER CLUB 
TURTLES 
The Cal Poly R_oadster Club, known as the Turtles, 
was founded in 1950 to provide an organization which 
would serve the students of Cal Poly who aFe interested 
in the promotion 'and development of all phases of 
motoring . The club is now open to non-students and 
coeds. In 1959, three of the Poly Royal queen candi -
Jates were active members of the club. The Turtles 
regularly sponsor reliability runs, and poker runs in 
wh ich safety is stressed over competition . Each year 
at Poly Royal, a car show is put on, which features the 
top custom and competition cars in the area . The big 
social function of the year is the spring steak barbeque. 
Front row, left to right: Sally Green , Silva Harvey , Pat Foard, Sandy Hayman, Meriel Hannay, Serena Lonng , Duane Baxley. 
Second row: Skip Loinger, George Badura , Ray Walker, Bill Ma rf in, Fred Church, Lew Borzono , Jesse James, Frank James, Davod 
Addy. Third raw: Delbert Fletcher, Paul Dickie , Kent Rider, Will T rie, Morrie Scheiber, Sforvon Marvin, Jesse James , Skop Anderson , Bullbuster Buttrey, Jim Johnson . 
RODEO CLUB 
The Rodeo Club is one of the oldest and most active clubs on campus. Its 
many activities include rodeos, dances and barbeques. The aim of the club 
is to promote interest in rodeos and to give students a better understanding 
of the sport. The Cal Poly Rodeo Club is fortunate in having an arena on campus 
for the use of the students. Each year the Rodeo Team travels to different 
schools for competition and sponsors an inter-collegiate rodeo for Poly Royal. 
G 11 h None Wh itman Sharon Packer, Diane Nance, Peggy Cohoe, Jack Dawson, Karen 
Front row left to right: Jerry Pomeroy, Pat Se~onod e;~w: St:rling Gree~. Max Griffith, Jesse James, Emmanuel Agwuno, Stoney Burke, Randy 
Johnson , Bill Gobford (Advisor), Bob Shaw. T J h son Ron Grossnickle. Third row: John Dalton, John Jones , Cosey Jones, Tom Mora , 
Hamill , Tom Marron, Mike Moses , Dave Freeman, H~':,.ki~s.n Ji,;, Beaver, Doc Shelton, Dick McSpadden, Bill Mart innsen, Frank Ponney. Jose Hansen, Fred Thorson, Dave Breeder, John 
-
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Cadets standings, left to right: J. M. Cummings, E. R. love, F. D. Chavez, N. E. Hockford , D. J . Schilling, M. M. Schworzboch , 
l. W. Prager, R. D. Beckel , J . M. lawson, G. A. Betz, W. E. Cro wford, E. R. Buchl er, D. R. Jackson, T. A. Cimrol, C. C. Dodson. 
Seated: D. E. Obermonn, G. S. Umemoto, C. R. Cartwright, J. F. Albert, C. B. Olson, A. J. Morgan, J . C. Collard, R. l. Hesser. 
SCABBARD AND BLADE 
Standing . in front, left to ri ght: G. Coughlin, M. Wadkins, B. Collingsworth. First row, front 
to bock: R. Bishop, H. Willhoit, J . lake, M. Springer, D. Becker, R. Sokuoko . Second row: 
C. Wheeler, E. Curtis, 0. Filley, T. Moughmer, J. Fitzgerald , l. Manville. Third row: D. White, 
J . lawton, R. Arnett, J. Glines, J . Jones, G. lou . Fourth row: D. Wedeking, D. Rose, P. 
Johnson , S. Vossler, M. Howard . 
The purpose of Scabbard and Blade is primarily 
to raise the standard of military education in Ameri-
can colleges. It unites the students in closer rela-
tionships to their military departments, encourages 
good officers and promotes good fellowship . Scab-
bard and Blade sponsors the Military Ball and hosts 
the annual queen candidate reception in November. 
R.O.T.C. 
DRILL TEAM 
The Drill Team is a volunteer organization com-
posed of freshman and sophomore ROTC cadets. 
Each member devotes many hours of his free time 
to practice the team's many intricate routines. Be-
sides exhibitions, the team marches in numerous 
parades. 
The Cal Poly Ski Club has annual 
outings to nearby ski resorts. Two of 
the resorts are Yosemite and China 
Peak. The club is arranged to accom-
modate both advanced and beginnin~ 
skiers, and anyone interested is wel-
come. Their meetings feature movies 
and speakers outstanding in the skiing 
field. 
SKICLUB 
Front row, left to right , Tom Colter, Loylon Thies, Nancy Nowling, Tim Collins, Pam Huber, Pot Williams, Dotty Burkert, Kathleen Flynn, Shirley Hawk, 
Koren Arndt, Cookie Rotollo, Carol Bendiesen . Second row, Terry Cole, Alan Huckabay , Eric Eppler, Lynne Davidson, Mary Moe, Steff Nelson , Jack 
Harkness, Roger Firstenberger, Jacquelyn Minatta, Marilyn Joyce. Third row, Brion Dunbobin, Alan Kelley, Don Deubel , Doug Poterbin, Ri chard Warren , 
Tom Minder, Bob Segesman, Richard Loconte, Mike Jorgensen-President, Richard Binns, John Hoffman . 
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Front row, left to right, Richard Bohnsack, Richard Palm, Jim Bringle, Carl Olsen - Pres ident, Robert Baumheckel, Bill Struble. 
Second row, Manoochehr Ghodsian, Glenn Stuck, Robert Barnett, Rodger Bauer, Donald Hilmer, Roger Svendsen, Larry Myhre, Don 
Struble, Royce Morgan , Ron Love . 
HAVE SLIDE RULE, WILL TUTOR. 
TAU SIGMA 
Students who rank in the upper third of 
the Engineering division are members of 
Tau Sigma. Tau Sigma is designed to bring 
good engineering students together, to en-
courage better engineering, and to encour-
age each member to make a new contribu-
tion to his particular field . The organization 
conducts an assistance program in the form 
of a tutoring lab and provides financial 
help, a $250 scholarship, for an engineer-
ing student in need of such aid. 
SOCIETY OF 
AUTOMOTIVE 
ENGINEERS 
The purpose of the Society of 
Automotive Eng ineers is to pro-
mote the arts, sciences, stand-
ards and engineering practices 
connected with the design, con-
struction, and utilization of au-
tomotive apparatus . The SAE 
meetings fulfill this purpose by 
the reading and discussion of 
professional papers and reports, 
the publication and distribution 
of them and by providing good 
fellowship for the members. 
The Cal Poly chapter of SAE 
was started in 1952; it is now 
the third largest student chap-
ter in the United States. 
Front _row, left to right: Bert Barnes, Daniel Bliss, Peter Smith, Philip Heintz, Richard Kombrink. Second 
row: Gotthard Janson, Jim Ellis, Jim Overmohle,_Eric Lundquist, Michael Singer. 
Front row, left to right: V . I. Engman , William Knox, Art Kishiyama, Kimihiro Sera, Andrew Merriam. 
Second row: Don Chappell , Bob Dodd, Mike Simpson, Robin Kipp, . Warren Ludyigsen . Third row: Larry 
Tvrl, Carl Schubert, Mark Haselton, Ken Minor, Robert Eberhart. 
SCARAB 
Scarab is an honorary architec-
ture fraternity which was establish-
ed at Cal Poly in 1953 as one ~f 
ten chapters across the country. Na-
tionally, Scarab brings together stu-
dent leaders in architectural schools 
for the benefit of students them -
selves, as well as their schools. 
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Front row, left to right: Dr. Arnold Dean -Advisor, Peggy Smith, Harold Urodomo, Thong Soroth, John Foster, Abder 
Oudghiri, Ali Rois, William Reiman, Jose Toledo. Second row: Raymond Leighty , Richard Smiley, Michael McKenry, Roy 
Killgore, Fredrick Br inkerhoff, George Badura , Benny Kmplon, Lee Stephenson, Caleb Othieno. Third row: Terry Logon, Led-
win Fortini, Robert Viets , John Schott, M ike Colegrove, Gory Rinkenberger-President, Logon Corter, Mr. John Stechmon, Dr . . 
B. Dickson, Dr. L. Corter, Richard Hones. 
SOIL 
CONSERVATION 
SOCIETY 
OF AMERICA 
All Juniors and Seniors in the 
Soil Science department are 
eligible to join the Cal Poly Soil 
Conse-10vation Society. The or-
ganization's purpose is to bring 
members together in good fel-
lowship and to provide them 
with information about voca-
tional opportunities in their 
field. The group participates in 
land- judging contests, sponsors 
the state FFA land-judging con-
test, and publishes a newsletter. 
It cooperates with Soils Oub in 
putting on displays and dem-
~~=~~~~!?ns for Poly Royal. 
SOILS CLUB 
The Soils Club is organ-
ized so that Soil Science ma-
jors can become acquainted 
with each other and the 
faculty. The club 's meetings 
feature various speakers 
who outline advantages 
and opportunities in the 
modern field of soils. The 
club took field trips to lab-
oratories and farms as well 
as holding an annual pic-
nic. The highlight of the 
year was the annual spring 
banquet along with the in-
tramuraf team which the 
club sponsored. 
Front row, left to right : Raymond Leighty-Advisor, Harold Urodomo, Abder Oudhiri , Benny Kaplan, Ali 
Rois . Second row: Peggy Smith , Gory Rinkerberger, Lee Stephenson , George Badura, William Reiman . 
Third row: Roy Killgore , Logon Carter -Chairman , Mike Colegrove, Dr. L. Corter, Richard Hones . 
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TECHNICAL ARTS SOCIETY 
Front row, left to right: Sam Mills, Howard Lauck, Ed Crosby, James Criss, Walt Parrish, Lyle Phillips, Phil Brown, Don Schleich, Fronk Gore 
Second row: Nelson Smith, Arthur Johnston, Gerald Woodcock, Douglas White, Roger Bazzill, Robert Wi ll is, Mike Hensley, Tom Wright, Newell 
Siler, Richard Londru. Third row: J. Strasser, Lorry Wiemers, Rober t Moore, Robert Murchy , Wa lter Brown , Richard Frame, Art Woodfin, Peter 
Lawn, William Chemers, Dove Clark. Fourth row: Owen Harlan, Rolland Mielke, Lorry Wa lker, Lovell Chose, Gene Smith, Richard Dixon, Charles 
May, Richard Jones, Don Hamilton, Tony Vrell, Dove Whitlomb.· 
Roger Bozzill installed as Pres ident at Madonna Inn. 
Though the Techn ical Arts Society is a relatively 
new organization on campus, it has already estab-
lished a reputation for outstanding exhibitions dur-
ing Poly Royal and has sponsored many outstand-
ing activities to the benefit of its members and 
school. It has proven to be one of the fastest grow-
ing clubs on campus . 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, 
REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING ENGINEERS 
Originally initiated to discuss modern and future plans for heating, refrigeration and air conditioning, the Ameri-
can Society of the same name has carried out these goals even further than hoped for. Guest speakers from outside the 
college attend meetings and assist in discussing and answering questions on the new methods being developed today. 
Front row, left to right, Alexa nder Scheflo-President, William Gunning, Francis Tsunda, Carlos Verazo, Kewmars lamoni, Roughy Dehbibi, Steven We1, 
Leslie King, James McGrath -Advisor. Second row, Tom Cable , Vincent Foster, Roy Packard, Jagiit Mahl, Samuel lam , B. P. Provias , R. G. Keif-Advisor. 
Third row, Richard Gilbert, Max Pittman, Perry Knopf, Richard Ochs, Preston Smith , ltzhak Hananel , Bill Brown, Alberto Barrenecheo. 
Front row, left to right, Mike Tresler, Daniel Vallas , Tom Kreider. Second row , Ed Homer, 
Larry Myhre , Dan Weis. 
BOWLING CLUB 
The campus Bowling Club was organ-
ized for the benefit and enjoyment of those 
students who enjoy the sport of bowling. 
Tournaments are held among the club 
members as well as outside the organiza-
tion . Those interested in learning to bowl 
are encouraged to join . 
Front row, left to right: Jim Bates, Don Blank, John Nussbaumer, Edward Sarg inson , Lorry Hubbell , Warren Winner, Bill Wisckol , Brion 
Clegg, Tina Friel , Tom Kreider, Dick Phelps . Second row: Jeff Nol ke , Spencer Nesbit, Gory Sharar, Robert Ki mble, Bruce Beebe, Phi l 
Alexander, J im Yockey, Donald Underwood , Ron Banister, Mr. J im Bobb-Advisor. Th ird row: Grant Burns, Gory Po rter, Theop lis Du nn, 
Jock Turner, Austin Angell , Jock Hya ms , Do ve Macdonald , Paul Wat terson , Roger Stalcup, Fred Rosch , Dove Stryker. 
MAT PICA PI 
To provide fellowship and closer contact 
with developments in the field of pr inting for 
all students in that major is the main objective 
of Cal Poly's Mat Pica Pi. Organ ized in 1950, 
the club participates in numerous activities 
throughout the year. Members of Mat Pica Pi 
publish the Activities C~endar and the Printing 
Alumni Paper. Othe~ events which highlight the 
organization's year include a freshman· barbe-
que, senior banquet, Christmas banquet, Poly 
Royal banquet and d isplay, and the sponsorship 
of the annual Printing Week. 
Chad Chopl in and Jock. Loeb fixing salad for hungry 
members at Fresh Borbeque. 
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Front row, left to right: ldoraesit Charles Etuk, Patrick Obi Ngoddy, Theodore Nkire Kamalu, Chukuma Ohuegbe, Bright 
Akire. Second row: Emmanuel Tetley Ablakwa, Onuma Baldwin Okezie, A. N. C. Chukwu, Joe Ricks -President, Kwame 
Gyamfi, Joseph Kihuha, Ali Rais, Anti Lawrence . Third row: G. Modzabi, Alfred Machayo, Francis Badgie , Jacob Wum-
naya, Amachi Akarue, John Ashun , Archibong Akpan, Ememufot Nwa, Chukwuma Ambrose, Daniel Ngula, Francis Aggrey, 
Amos Adepo. Fourth row: William Kofi Otoo, Alemayehu Berrou, Horato Mends, Emmanuel Agwuna, S. T. Gandaa, C. M. 
Lotakajaki, Nuku Asem, Edmund Nettey, Jonathan Ovien. 
YOUNG FARMERS 
The Young Farmers Club fills the gap be-
tween high school and adult farm organizations. 
It is a service organization of the FFA. The Cal 
Poly branch was the first chapter organized 
in the United States. The club holds a scholar-
ship drive for a worthwhile future farmer, hosts 
the Future Farmer field day, sponsors a parlia-
mentary procedure contest during Poly Royal, 
an annual barbeque, and the state convention 
of Young Farmers. 
AFRICAN 
STUDENTS 
ASSOCIATION 
Acquainting American 
students with the customs 
and attitudes of the African 
people was the main project 
of the African Students Club 
this year. Speakers and so-
cial functions comprise the 
remainder of activities . Dis-
cuss ions involved American 
customs and beliefs, com-
pa rative studies of Afro-
American relations and the 
s ituations in African coun-
tries. 
Left to right: Tom Mora, Jeff Jeffery -President, Floyd Perry, Dr. Glidden-Advisor, 
Ed Brabham, Bill Henly. 
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Front row, left to right: Roger lowry, William Kimzey, lee Stephenson, James Neelands - Advisor. Second row: Richard 
Clifton, Donald Wyatt, Phil Miller, Stan Haynes, louis Monvill. 
YOUNG REPUBLICANS 
Acting as hosts for visiting Republi-
cans, organizing and hosting banquets, 
and discussing current political affairs 
are among the activities of the Cal Poly 
Young Republicans Club. Prior to the 
fall election, Republican dinners were 
held honoring the various candidates. 
Members assisted in the election by 
processing ballots . 
SEMPERFI 
CLUB 
" Semper Fidel is," Always 
Faithful, is the motto of the 
United States Marine Corps. 
The Cal Poly Semper Fi Club 
includes students in the 
Corps u n d e r the Platoon 
Leaders Class. These men 
become officers at the end 
of their college education. 
Meetings consist of current 
happenings in the Corps and 
techniques used in training 
and in action for the Ma-
rines. 
Front row, left to right: linda King , lew Holzman - President. Second row: Elden Sandy, Bob 
Bryant, Paul Morris. 
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Front row, left to right: Emeruwa lhemelandu , Amds Adepoju , Emmanuel Agwuna , Onuma Baldwin 
Okez ie -President, Arch ibong Akpan, Jonathan Ovien , Akarue Amach i. Second row: Chukuma Ohuegbe, 
Charles Etuk, Theodore Kamalu , Ambrose Chukwuma , Christopher Nwosu , Anyim Okechukwu . 
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The Women's Athletic Association 
provides opportunities for all wom-
en students to participate in a num-
ber of recreational activities through-
out the school year. These include 
volleyball, basketball, softball, 
archery, swimming, and tennis. The 
club has tournaments in each of 
these sports, and following each 
tournament trophies are awarded. 
UNION OF 
NIGERIAN 
STUDENTS 
IN AMERICA 
Guest speakers from campus 
and other cities addressed the 
Nigerian Students Club through-
out the year. There was also 
discussion on Nigerian-Ameri-
can relations and Nigerian 
problems at home and in for-
eign countries. The anniversary 
of Nigerian independence was 
celebrated as an all-campus 
function with the Nigerian cos-
tumes and traditions repre-
sented. 
Members of the W.A.A. Executive Council include: Front row, left to right: Nancy Bamberger, Janice 
Leonard , President, and Pat Stone. Second row: Donna Jones , Joan Edwards, Jan Rhoda and Diane 
Schlitz. 
A.S.T.M.E. 
Front row, left to right: Francis Whiting -Advisor, David Yanell, John Algeo, Charles Williams, Roy Murdock, Rick Miller, James Holmes, Jim 
Kennelly, Earl Lacure -Chairman , Karl Kalthoff. Second row: Art Vos , Bert Lee Barnes, Jim Angstadt, Don Levensaler, Richard Warren , Bill Tsol , 
Bob McDearmon, James Boynton , Daniel Louie, Dennis Stack, Uri Sherman. 
The Cal Poly American Society of Tool and Manufacturing Engineers is a student chapter of the 
national organization, the largest society in the manufacturing industry. Because of their participation, 
membership, and the high quality of their meetings, the Cal Poly chapter is the outstanding student 
chapter in the nation. It's purpose is to further the profession of tool and manufacturing engineering and 
to further this aim, the group often has men from industry as speakers. 
Debates with other 
schools and in civic - spon-
sored events were the high-
lights and activities of this 
year's Debate Team. Exam-
inations of Debating rules 
and regulations, establish-
ing techniques and acquir-
ing improved speaking abil-
ity were other activities ex-
ercised by the members of 
the team. 
DEBATE TEAM 
Front row, left to right: Darrell Clardy, Dr. Evelyn de Voros-Advisor, Thomas Clark. Second 
row: Richard Brabham, Ronald Batchelder, James Fox. 
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BOOTS 
AND 
SPURS 
Just o glimpse of the field trip token to Camp Mebane Feedlot, which has o 
capacity of 24,000 head of catt le . 
The Boots and Spurs Club represents the 
Animal Husbandry department of Cal Poly. 
The club serves as a meeting place for all 
those who are interested in the lrvestock 
industry. Along with sponsoring Cal Poly 's 
Livestock Judging Team, each year it brings 
to Cal Poly, outstanding speakers in 'the 
livestock industry. Presenting films and field 
trips is also a purpose of the orgaization . 
Abe Solomon spoke on artificial insemination in the beef 
and cattle industry ot the December meeting. 
HILLEL CLUB 
Cal Poly's Jewish organiza-
tion discusses problems pertinent 
to the Jewish faith . Together 
they recognize and celebrate re-
ligious holidays. Hillel also pre-
sents the ideas of Judaism to 
Poly students of other faiths so 
that a better knowledge and 
understanding can be obtained. 
Picnics and a year end function 
also help the Hillel club cele-
brate in a unity of fellowship. 
Front row, left to right: /tzhok Zohoroni, Rouhy Dehbibi - President, Saeed Ghodsian , Sylvia Honone/. 
Second row: William Sondes - Advisor, Doug Serlin , David Robinson, Uri Leder, /tzhok Honone/. 
NEWMAN CLUB 
In order to bring college 
students of the Catholic faith 
together, to ex p I o r e the 
Catholic faith, and to dis-
cuss issues affecting the 
Catholic faith, the Cal Poly 
chapter of the Newman Club 
was organized. Members of 
the group provide transpor-
tation to and from Mass, 
hold social gatherings such 
as dances and suppers, and 
hear many speakers discuss-
ing vita I issues. 
Front row, left to right: Anita Bellue, Carolyn Escobar, Judy Smith , Mary Lindquist, Throck Greene/sh, Dodie Miller -
President, Nikki Hoffmann, Julie Erickson , Loxi Struckus, Dionne Nascimento, Peggy Oberg. Second row: Rev. Richard 
Cutler - Choplin , Guadalupe Montalvo, Jock Dupre, Cor/ Mourizi , Fred Korig , Gordon Lou, Jerry Zonatto , Gotthord 
Jonson, Jeffery Fitzgerald. Third row: Bob Patti, Pete Brucato, William Reiman, Ledwin Fortini , Jim Glines, Bob Coll ins· 
worth, Roy Killgore, James Lawton, Don Hamilton, Robert Campbell. 
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LAMBDA DELTA 
SIGMA 
Members of the Mormon 
College group, Lambda Del-
ta Sigma, d iscussed current 
rel ig ious p roblems, prob-
lems involving college youth 
and the att itudes of the 
Mormon church and other 
rel ig ions. The members also 
represented and discussed 
attitudes of the Mormon 
church with the Mormon 
representative of Religion in 
Life week, Dr. Dale Tingey. 
Dinners and an end of the 
year banquet also repre-
sented activities of lambda 
Delta Sigma. Front row, left to right: Elwon Lance-Spon sor , Ilene Myers, Dori s Hofman, Gerre l Knudsen , Linda Coon, H. G. Wight· 
Advisor . Second row: Ha rold Johnson -President, David Goods on , Max Brown , Donald Olson, Burt Knudsen . 
CHI ALPHA 
Front row, left to right: Ph il Wheeler, Dave Owe ns, Bill Kassis. Second row: S. T. Ga ndaa , Rex Simmons, 
Robert Aki ns. 
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Chi Alpha, which stands for Christ's 
Ambassadors, was organized during the 
1958-59 school year. The purpose of 
Ch i Alpha is to promote the spiritua l 
life of the college to the benefit of the 
student body as a whole, by providing 
opportunities for worship, fellowship 
and training . 
rront row, lett to right: Bea trice Lewoniko , Sherri Gomby, Thoma Gaither, Sandi Cameron , Dorothy 
Robertson Collard, Carole Pickens . Second row: Howard Sartor i, Jim Ferguson , Daryl Harris._ Cop Peake , 
Bob Henderson . Th ird row: Andrew Merriam-President, Phil Miller, Jim Ethr idge, Kurt Brock, Eric 
Lundquist, Bert Chumbler. 
WESTMINISTER 
FELLOWSHIP 
Westminister Collegiate Fellowship is 
the group through which single Pres-
byterian students seek to serve the cam-
pus . Westminister was first recognized 
by SAC six years ago when it acted 
as one of several organizing groups of 
the Inter-Faith Council ar1d Religion In 
Life Week, now a campus tradition. De-
signed to help the student discover a 
purpose for his life within the Christian 
faith, Westminister gives an opportunity 
to mature in this faith, and give expres-
sion to it in daily campus life. Its varied 
program includes study courses, wor-
ship, work projects, retreats, and social 
events. 
WESLEY 
FOUNDATION 
The Wesley Foundation has been 
established to deepen the spiritual 
life of Methodist students by pro-
viding weekly religious programs, 
recreation and dinners. Through 
Bible study, Sunday School classes 
and faculty student luncheons , the 
fellowship is able to offer the stu-
dent a closer relationship with the 
church and campus. 
Front row, left to right: Koren Olsen, Dione Dole , Sue Evans. Second row: Richard Olsen, Jim Novinger, 
Jim Turnmire, Third row: Don Love , Eric Anderson , Roy Heer 
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CANTERBURY CLUB 
The Episcopal Church college 
group known as Canterbury 
Club initiates the new year with 
an introductory meeting to wel-
come the new school year. Dis-
cussions, dinners, breakfasts 
and parties contribute to the 
year' s· activities . Retreats during 
the year also aid in the knowl-
edge of fellowship and good 
feeling among the members. 
Front row, left to right : Dionne Kerr, Raymond Leighty-Advisor, Karen Arndt. Second Row: Phil Norvell, 
Elaine Seaton , Tim Collins , Carol Parsons, Harriet Marr. Third row: Ken Fitzhugh , Fred Thoburn, George 
Zimr:ner, Richard E. Wells . 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION 
To provide an on-campus asso-
ciation for students within the Chris-
tian Science movement, to hold 
Christian Science religious meetings, 
and to encourage the study of 
Christiarr Science by members are 
the purposes of the Christian Sci-
ence Organization . The club's larg -
est event is the annual fall get-
together. Weekly testimonial meet-
ings were also held through the 
year. 
Front row, ,. left to right: Pot Green, Barbaro Cline, Sandy Morrey, Beverly Billings. Second row: Vic 
Wallace, Warren Farrell, John Poole, Richard Mann . Third row: Robert Upton -President, frederick Ervast, 
Gordon Grimm, Tim Rice, Rich Lawhern . 
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Front row, Left to right, Iris Koluvek, Marion Beach, Becky Boswell , Marg ie Fowler, Marcia 
Boyd. Second row, Ron Johnston , Ken Wetzel , Jim Grill, Jim Crapuchettes, Paul Shubert, Ed 
Back, John Broy les . Third row, John Carter, Dan Levensaler, Art Howell , Don Fowler, Dale 
Dodrill , Nuka Asem. 
INTERV ARSITY 
CHRISTIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
The Cal Poly Christian Fellowship is an 
affiliate of the lntervars ity Christian Fellow-
ship. The Fellowship desires to provide a 
common meeting place for Chr istians of all 
denominations, and to introduce Jesus 
Christ to those who have no chu rch affil ia -
tion . With this in mind, members of the 
fellowship strive to promote growth in Chr is-
tian faith and service through Bible study, 
prayer, free discussion and fellowship. Ac-
t ivities have included guest speakers, music, 
movies, and prayer and social meetings. 
RELIGION IN LIFE WEEK 
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RELIGION IN LIFE WEEK 
Rev. John A. Zimmer 
Methodist 
Rev. Charles Mao:aka 
Lutheran 
Rev. Fr . John J. Alhadef 
Roman Catholic 
Dr. John R. Dunkin 
Baptist 
1 06 Rev. Zimmer brings up an interesting point during a student discussion. 
Dr. Dale T. Tingey 
Latter Day Saints 
Rabbi Arthur J. Kolatch 
Jewish 
JANUARY 20-24 
Religion In Life Week 1963 ran the gamut 
from drama to discussions. 
Guest speakers representing six different 
faiths met with Cal Poly during the week of 
January 20th under the theme, " Who Cares?" 
Sponsored by the Interfaith Council, 
twelve religious organizations strong, 
the weeks ' activities began with a dramatic 
production by the Bishop 's Company 
of Santa Barba ra. "The Great Divorce" 
unwound the tale of a bus load of travelers 
going from hell to heaven and of 
the problems of their trip . 
Discussions, sem inars, bull sessions, and 
personal conferences provided the 
main body of the religious week. 
Dr. Tingey speaks at the Kick Off Banquet 
held in the Hart Bu ilding of the Presbyterian 
Church. 
The girls of Santa Lucia listen intently as Rabbi Kolatch relates the stand of the Jewish faith on inter· 
faith marriages. 
Rev . Manske talks informally to the fellows in Fremont during one of the mony Bull Sessions held on campus. 
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STUDENT WIVES 
An organ ization of w ives of Cal Poly students, represent ing various de-
partments on campus, meet and d iscuss charity d ri ves, programs and depart-
mental information . Representatives of each of the w ives ' clubs meet and also 
discuss ways and means of makin-g their ind ividual meetings more interesting 
and informative. 
Front row, left to right: Penny Blew, Jean Jaques, Bettie Sims, Genevieve Elli s, Helen Goldsmith . Second row: Charlene 
Martin , Genene Gude , Marcia Davis , Wanda Dougherty , Juan ita Stornetta . 
Front row, left to right: Ann Wheeler, Vickie Napier, Dixie Small , Grace Gaughan, Marian Ensor, Adele 
Schoenfeldt, Louisa Bostrom, Martha Kennelly, Janis Bazzill, Marge Niver, Billie De Ruwe, Sharon Colley. Pence. Second row: Peggy Ensor, Priscilla 
Front row, left to right: P. R. Nee l, Priscilla Schoenfeldt, Loretta Mi nor, Sue Sanders , Sondra 
Garnier. Second raw: Virginia Caddes, Joan Podesta , Linda Lee Davis, Carol Shannon, Gerry 
Capito. 
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 
WIVES 
A " Get Acqua int-
e d Coffee Time" 
wa s this year's so-
cial opener for the 
PE W ives. Other 
meetings included 
lu ncheons , guest 
speakers, and plans 
fo r act ivities and 
events during the 
com ing year. 
ARCHITECTS' 
WIVES 
A fund-raising fashion show at the Ma-
donna Inn was the highlight of this. year 's 
g roup of Architect Wives . Proceeds were do-
nated to the Chris Jespersen school. Dinners and 
club meetings were also among the activities 
of the group. Prior to Poly Royal, the wives pro-
vided food and refreshments for the depart-
ment during the week of long preparations. 
Front row, left to right : Barbara lmoe, Cheri Francis , Carol Orona, Kathy Albee, Jeanne G lerlll, Ramona Ross . Second row: Marilyn 
Fahey, Ph yll is Ca rll , Ma rian Bowser, Loretta Turner, Linda Stireman, Barbara Tollner. 
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ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS' 
WIVES 
Wives of Electri-
cal Engineering stu-
dents meet monthly 
to discuss activities 
in the department, 
social functions, and 
charitable drives. 
Monthly meetings 
present guest 
speakers, pertinent 
information and 
plans for parties, 
money raising proj-
ects and the end of 
the year banquet. 
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Left to right: Georgie Knutsen, Dorlene Maples , J udy Rulon . 
AERONAUTICAL 
ENGINEERS' 
WIVES 
Aeronautical Eng ineers' 
Wives meet to discuss plans 
for welcoming banquets, a 
Christmas party, charity 
drives, Poly Royal functions, 
social parties, end of the 
year dinner, and guest 
speakers. 
Left to right: Penny Blew, Ann Wheeler, Bettie Sims, Anne Bowmon. 
J 
Front row, left to right: Al ice Smith, Lilly Strasser, Mary McRabbie, Mary Clark, Frances May, Betty Vrell. Second raw: Nancy Dixon, Mary Covey, Rena 
Burns, Janis Bozzill, Martha Kennelly, Pat Wiemers, Pat Siler. 
TECHNICAL ARTS' WIVES 
Charity funds, social functions, speakers and in-
formal get-togethers comprise the majority of the 
activities of the wives of the Technical Arts students . 
They also arrange and plan gatherings during the 
year, introductory parties at the beginning of the 
year, Poly Royal functions and an end of the year 
banquet. 
Front raw: left to right: Jeanie Jacques , Marge Patestio, Kay Williams, Vickie Napier. Second row: Marga ret Riesberg, 
Patricia Tsai , Marcia Davis, Genene Gude, Margaret de Jang , Renee Cisneros. 
INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERS' 
WIVES 
The IE Wives, during 
the year, collected cast-
off clothes and rum-
mage, donating them to 
the Thrift Shop. With the 
proceeds from the sale 
at the Thrift Shop, needy 
children were given free 
dental service. Parties 
and social activities 
were presented during 
the year by the wives 
as well as guest speak-
ers and lecturers at their 
monthly meetings. 
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Front row, left to right, Louise Bostrom, Marion Ensor, Helen Goldsmith, Leila Anderson , Diana Chaon. 
Second row, Adele Pence, Lindo Anderson, Dixie Smell, Sandy Ravizza, Grace Gaughan , Lucy Hartley, 
f'eggy Ensor, Juanita Starnetto, Penny Christoferson. 
Mommy! Mommy! Can Daddy come out and play? Shut up! 
You know he·s still going to Poly! 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS' WIVES 
The wives of the Electronics students spend 
their spare time planning social happenings, 
working on charity drives, engaging guest 
speakers, and organizing introductory meetings, 
seasonal parties and an end of the year ban-
quet. 
CLUB-CLUB 
Club Club isn 't the fault of a stammering 
printer from Walla Walla . It's a 
Cal Poly organization for disorganized 
people, or those rare birds who say "NO" to 
every activity on campus. 
Because few students fall into the 
"non-activity" category, Club Club has a 
limited membership. Last year's activities 
included fun games such as kicking 
tires, reading old cafeteria menus, and 
autographing textbooks . Because of failure 
to petition for their biggest activity 
of the year-the bombing of the ASB office-
the club will not be recognized on campus 
next year. Officers were: President, 
Pancho Villa; Vice President, Frank Costello; 
Secretary, Gregg Shorthand; Treasurer, 
Phil Thee Luker; Social Chairman, Polly Royle, 
and Faculty Advisor, I. M. Opposed . 
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CAST 
Kate ... . .. .......... .... . ...... Karen W il son 
... ... ....... .. .. . .. ... Michelle Jenkins 
Zoli ................ . ... ... .. .. Julian Branca 
Johnny ................... · .. .... .. Russell Lee 
Snake Eyes .... .. . ... ..... ... .... .. Bob Nigra 
Doc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David Westsmith 
Molly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deanna Wilber 
Rita ....... ........... .. . .. . .... Dianna Cole 
Tessa ... . . .. ..... ....... .. . .... Barbara lhne 
Sam .... ..... ........... . . ..... Harold Giomi 
Bell Hop & Waiter .. . . .. ... ....... Tom Tremble 
NOVEMBER 30, 
DECEMBER 1, 7, & 8 
Music is heard, lights dim, conversation ceases, 
the curtain is drawn, and Cal Poly's 
first musical stage production, " Girl Crazy;· 
begins amidst glitter, glamour, and glorious song . 
A country town in the wild and wooly 
West is portrayed on the stage for the 
first presentation in the new Little Theater. 
" Just Bidin' My Time " echoes from the 
wings as four fanciful cowboys enter from stage 
left for the play's opening number. 
Song and dance, laughter and relaxation 
prevail during the two and one half hour 
presentation . Thus, our first musical and by no 
means, we hope, our last, is history. 
J 
..... 

WINTER REGISTRATION MEANS PENCIL PUSHING ... 
. .. AND MUSCLE WORK. 
; ., ctllloralt 11,,, pol1ttthlc coDt9• 
LAST YEAR"S ANTICIPATION-THIS YEAR"S REALITY 
PRINTING QUEEN-Ann Prout 
LINOTYPE TELLS THE " PRINTING WEEK" STORY 
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TD AND TR READY FOR THE RALLY 
SOME LIKE MUSIC, SOME 
LIKE CARDS, AND SOME ... 
" BUT A RIGHT ANGLE IS 90 DEGREES!" 
BOOKS GET BLURRY 'ROUND MIDNIGHT' 
PLENTY OF ELBOW ROOM IN THE 
NEW LIBRARY ADDITION. 
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SILHOUETTE OF SOUNDS AT " CLUB INDIGO" ... 
. .. MAKE DANCING A DREAM WORLD. 
"" LOBo ·· MODELS THE LATEST 
LADIES IN THE SHADE TAKE FIVE 
(WRITE YOUR OWN CAPTION!) 
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WANNA GET MARRIED??? 
SPEEDY FINGERS SPINK 
LAS VEGAS 
NIGHT 
FEBRUARY I 
The glitte r of gol d ala Las Vegas transforms 
the ca feter ia into a maze of gambling 
gimm icks , designed to take that 
hard-earned cash . 
Tables for poker, craps, and roulette 
ran akin with can -can girls, 
smooth -talking , and fast-handed dealers . 
Traditionally Nevada, a quickie 
" marriage mill " brought fun 
with imagination as 
couples " married, divorced, and 
rehitched '' all fo r one tidy sum . 
Dollars (pretend-type) flowed, dice ro l led, 
and everything short of a 
po l ice raid added authenticity 
to Las Vegas, College Union style. 
IT'S JUST FOR LAUGHS, ISN 'T IT? 
DON 'T LOOK SO SERIOUS, IT'S ONLY A GAME. 121 
PETER, PAUL, and MARY - on unforgettable evening. 
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JOE and ROSE LEE MAPHIS - music with a West-
ern flavor. 
Cadets ' choice- R.O.T.C. QUEEN SANDY MARTIN. 
Mrs. Erne Bowman displays her creations. 
Pride of the Engineers - KATHLEEN WULF. 
INTERNATIONAL 
WEEK 
FEBRUARY 23 -MARCH I 
RENEE CISNEROS accents the Latin beat. 
JANA HOTAKI -European folksongs personified . 
·CLEOPA MARTI LOTAKAJAKI and SARAH ADAMS display costumes of their culture. 
Lovely SUZANNE PLAZA sparkles in a Spanish flair. 
Lebanese-attired CAROLYN KING chats with M.C. TONY BABB. 123 
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126. 
Head Football Coach 
Sheldon Hardin 
Coach Tom Lee 
Coach Howie O 'Daniels 
SEASON 'S RECORD 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
0 ........ San Diego Marines 35 
14 ... . .... .. San Diego State 35 
38 .. San Fernando Valley State 7 
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . Fresno State 51 
20 ........ .... Arizona State 21 
7 ........ Long Beach State 14 
28 . . . . . . . . Los Angeles State 0 
41 . . . . . . . . . . . . Santa Clara 22 
12 ........ .. .. .... U.C.S.B. 2 
Coach Walt W i ll iamson 
Coaches, Howie " Big 0 " O 'Daniels , Walt Williamson , Sheldon Hardin , Tom Lee, Vic Buccola. Top row, left to right, Tim Hogan , Joe Garrett, Bill Brown, Gary 
Chilcott, Leroy Ward, Tom Lovern , Skip Zuanich, John College, Dick Greene, Doc Tuthill, Chuck Albee, Ron O xley, AI Meier, Du ke Tschantry. Second row, 
Bob Erbland , Bob Mattes, Bob Wal ker, Jerry Linderleaf, Jim Mill igan, John Brennan, Bill Dauphin , Jay Henry, Larry Edwards, G il Stork, John Albee, Fred Wh it· 
tingham, Bob Whitmore, Calvin Lum . Firs t row , Dick McBride, Wayne West, J im Ramos , J im Fahey, Jim Stireman , John Ra msey, Jack Clar k, J ohn Salc ido, Mi ke Ei son , 
Bill Crow, Bob Parker, Wayne Maples, Stan Reynolds . 
John Albee, AII-CCAA 1962 football 
team, guard. 
FOOTBALL 
Jack Clark, AII -CCAA 1962 football 
team, fullback. 
Bill Dauphin , AII-CCAA 1962 second 
string 'football team, tackle. 
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Gary Walker, 
halfback 
Bob Erbland, 
tackle 
Stan Reynolds, 
quarterback 
Jim Ramos, 
halfback 
Bill Crow, 
halfback 
Gary Chilcott, 
end 
Jim Milligan, 
tackle 
Bill Brown, 
end 
Jim Stireman, 
halfback 
Paul Lewis, 
halfback 
John Brennan, 
tackle 
Dick Greene, 
end 
Jim Fahey, 
halfback 
LeRoy Ward, 
end 
Bob Whitmore, 
guard 
A fired -up Mustang squad, sporting on 1 8 pound-
per-men weight advantage, completely dominated 
ploy on Oct. 6 as it defected the Matadors of Son 
Fernando Volley State by 38 to 7 . 
• 
The inability to complete the long pass brought 
the downfall of Col Poly gridders on Sept. 29 as 
they were defected 35 -14 by the Aztecs of Son 
Diego State. 
" Fumbilitis " was the story of the Oct. 13 game 
against their rivals Fresno State. The hosts scored 
51 -6 in Bulldog stad ium. 
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The Col Poly Mustangs too k on easy but impressive 
41-22 victory over Santo Claro University Broncos 
November 1 0 . 
The Arizona St. Lumberjacks lived up to 
their reputation as Homecoming villains, 
capturing a 2 1 -20 thriller from the Mus-
tangs in the 1 962 Homecoming game on 
Oct. 20. 
As Lady Luck played her port November 3 , the 
Mustangs defeated the Los Angeles State Dioblos 
by the score of 28 -0. 
In a game reminiscent of early season 
ploy, the penalty-ridden Col Poly Mus-
tang gridders defeated the University of 
California at Santo Barbaro Gauchos by 
a score of 12-2 at Santo Barbaro for the 
lost game of the season on November 
16. 
Profiles on the "50" 
Luck was the deciding foetor in the fro-
cas between the Poly Mustangs and the 
big eleven from Long Beach State. After 
bottling blows and four lengthy quartej-s 
the Long Beach 49 'ers scored a 14-6 
victory. 
Beanies by the Bunch 
Maybe next year-
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The California State Polytechnic College Mustang Marching Band performs as representatives of the college during half-time at many 
football games, both at home and away, and in parades celebrating Homecoming, Poly Royal and civic holidays. 
MUSTANG MARCHING BAND 
The Cal Poly Mustang Marching Band members and letter girls served as 
the official representatives of the college during the 1962 football season. 
A genuine feeling of togetherness and friendship pervades the atmosphere 
as the members congregate for each 
performance. 
In their last performance, for the Santa 
Barbara game, the band did precision 
marching to such show tunes as "Hey 
Look Me Over, " "Everything's Coming 
Up Roses, " "Milk and Honey," and 
"What a Country. " Under the direction 
of Mr. Beatty of the Music Department, 
the band created a worthwhile and 
admirable example of Cal Poly. 
Cal Poly Letter Girls obtain instructions from Mr. 
Beatty. 
Jeannette Brickey performed during the 
season as the official majorette. 
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FROSH FOOTBALL 
Colt gridders closed the 1962 football sea-
son as they played host to the Hancock JC 
Bulldogs and lost by a score of 60-6. A slow 
season and unlucky breaks edged the Colts out 
of a winning streak. 
Fine performances throughout the lengthy 
season were shown continuously by Dick 
Eshback, Chuck Jones, Dan Heibel, Martin 
Baccaglio, John Davis. 
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. . . victory while losing twice, 
to place a full two games be-
hind the champion Animal 
squad. 
Dairy downed Deuel, Deuel 
defeated Sequoia and Sequoia 
downed the Dairy to throw the 
play-offs into mass confusion 
as the Animals downed each of 
the three. 
Animals United sweptthrough 
the Intramural Football play-
offs in the last week of the fall 
quarter to take the undisputed 
championship by going unde-
feated in ten intramural football 
contests. 
The Animals scored 13-0, 6-0, 
and 27-0 victories over Sequoia, 
Deuel and the Dairy Project. In 
a most unexpected outcome in 
the play-offs, the other three 
league winners tied for second 
place as they all ended up with 
one ... 
In ten intramural 
games, the Animals 
scored 157 points while 
allowing only 6 points, 
that being in a 33-6 
rout of Sonoma. 
fflTRAMURALFOOTBALL 
WATER POLO 
I I 
Coach, Richard Andersen 
Cal Poly merman chases an opponent in order to prevent a 
goal. 
Water poloists during a . practice session. 
The CaT Poly Mermen finished the 
season with a 3-3 record , but lost 
three close matches to Fullerton JC, 
San Francisco State, UCSB. 
A consistently high scorer during 
the season was Jim Wilson with 
Mustang goalie Bob Murr assisting. 
Forward Roger Moblad was the 
Mustangs' all-around performer this 
past year. 
Bottom row, left to right: R. 'Murr, F. Brobks, J . Capell, R. Moblad, J. Wilson , M. 
Nero, M. Dezemplin, J. Schultz. Second row: J. Adams, Asst. Coach, P. Scaroni , 
J. Montgomery, R. Swensen, D. Potterby, P. Heinz, R. Andersen, Coach. 
Poly 's Jim Wilson guards an oppon-
ent and intercepts a pass. 
Swenson protects the Poly ba II from an opposing 
merman. 
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Spencer Tomato , 157 -pounder, help -
ed the wrestling team win the cham-
pionship as one of the outstanding 
wrestlers . 
" There are some fine wrestlers at 
Cal Poly, although I think it will take 
a year to get overall balance in all 
weights, " believed the new Mustang 
wrestling coach , Vaughn Hitchcock. 
Hitchcock graduated in 1956 from 
Washington State University and was 
named athlete of the year in 1955. 
He also placed third in the Pacific 
Coast wrestling championships his 
freshm~n year and went on to take 
second and two firsts his sopho-
more, junior, and senior years . 
Matmen won their first three 
matches beginning with a 22-6 win 
over San Jose State . They downed 
the Davis Aggies with another score 
of 22-6 and shut out Berkley 28-0. 
The Mustangs then defeated the 
CCAA champions with a 16-13 win 
over San Diego State and went on 
to win the championship with a 
clean slate. Not bad for a new 
coach and a " fair to middlin' "team! 
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Coach Hardin referees 
during the Junior College 
tournament held at Col 
Poly. 
WRESTLING 
First row, left to right, Y. Kowooko, J. Teem, N. Pew, s, Huerta, S. Tomoto. Second 
row, Coach Hiichcock, J . Salcido, H. Wook, J . Garrett, B. Dauphin . 
Jim Teem attempts o pin against opponent, while Pot 
Lovell, two time Pacific Coast champion, referees. 
Jim Teem pins on opponent as 
he helps the wrestling team on 
to on undefeated win for the 
championship. 
Freshman Phil Sullivan throws opponent. 
One of the outstanding wrestlers, 
Jim Teem. 
During the Cross Country meet between Santa Barbara 
and the Cal Poly runners, the Mustangs were defeated 28-23. 
The Gauchos ' top runner, Tom Carroll, set a new school and 
course record . Finishing second in the race was the Mus -
tangs' Lint with a time of 19:06 followed by Fields in 19:07. 
The Mustangs participated in the California Collegiate 
Athletic Championship at Los Angeles and the Regional 
NCAA College Division Championship at Fresno. 
Front row, kneeling, left to right: Jerry Justin, Mike Smith , Bruce Logan . Second 
row: Ron Hon, manager, Don Field, Walter Williamson, Coach; Not shown : Mike 
McKenny. 
CROSS 
COUNTRY 
Left to right: Don Fie lds , Roland Lin t. 
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Coach, Ed Jorgensen 
VARSITY 
I 
I 
·I 
I 
BASKETBALL 
Firs t row, left to right: Jack Bangs, Bob Horwath , Mike Will iams, Ken Johnson, Mario Pecile. 
Second row: Curtis Perry, Paul Wertz, J im Huseman, Dave Howard, Mike Ferguson . Th ird row: 
Bob Meacham, Glen Cooper, Ken Anderson , Bob Wilmot, Coach Jorgensen . 
Cooper of Cal Poly attempts a goal against Westmont. 
Mustangs vie against the University of California at Santa 
Barbara. 
Returning Varsity Basketball stars 
were Bob Horwath, ALL-CCAA guard; 
forward Ken Anderson and center Bob 
Wilmot, all of whom helped pull the 
Cagers through a difficult season. 
Sparked by Horwath 's 18 points, the 
Mustang Basketballers opened the sea-
son with ... 
Bob Wil mot attempts a jump-shot during the 
Cal-Western tournament. 
Mario Pecile 
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... a 63-59 victory over San Francisco State 
College. 
The Cagers then lost one to the University 
of Santa Barbara, 72-62, but continued to 
win 76-65 over San Fernando State. 
A 63-54 win over Westmont rallied the 
team back into high spirits as they embarked 
on a weekend road trip to Alameda. A third 
and fourth consecutive loss at Alameda of 
76-68 and 43-42 brought the team home in 
somewhat lower spirits. 
Horwath averaged 22 points per game 
in CCAA action at this time and was one 
behind Fresno 's Tony Burr, as of the Los 
Angeles State Diablo game. The Diablos 
went on to win 72-71 in a double overtime 
game in the Mustang Gym. 
Bob Horwath , Poly 's leading scorer, tries for a rebound against the 
alumni. 
Jack Bangs 
Cooper scores for Poly aga1nst UCSB. 
Curtis Parry 
140 Poly 's Parry retrieves a loy-up shot during our loss 62-76. 
Bob Horwath shows the great form that 
mode him one of Col Poly 's best. 
Col Poly hoopmon dribbles in for a goal. 
A "first" for Cal Poly basketball involved the 
game with the Pasadena Nazarenes. Three officials 
were employed in an effort to " maximize" the efficiency 
of the men in stripes . According to Coach Jorgensen, 
the move was designed to eliminate visual obstruction 
during play. 
With the final game of the season the Mustangs 
turned a losing streak into a successful one as they 
managed the impossible by defeating the league lead-
ing Fresno State Bulldogs on their home court, 65-64. 
However, the San Diego State Aztecs missed their chance 
to tie ·the Bulldogs for the league crown as they los1 
to Long Beach State, 78-63 . 
SEASON 'S RECORD 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
63 . . ..... .. . San Francisco State 59 
53 ..... . .... U. of San Francisco 78 
77 .. ...... . .. . Whittier College 59 
67 ............ Cal Western Un iv. 49 
72 . . . . . . . . . . . . Humboldt State 53 
80. . . . . . . . . . . Pasadena College 78 
62 . .... . . ...... . . . ..... UCSB 76 
7 6 .. . .. San Fernando Valley State 65 
7 5 ............ Long Beach State 90 
58. . . . . . . . . . . . San Diego State 65 
63 . .......... Westmont College 54 
68 .............. Alameda State 76 
42 ..... . ... ..... Alameda State 43 
71 . . . . . . . . . . . Los Ange les State 72 
67 ........... Westmont College 77 
58 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fresno State 79 
67 ..................... UCSB 74 
74 ..... San Fernando Valley State 64 
87 ........... . Long Beach State 55 
75 ............ San Diego State 63 
72 . ..... . . . Pasadena Nazarenes 66 
72. . . . . . . . . . . Los Angeles State 84 
65 . .. . . ........... Fresno State 64 
Westmont retrieves the boll but loses anyway. 
Bob Wilmot 
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The Colt Cagers ran with 0 . string of bad 
luck throughout the 1962-63 season . Oppos-
ing players on the majority of teams edged 
out Poly shooters by only a few points per 
game. 
The freshman team lost to Coalinga by a 
.;core of 97 -63 with three of the Fa Icon 
players hitting in the double figures . 
In picking up the ir first victory in four 
games, the frosh overcame a 16 point 
deficit in the second half to win 66-65 and 
went on to a 61 -58 overtime win over Hart-
nell Junior College. Dwight Barnes of HJC 
scored 27 points during the play. 
The Colt hoopsters could not continue, 
however, and lost, later in the season to the 
Pasadena Nazarenes 81-72 for their 11th 
loss . 
Bock row, left to right: Dick Royer, Pot Adams, J im Nosh , John Punches, Ed . Munson. 
Second row: Terry Word , Dwight Barnes, Tom Pearl , J im Stecker, Dick Burke, Paul Altofer, 
Front row: Dick Andre, Dick Roy, Gory Monberger, Norm Angel, Ernie Bray, assistant coach. 
Improvement was shown throughout the 
rest of the season and it is a sign that a 
better showing will be made next year. 
Coach, Tom Lee 
142 Burke wins in a iump shot. 
FROSH BASKETBALL 
Dwigh t Barnes forces a loy-up under the basket. 
Burke attempts a difficult side 
shot against Fresno State. 
Word ond Barnes leap for a 
basket. 
Two of the top basketball teams in the 
National Basketball Association, the Los 
Angeles Lakers and the San Francisco War-
riors, battled· in the Cal Poly Gymnasium, 
October 11, in the first and only exhibition 
game to be played in California . 
San Francisco and los Angeles have long 
been the feuding cities, and athletics, with 
the 49ers and Rams, and the Giants one! 
Dodgers, has added extra dimension to this 
inter-city rivalry. This year, with the shift 
of the NBA Warriors from Philadelphia to 
San Francisco, major league basketball 
takes on an added interest with the exciting 
rivalry which is sure to develop with the 
Lakers and the Warriors . 
The Lakers won the tilt with a score of 
110-96. 
LAKERS 
vs. 
WARRIORS 
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Back raw, left to right: Twilo ldzingo, Hazel McKenzie, Wanda Barham, Shirley Schlitz, 
Lyndell Slicton, Rose Eyler, Beth Juri , Pot Gordner. Third row: Jeannie Foote, Bobbi 
Norgroth, Barbara Lorimor, Judy Morison, Carol Gorriet, Sharon Ray, Jon Rhoda, 
Donna Jones. Second row: Jon Leonard , Gay Williams, Marilyn Sears, Pot Murphy, 
Carlo Grab il, Karin McNulty , Janet Pa ige. First row: Sylvia Vizzard, Lindo Arntz, 
Chris Iverson , Connie Baldwin. 
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Women students met once a week during the fall and 
winter quarters to engage in competitive intramural basketball 
and to participate in and enjoy the fellowship of friends. 
Several off-campus teams and members of the women's 
residence halls combined together to form teams and create 
a spirit exemplified in "it's not whether you win or lose, but 
how you play the game." 
New friends were made and old acquaintances renewed as 
the women combined together for fun and exercise. 
" One, two, cho, cho , cho. 
" It's mine, it 's mine" 
" No, it's mine. " 
WAA 
INTRAMURAL 
BASKETBAlL 
Stretch -ch -h -h -h -h -h 
First row, left to right, Eddy Allon , Rolond Jacobson , Perry Johnson, Ronnie Lee, Gert Gehlhaar, Tim 
Healy, Bryan Ogden, Mike Moore, Bill Hughes , Coach Ed . Jorgensen. 
TENNIS 
Junior Mike Moore shows the power-
ful form that made his serves so 
effective. A strong backhand is most important 
in tennis. Perry Johnson demon-
strates. 
The tenn is team worked with 
ded ication and determinat ion to pull 
ahead of their opponents for the 
1963 season. Practice began prior 
to Christmas vacation and continued 
until the middle of Winter quarter, 
so that the members could perform 
effectively and with self -confidence 
and control. 
Members made a good showing 
this year but it is hoped that, w ith 
continued practice, the ratings will 
be even higher next year. 
Perry Johnson returns the ball during 
practice at the beginning of the season . 
Agility and speed combined with smooth and active 
reflexes make Mike Moore difficult to beat. 
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Standing, left to right, Bob Eberhart, manager and freshman coach, Lloyd Petroelje, Johannes Saemundsson, Clint Ander-
son, Mike McGinnis, Bruce larson, Dennis Jones, Bob Burns and Bill Hammett. Second row, Ron Hon, Gary Welker, 
Roland · lint, Chuck Torrence, Don Fields, Rolph Keehn, Chris Jorgensen, Stan Reynolds, Steve Copson and Walt Williamson, 
coach. First row, Bruce logan, Charles Merrill, Dennis Rast, Jerry Justen, Paul Thoryk and Rusty Stratton. 
TRACK 
Don Fields exercises for the mile run. He ran the two-miles 
in under 9,50 minutes. 
"I t is a much improv-
ed team over last year 
but sti II lacks depth," 
was Coach Walt Wil-
liamson's estimation of 
Cal Poly's 1963 track 
squad. "We are well-
balanced in field events 
but need another sprin-
ter and middle distance 
runner." 
Outstanding perform-
er for the Mustangs was 
All-American high jump-
er Dennis Jones, who 
cleared 6 ' 8 1/ 2 ". Jones 
is the Cal Poly CCAA, 
and NCAA Regional rec-
ord holder. In 1961 he 
was third in the NCAA 
National Championships 
held at the University of 
Pennsylvania. 
Another strong performer for 
the Cal . Poly tracksters is h igh 
hurd le r Ron Hon whose best t ime 
is 14.8. Last season Hon was 
th ird in both the CCAA and 
NCAA reg ional meets . He was 
elected as co-capta in for th is 
season . 
The other co-capta in, Lloyd 
Petroelje, discus thrower, with a 
best heave of 155 feet , exhibited 
fine form th is year. He f inished 
th ird in the CCAA last yea r. 
Gary Walker partic ipates in 
three events, high hurdles , low 
hurdles and pole vault. He is 
listed as the best prospect for 
the entire squad. He d id 14.9 
in the high hurdles as a fresh-
man last season . 
Cal Poly, CCAA and NCAA record holder, Dennis Jones , showes the graceful contro lled form -that helped him clear 
6 ' 8'/• " in the high jump. 
Steve Copson ~oists the javelin for the defense of Cal Poly. 
Distance runner for Cal Poly is Don Fields 
who runs two miles in 9:50. A fine hurdler 
was Rusty Stratton who ran the highs in 14.9 
as a freshman last year. 
Outstanding athletes and dedicated track 
merubers assisted in ranking this years' team 
high in honors and in authorized representation 
of the school. 
Dennis Jones stra ins to clear the high bor as he represents Cal Poly in the 
high jump. 
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Coach Vic Buccola, in his first season as 
gymnastics coach, had Dave Ethington of Dow-
ney, Jay Branca of San Luis Obispo, antl Rex 
Morton of Palo Alto as his only returnees from 
last season· s squad. 
Ethington performed in tumbling and on the 
parallel bars, while Branca tumbled, they had 
a free exercise routine and worked on the 
parallel bars . Morton specialized on the high 
bar this past season . 
Newcomer Jack Stone performed on the 
rings and trampoline and also, with Ethington 
and Branca in tumbling. Along with Stone on 
the trampoline were newcomers Sal Melendez 
and Dan Muller. 
First row, left to right: Dan iel B. Tuey, Richard Pavlick. Second row: Steve Schlosser, Dan 
Muller, Coach Vic Buccola, Er ic Anderson , Dick Ryan. 
Participating in the side horse and long 
horse events . . 
GYMNASTICS 
Eric Anderson performs on the side 
horse . 
Di ck .Ryon stands on the 
parallel bars. 
Steve Schlosser exhibi ts a d ifficuit back layout on the rings. 
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. .. was Richard Pavlick. On 
the rope climb was the two-
some of Eric Anderson and Tom 
Merrill. 
The new head coach, after 
watching his squad work out 
for the first few weeks, felt that 
the trampoline and parallel bars 
were the Mustangs ' strongest 
events . 
Eric Anderson begins the rope climb. 
Schlosser, aga in , shows exqu is ite gracefulness on the rings . 
BASEBALL 
B?ttom row, left to right, L. Ashle 
Bigham, D. Smallwood T Curl J R y, E. S d ' · ' · amos 
econ row , S. Fox , R. Parks , D. Howard ' 
J. Nowlm, W. Weimer , K. Anderson w' 
West. Third raw, R. Phillips, J. Reid E. BH~rkton , P. Henry, T. Shugar Coach, W. 
IC s. I • 
Lyman Ashley opens the pages of Cal 
Poly ba_seboll , 1 963 style, exhibitin 
the bottmg form that mode h' g f 1 · 1m one 
0 Po Y s best hitters of the year. 
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Nowlin ond Anderson cover the pitch ing mound ond first bose, respectively, for the Col Poly horse· 
hiders . 
. . . semi-pro tea m duri ng the summe r, but was 
moved to the outfie ld to take adva ntage of h is 
speed . Rudd, a power-h itting left ha nder, 
jo ined the tea m in the outfie ld. 
In the infield, Coach Hicks placed Erni e 
Bingham at thi rd, Ted Shugar at short, Noe l 
Kawachi at second a nd Ke n Anderson re ported 
to the team late since he had not yet discarded 
his basketball suit. 
Pitching was a bit th in wi th To m Kemph 
and Don Smallwood returning from last year. 
The Mustangs were deep in ca tchi ng, a nd the 
outfield s lots he lped th em throug h the sea son . 
Several new faces started the 
li neup fo r the Mustangs as the 
squad attempted to better last 
season 's 12-21 w in-loss record . 
Wayne West and J im Rudd of San 
Jose a re among the outstand ing new 
faces that greeted Poly opposit ion 
this year. West, a catcher-outfielder, 
was used mostly in the outfi eld, 
since last year 's lead ing h itter, 
Lyman Ash ley, was back to perform 
the b a c k s to p duties . West was 
named to the a ll-Western State Con-
ference team last year and gave the 
Mustangs added power. 
Ramos played th ird base for the 
San Lu is Blues, the local . . . 
The " ifs " that faced the team included 
pi tchi ng , and for th e most part, inexpe ri ence . 
With the exception of Kawachi all three infielde rs 
were moved into new territory. Evening practices limber the Poly batmen os they prepare for the 
1963 season. 
Lyma n Ashley bats aga inst the Pasadena Crusaders in the first home game of the sea son. 
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Although the last scores are not in at 
the t ime of printing, the horsehiders had 
lost to the UCLA Bru ins by a score of 5-2 
and 4-2. 
Poly opened the ir home schedule with 
two wins over the Pasadena Crusaders 
9-4 and a 4-0 shutout by Don Small-
wood . 
It looked like a .500 percentage year 
w ith the returnees being counted on to 
produce. Coach Hicks hoped it to be a 
build ing year in which the team could 
learn to work together and perform on 
top for the remainder of the season and 
the 1964 year. 
Shugor togs safe as the opposing third baseman leaps to 
catch on overthrow. 
Anderson comes in safe at home and scores a run 
for the home team. 
Mustang ball players are trained and encouraged 
to display courtesy at all times whether on the field 
or off. They act as representatives of the college and 
strive to exhibit good sportsmanship at all times. 
Nowlin, from the mound, exhibits the pitching skill that mode him one of the 
top Poly players. 
ACTION 
Shugor, at third, retrieves a low grounder that causes one out against the opposition. 
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SWIMMING 
Cal Poly swimmers practice far the 200 yard freestyle. 
J im Wilson exhibits fine 
farm swimming the butter· 
fly. 
Cal Poly merman does a throw 
out from the high board. 
During the first of the season the Cal Poly swimmers 
established two school records - in the 400 yd. medley 
relay and the 200 yd . back stroke. The team also set 
records in the 200 and 500 yard free style. Both were set 
by Roger Swenson . The back stroke record was set by Peter 
Scaroni . 
The medley relay team consisted of: Pete Scaroni, Fred 
Vogel, Jim Wilson and Roger Moblad. The entire swim team 
is larger this year than ever before. In training for Poly 
this year are 24 swimmers and three divers. 
Coach Andersen reports that there is a fine balance of 
capabilities between the members of the team. Because of 
this ability to work together the team should be stronger 
than ever before. 
First row, left to right, P. Fitzgerald , D. Worte, R. Moblad, S. Capell, F. Risch, R. Mills, 
S. Melendez, J. Stone. Second raw, R. lrioin, M. Dzempler, J. Marsh , M. Nero, R. 
Murray, T. Heintz, F. Vogel, D. Woolworth, D. Owens. Third row, R. Anderson, coach, 
T. Scaroni, P. Tobermon, J. Wilson, J . Schultz, T. Fero, R. Svendsen, R. Marvel, R. Murr, 
J. Adam, assistant coach. 
Max Dzempler and Pete Scoroni vie 
against opponents in the bock stroke. 
Col Poly comes from behind to win the Jim Wilson d ives in to finish the medley relay. 
freestlye. 
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Ron Mills exhibits good form in a 
diving meet. 
First row, left to right : B. Robinson , T. Wilburton, R. Hughes , L. Marcey, M. Cunningham . Second row: 
Coach C. Honks, B. Petty. 
GOLF 
Coach Charles Hanks was eager to better last year's 
record, a .500 percentage year, with the help of re-
turning lettermen Bud Petty, Todd Wilburton and Bruce 
Robinson. 
The Poly swingers began the season with two 
straight victories. The Santa Barbara Gauchos stopped 
the streak by tramping the team 48-6 at the LaCumbre 
Country Club. 
Cdl Poly was led by Bud Petty who was medalist 
in the majority of the matches. 
Lorry Marcey shows his putting 
stance end form. 
Marcey and Petty finish putting in a practice round at the 
San Luis Obispo Country Club. 
Bruce Robinson sinks a putt that wins a match from an opponent 
from Long Beach State College. 
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SOCCER 
ACTION 
"Now what do I do with it? " 
" Pardon me, but I do believe that we 've met? " 
154 "What you did to my shoe shine!" 
First row , left to right, B. Parker, Secretary, D. Jones, President, B. Dauphi n, Vice-Pr.esident, J. Brennan , Sargeant-at-Arms. Second 
row, S. Tomato, N. Kawachi, R. Lint, N. Pew, D. Fields, G. Stork, D. Green, J . Henry , L. Ashley, J . Albee. 
BLOCK P 
After a fire destroyed the home of Dr. James of the Cal Poly medical 
center, members of the Lettermen 's Club helped in the removal of rubbish 
and other damaged mater ial. 
The Lettermen's Club, or Block P, in the process of reorganization this year, 
used Dr. James ' home in Arroyo Grande as their first project. 
Members of the club act only as a service organization. They serve students, 
faculty, adm inistration and residents of San Luis Obispo whenever a crisis arises. 
They hope to establ ish the athlete as an integral and useful person on the Poly 
campus. 
Block P hopes to bring, in the future, outstanding exhibitions of athletic 
prowess. In this way they will also represent the athlete as an individual 
dedicated to physical fitness and healthy living. 
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Front row, left to right: Jock Dawson, Emitt Mundy, lew Borz ini , Bill Gibford 
!Advisor). Second row: Dove Freerran , Jock Sparrowk, C. W. Adams, Joh"n 
Miller, Terry Simpson. 
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RODEO TEAMS 
left to right: Jeanie Foote , Nancy Whitman, Sharon Packer, 
Lindo Hancock. 
Cal Poly's Boys and Girls Rodeo Teams 
have been consistent N.I.R.A. West Coast Re-
gional Champions, and have produced many 
single event and all-around Regional and 
N.I.R.A. champions. 
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THE FIRST POLY ROYAL JqJI 
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A living group is not only a way of life 
while attending college, it is a 
lesson in living with others. 
Its value is not determined merely 
by its many parties, new buildings, or 
the activities of its members, 
but by learning to get along with those 
with whom you share your everyday 
experiences. 
Familiar faces, a look at the " old crowd " 
and memories which will be with 
you for years to come, are seen on 
the following pages. 
RESIDENCE HALL COUNCIL 
Front row, left to right: Sunny Fronzen, Bel indo Stiles, Annoroe Arjo. Second row: Mardi Wilson, Kay Campbell, Iris Kolvek, Donna Negus. 
Third row: Allen Sipe, Fronk Mayne , Dawson· Mabey, Connie Laskey and Bob Patti . 
Under the direction of Robert M. Bostrom, housing coord inator, both the Residence Hall Council 
and the Women 's Residence Association meet to discuss the rules and regulations on campus living as 
well as th~ problems involved in cooperative living with a wide variety of students. R.H .C. is composed 
of the vice pres ident on each floor of all on-campus halls, while an elected representative from each 
floor of the women 's halls comprises W.R.A. Being chiefly concerned with ma.tters regarding women stu-
dents, W.R.A. writes "Cues for Coeds, " sponsors the Senior Women 's Tea, and hosts a welcoming get-
together each fall. 
WOMEN'S RESIDENCE ASSOCIATION 
Front row, left to right: Mrs. Arlene Vokoun, Dean of Women, Judy Phillips, Donna Walther, Nancy Dole, Judy Dressier. Second row: 
Carol Wore, Shirley Poulsen, Lindo Barsanti, Susan Horkey, Sydelle Melinder and Bobbi Bynock. 
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SANTA LUCIA 
HALL 
,, 1' ! 
-:--::-/ll...--!1 
FIRST FLOOR 
Front row, left to right, Mary Ellen Rich, Sheila Donnell, Lois Hada , Cathy McClelland, Janet Tsukiji , Susan Kahn, Sandra lister , Penny 
Phillips . Second row, Carol Peabody, Lynda Kruse, Suzanne lee , loxi Struckus, Jacquelyn Minetta, Mardi Wilson, Ann Englbrecht, Joan 
Levi, Neda Ceko. Th ird row, Carol Bendicsen , Bonn ie Kuder, Mary Bohan , Vivian Wight, Lynn Cramblet, Sue Maggs, Tonja Margan, 
Patti Halladay, Sue Tebbe , Esther Alexander. Fourth row, Melanie Foy, Flo Chernick, Shirley Paulsen , Gerry Ohlson, Tina Burnette , Judy 
Pratt, Kay Campbell , l inda Byrd . 
SECOND FLOOR 
Front row, left to right, Andrea Weiner, Margaret Clowdus, Marilyn Bee, Karen Sparks, Margaret Boer, Annarae Arjo, Carla Grebil, Hazel 
McKenzie, Diana Weeks, Janet Page, Barbara Larimer. Second row, Pat Lynn, Joanne Karlson, Taffy Rowe, Pat Dotter, Judy Thurmond, Karen 
lntorf, Betty Kirtpatrick, June Trask, Reyanne Torlucci , Liz Breckenridge, Kay Hels, Judy Morison , Karen McNulty. Third row, Ali ce Yount . Pat 
Green, Barbara Bjurman, Marlis Hilton, Peggy Smith, Carol Thompson, Janice Jones, Carolee Newburn, Christen Fisher , Sandra Heath, Phy ll is 
Johnson, Sharon Crowe, Jeonen Downhour, Candy Dean , Fourth row, Marilyn Sears, Dionne Jacob, Judy Pascoe, Carol Morris, Dawn Venice, 
Linda Baugh, Sunny Franzen, Barbara Fay, Carol Mills, Frankie Price, Carol Fletcher, Cathy Huber, Joanne Van Derzee, Nancy Kelley. 
THIRD FLOOR 
Front row, left to right, Annette Long, Claire Cohendet, Natasha Gorbctenro, Linda Nisbet, Patti Milbradt, Julie Simmons, Cheryl 
Reynolds, Virginia Geer, Kathy Laduca. Second row, A. Wood, Joan Sharp, Belinda Stiles, Alice McAdams, Nancy Jean Mitchell, Jean 
Flink, Asripon Bha kdikul, Marjorie Bender, Linda Cramer, Janet Stevenson . Third row, Constance E. Nichols, P. McKiine, M. Creeper, 
Carol Kindall, Darlene Ayres, Diana Fowler, Carla Jean Barber, Jean Strueve, Roberta Hirsch , Judy Pettit, Carol Plopper. Fourth row, Mary 
Hall, Constance Egbert, lezl ie Renck, Lezlie Powell, Iris Koluvek, Barbara Fernamburg, Carol Stein, Sandra Martin, Laurel Wurschum, 
Carol Gore, Karen Hale. 
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FREMONT 
HALL 
FIRST FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Wayne Melone, Richerd John Wells, J?hn Shyer, Kewmcrs Zcmcni, Britton Parke Grim, Leon Isaacs. Second row: Gory 
Hermon, Dennis Tuttle, William Dunne, Mrs . Pubols, Otto wo·olmcn , James Bayer, Donald Gaughan. Third raw: Lawrence Pyle, Robert Bryant, 
Doug Penc, Gibson McConnell , Jerry Gabriel, Fronk Frost, Duke Ames. Fourth row: Dove Sheh,Qhe, Kirk Crum, Dave Anderson, Kenneth Lowe, 
Bill Furgerson, Roger Svendsen end Jeffrey Ross. 
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SECOND FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Malcolm Graham, Philip Dalforno, Richard Olsen, James Layton , Rouholloh Dehbibi, Fernando Parra , Don Secrist, 
Gordon Wood, George Zimmer. Second row: Joe Chang, Jim Wells, Samuel Lam, Donald Hilmer, Mrs. Pubols , Don Schleich, Chuck Lee , 
Terry Thompson, John Emery. Third row: Michael Powell, D. Poterbin, John Berillo , Bill Foster, Mike Howard , Gary Compton, H. Bruster, 
Lloyd Mathews. Fourth row : Bernie Angel, Mike Williams, Bob Cloke, Dave Hessick, Carl Hultquist, David Goodson, Marty Riber, Ronald 
King, Ronald Jenkins. 
THIRD FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: James Crapuchettes, Hal Sudborough, Samuel Huerta, Ted Bravos, Philip Fleisher, C. Konigsberg, Clarence 
Wong , Russell Komori, R. Miles. Second row: Dariush Nazari, Richard Duncan , B. Roberts , Cap Peake, Mrs. Pubols , Calvin Dotson, 
Michael Smith, D. Schafer, Richard Tsukushi, Gary Cramer. Third row: Neil Snyder, R. Simons, Hirofumi Okawachi , Harold Knudsen , 
Richard Powell, Julian Borg ia, John Swenson, Donald Oswald, John Scott. Fou rth row: David Wood, Anthony Taylor, Charles 
Morrin , John Carter, Jack Chapman, Donald Patterson, L. Peterson and George Barton . 
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SEQUOIA 
HALL 
j; 1 / . I • 
' J 
I, 
~ I 
;:::::--
FIRST FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Theodore Wilder, Alvin Uchida , Jerry Blunt, Warren Farrell, Hilton Sumida, J . Zanatta, C~arles Mitchell , John 
Foster. Second row: Charles Van Norman , Donald Barth, Edwin Migge, Mrs. Johnson , Bill Taylor, Donald Fields, Howard Sartori . Third 
row: lynn Johnson , M. Herbst, Fred Brinkerhoff, Gary Petterson, Tom lewis, Douglas Hawkins, Gary Fernstrom, Jerome Mason, J . Stornetta . 
Fourth row: Steven Petterson, Graydon Grey, Craig Colledge, Mac Dyer, Bob Hammond, Bruce larson, Duane Baxley, T. Ward , Gary Beall , 
Warren luce. 
SECOND FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Steven Conkle, Donald Aoyomo , Wayne Martin, L. Rolison , Kenneth Aoyomo, Marshall Machado, Norman 
Franklin , Keith Aiken, David Boone. Second row: Joseph Saitta, R. Murray, Fred Hollis, William Hughes , Bart Soverien, Daniel Newton, 
Robert Ripkin , Donald Helms, Thomas McManis . Third row: Jerry Juencke, Kent Cheeseborough, Martin Meier, Daniel Vallas, 
Wayne Songer, Thomas Hedgecock, Gory Day, Bill Hoehnke, Charles Everett . Fourth row: Michael Forster, Martin Boccoglio, lorry 
Myhre, Gene Borg , Stephen Kyle, Kip Mesirow, Don Rutter, Merrill Jackson, Richard lrby . 
THIRD FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Paul Sultzbock, Tad Ellis, John Whitmore, Steven Wilburton, Edward Downey, James Biles, Steven Sanfilippo, Gordon 
Ritch ie . Second row: Thomas Collins, Rolph Strohman , Carl Janzen, Glen Janzen , Mrs . Johnson, Mark Hilbert, Bob McDonald , Fred Thoburn , 
Gordon Lou. Third row: Dole Spencer, Robert Connolly, Robert Erblond, Alvin Gillaspie , Theodore Von Tuyle, Johnny Squire, Michael Reaves , 
Byron Bonnell , Alex Graham, Stephen Gray . Fourth row: John Willson, Robert Saulsbury, Russell Pringle, Hugh Jones, T. Ohlendorf, Gordon 
Grimm, Robert Parry, Bruce Robinson , Corydon Pearson, Stephen Schofield, William Chemers and Tom Matlock 
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TRINITY 
HALL 
FIRST FLOOR 
Front row, left to right, Denno Walther, Pat Bright, Judy Fowler, Pat Buckingham, Carol Parsons . Second raw, Cheryl lamaste, lee Blank-
enship, Karen Arndt, Jack ie Boris , Niki Friedmann , Nancy Bucy, Ni kk i Hoffmann, Sherry Raney. Third raw, Ann Marlowe, Wendy Borker, 
Mortha Wofford, Corolyn Escobar, Beverly Petersen , Judy Sm ith , Georgia Oar, Diana Nicolaus. Fourth row, Dono Guevaro , Pouline 
Pigeon, Trudi Zeisse, Ann Dovis , Cotherine Pedersen, J udy Phillips , lynne Dovidson . 
SECOND FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Cynthia Zollo, Roberta Bynack, Judith Silow, Suzanne Schneider, Analee Nettleton , Marian Marsh , Mary Hotelling , 
Irene Naretto, Andre Myers, Patricia Myracle, Donna Grammer. Second row: Seiko Doi , Verna Kauk, Caterine Yates, Marsha Sanger. 
Delores Berthole, Judy Jurs, Penny Polston, Christine Bosacci, Anne Rice, Carol Miner, Nancy Lawson , A. Kephart . Th ird row: Nancy 
Bamberger, N. Wade, Susie Alabaster, Coren Soboloni, Lindo Ulrich , Ca rol Pfeifer, Barbaro Cline, Susan Boat, Gail Graham, Carol 
Grosenbach, Barbara Spence, Barbara Smith. Fourth row: Arlene Rosales , Katherine Fogg , Barbara Murphy , Martha Swift, Dione Grimm, 
Carol Rising, Ellen Freeman, Deborah Beck, Pat Palmer, Linda Wolf, Marlene Carr, Mary Hudson , Sue Richards . 
THIRD FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Connie Strowd, Pam Huber, Linda Petersen, Margaret Hartman, Joann Watson, Julie Erickson , Donna Lenk, 
Joan Hardness. Second row: Linda King, Lynne Heringer, Madeline Quaresma, P. Peiddy, Kristine Miller, Pat Stone, Mary Frampton, 
Carolyn Hilker. Third row: Shirley Schmel ing, Janel Peterson, H. Marr, Shirley Gibson, K. Olsen, Andrea Cowdrey, Margaret Messer, 
Donna Negus, Jackie Packard, Cheryl McDonald. Fourth row: Susan Pylman, Mary Lindquist, Pamela Potter, Elin Robinson, Judith 
Conway, Ann Hatoff, Linda Barsan ti, Linda MacKenzie, Janet Loganbill, Joan Gibbons, Sue Van Gorder, Merrie Tebben, Diana 
Roberts. 
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MUIR 
HALL 
---
FIRST FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: V. Wallace, Jorge Pelaez, Latif Zilka, James Boucker, George Olivos , Tom Bleier, Robert Cothowoy, Leconb 
Tuyen, Tom Phelps . Second row: Roland Lint, Robert Viets, Michael Fronscioni, Dole Bender, Fred Zerlout, Willie Hayashida , David 
Tse . Third row: James Kirstein, David Borneby, B. Short, Fred Stephens, Richard Scoville, Don Cole, Lawrence, R. Mitchell , May De 
Zemplen , Arthur Backlund . Fourth row: Justin Lindberg, Perry Johnson, Gorden Spebcer, W. Blount, Don Lou ie , Ronald Yenzer, 
Fred Monge, Mike Osborne, John Craig, T. Holt, Mike McKenry. 
SECOND FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Martin Gustafson, Don Null, Russell Coover, Don Lucas, John Poole, David Vrooman, Douglas Peterson . Second 
row: Jim Bates, Michael Maguire, J. Dahlgren, Noel Burkley, W. Barley, Grant Golding, Curtis Heringer, Victor Hessell. Third row: 
John Hancock,. James Glines, David Brown , Gary Dutto, William Snellbaker, Robert Campbell, Bruce Arnold , Bob Henderson , Jerry Dillard. 
Fourth row: Ronald Earl, Bill Crane, Richard Andre, Dennis Olsen, Neil Geitner, Robert Axelsen, James Young, Ray Bertolucci, Kirk 
Rogers. 
THIRD FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Paul Bewley, D. Petroff, Fred Karig, Jeffrey Fitz.Gerald , Paul Grosjean, William Roberts , Allan Douglas . Second 
row: Pete Eselgroth , Gaylord McCool , Fred Ma_rmie, Philip Heintz , Dieter Beermann, Richard Miller, Bill o ·Hara , Moll Walden. Third 
row: Mike Singer, Mati Mesikep, Roy Packard, Charles Bonzo, Richard Palm, Rodney Haun, Richard Marmie. Fourth row: James 
Zichterman, Bob Speers, Robert Hayes, James Ellis , Richard Brabham, Mike Mondelli , Raymond Klostermann, Robert Forenza , Charles 
Caldwell. 
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TENAYA 
HALL 
FIRST FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: William Sell, M. Cassetta, Glenn Dang, Bob Byers, John Spreitz. Second row: 
Steven Black, James Durfey, Richard Nielsen, Ardo Kasbarian , David Jones, Thomas Petros. Third row: 
Bob Walker, Noel Kawachi, Robert Heiliger, James Allen, John Bajek, Lee Eschen. Fourth row: Gary 
Bentson, Russ Schildt, Preston .Smith, Don Brinkmann, Ray Dunn, Bill Elliott. 
SECOND FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Robert Browning, Steve L'Ecluse, Jim Davies, Jock Bangs, Loren Carlson, Robert Andrews, Ken Fitzhugh, Vinny 
Jacobs, Philip Dunn, John Pollard, Bill Aldrich, Lee Cornett, Bill Eldridge , Thomas Kumond , Walter Clark. Second row: Mike Helsel , 
Miner Fritz, Bill Byron, Wayne Hofer, Ken Kaiser, Rich Boughman, Fred Hall , John Gilbert, Russ Gamble, Allan Sipe, Bruce Kronmiller, 
Donald Robidoux , Russ Hansen, David Hall, Doug Sweet. Third row: James Fox , John Perez, Rolph Campbell, Bill Hatfield , Karl Kalthoff, 
Anthons Gross, Ed Curtis, Kelly Kolin, John Jacobson, Doug Freeman, Bill Ostrom, Fred Petersen, Robert Frontz, Michael Mulford. 
Fourth row: Lee Stewart, Richard Gerow, Jim Beaver, Jim Crowley, Jim Sefton , Eugene Arnold , Rich Lowhern, Fred Lloyd, Jerry Jurgens , 
Dovid Smith, Tullus Slurko, David Pork, Mike McGinnis, Ledwin Fortini . 
THIRD FLOOR 
Front row, left to right: Edward Escher, Tom Goux, Jerry Penrose, Bill Evans , John Dowden, Darrel Cresswell, R. Bracken. Second row: 
Ali 'Tovokol, Gory George, Stanley Nero, Dennis Hodgin, James Dickens, Terry Weymouth, Lorry Williams, Doyle Lyke, David Hatfield. 
Third row: Yeugeni Philipovitch, Edward Smith, Cecil Ross , Russell Ropp , James Harper, Paul Kay, N. Vorochok, Lee Smith , Terry Curl, 
Ben Segesmon, Fronk Mayne. Fourth row: Rolph Springer, Jon Anderson, Philip Horrell, Louis Agnetti, Gory Boysmore, Nolan Tinkler, 
Michael Short, Lorry Clyde, Michael Schield, Dennis Jones, Dove Bigge, Rich Johnson. 
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HERON 
Front row, left to right: Kathleen Stifel , Pom Haid , Judy Carpenter, Vickie Cramer, Judy Potts, Sandy list. Second row: Barbara Carson, 
Carol Stanton , L. Mahany, Judy Miller, C. Ware, Jane Lutticken, Karen McMichael , Donna Moody. Third row: Sandy Sandier, Christine 
Lord , Gail Greer, Marleen Mace, Nadine Weinberg , Sandy Morrey, Diana Chiappari, Beverley Bentley, Kathleen Flynn. Fourth row: J . 
Dembrowski, Shirley Hawk, Sharon Kuhl, T. Lane, Marilyn Baker, Laura Stanley, Linda Bell , Catherine Chiapella, Judy Corbett. 
DEUEL 
Front row, left to right: Lawrence Prager, Loll Chand Jain, Benny Kaplan, John Goodell, Thomas Brians, Dick Mann , Wilson Burtt, 
Robert Niggli. Second row: jusain Ahmad, Berrou Alemayehu , Dana Schultz, Harold Kelso , Dennis Stack, Thomas Roth, Bob Duncan, 
Hadi Touserkani. Third row: Kirby McClellan, Leon McHaney, Allen Dudden, Richard Ray, Clifford Stevens, Houton Sepahpour, Chi Lou. 
Fourth row: Melvin Carnahan , William McKown, Leonard Cardoni, John Barr, Robert Clark, Carlos Solo, Tim Rice , William Merritt, 
Verne Cecilioni. 
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JESPERSON 
Front row, left to right : Pot Ellis, Pam Pringle, Solley Rodden , Sandy Evans, Susan Melnick, Pam Wilson , Er ika Koegler, Anna Midgley, 
Margaret Daigle. Second row: Linda Sears, Joan Boyd, Constance Silver, Marie Minett i, Barbara King, Margaraet Oben, Sally 
O 'Gara , Diane Nascimento, Susan McEimury, Nancy Towle. Th ird row: Virginia Rodin, Ursula Krummel , Ann Prout, Mrs. Wright, Pat 
Ebert, Carol Bendicsen , Mary Rich , Carolyn Garrett, Betts Williams. Fourth row: Betty Van Norman , Beth Shelden, Donna Balzhiser, 
Melinder Sydelle, April Moselsy, Adele Raimondi , Joan Swa rt, Mary Ann Beaver, Gigi Green. 
CHASE 
Front row, left to right: Sondra Schwarz, Christine Arnold, Bonnie Nunes, Dianne Polacchi, Leona Musgrave. Second row: Patsy Bal -
lagh, .Connie Henderson, Pamela Brown, Christi Caldwell , Janet Gianolini, Susan Hall, J . Dorland . Third row: Joanne Dawson, 
Jeanne Jardine, Karen Kline, Carole Hazard, Arlene Fitch , Sharon Fraser, K. Husman, Lynn Avery, Kristin Parker. Fourth row: Ann 
Howard,. Sylvia Tanguary, Madalyn Horton, Melinda West. Jul ie Aborn, Maureen Parker, Kathleen Keeth , Patricia Aronson, Teresa 
Schafer, Roberta Barrett, L. Wise, Martha Rice. 
175 
BAYLES 
HOUSE 
WOMEN'S 
WESLEY 
HOUSE 
Front row, left to right: Rose Uribe, Karen Fleming, Nod ine Emerald , Lynne Morgan, Mrs. 
Boyles. Second row: June Melville , Lindo Henry, Elizabeth Court, Sharon Throwbridge. Third 
row: Janice Debbs , Wiletto Wasser, Rita Kueny, Janice Carr, Christine Wallace, Pot Gordner. 
MEN'S 
WESLEY 
HOUSE 
Front row, left to right: Jim Ferguson, Lobo, Bob Martin . Second row: Daryl Harris, 
Patrick Beers , Gory Prichard . Third row: Charles Will iams, Kurt Brock, David 
Nesmith , George Lewoniko . 
Front row, left to right : Helena Hung, Sandi Cameron, Sherri Gomby, 
Ol iver, Thoma Gaither. Second row; She ila Griffith, Beatrice Lewan iko, 
Judith May, Carole Pickens. 
176 
Front row, left to right: Charles White, Joe Serpa, Noel Carr, Joe Nunez. Second row: Ken 
Krum, David Rumps, Ken lewis, Hop Cardwell, Samuel Nevis . Third raw: Wayne Figraid, 
Don Backenstow, John Wr igh t, Phillip Stanwood, Peter Wong , Kenneth Onstott. Fourth row: 
Jim Barbee, Wayne Stahnke, Gory Smith , lester Shepherd, AI Montno, Ron Vargas. 
HERDSMEN'S 
HALL 
JUDGE'S 
HOUSE 
Front row, left to right: Stan Sears, Ken Mebane. Second row: Robert Mattes, Roy McKroy. 
Third row: Tom Irwin , Ken Fowle , Ralph loya, Donald Dow. Fourth raw: Bob Sanders, 
Wayne Jensen, Moe , Jim Ellis and Bill Dermody. 
Front row, left to right: Ricky Cady, Doug Fraga, Evengeler Genstanlins. Second raw: William 
Bickel, Ron Filice, Ron Yamashita , Floyd Perry. Third row: Ran McParland, Rena Bocciorini, 
Albert Eggers, Ron Cecchini. Fourth raw: Charles DeMartini, Marv Allinson, Jerry Pomeroy, 
John Hoxie , Walt Weimer. 
CROPS 
HOUSE 
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HEWSON HOUSE 
Front row, left to right: Ga ry Hohnstein , Donald Becker, James MacAllister, John Roesti , Mike Tresler, James Novinger, Stanley Voss ler, Dwight 
Filley, Robert Coughlin, Larry Sillman, William Spencer, James Baker, William Mclinn . Second row: Richard Toile, Jon Anderson , Mike 
Elliott, John Calkins, Gary Spencer, J . Bliss , Robert Russ, Jefferey Nol ke , Richard Emmerson , Richard Partain , Derek Muggeridge, Richard 
Thompson. Third row: James Pacheco, Erwin Meyer, James Patnode, John Wagstaff, Steve Scallini, R. Ruffo , Eric Northman, Eric Williamson, 
John Donan, Richard Peattie , Bruce Becket, Eddy Allan, Tom Anderson. Fourth row: Thomas Duckels, Kenneth Muther, G. Boles , Darwin 
Grigg, Pieter Crosby , Rodger Griffin, Edward Savage, John Holler, Thomas Casazza, James Lawton, W. Slocomb, Ray Hemo, Tim Hoxie , Tarn 
Cooper . 
CHEDARANCH 
POLY LODGE 
Front row, left to right : Robe rt Kaestner, Tyra lee Thompson, Heydog, 
Dhaliwal Singh . Second row: Zaharoni ltzhak, Dick Thompson. Third 
row: Shaldrom Fang , Stan ley True, Richa rd Ruiz. Fourth row: Donald 
Olsen, Jerry Schuster , Stanley Jessen. 
Front row, left to right : Jim Edgerly, Stanley Martella , Arthur Perry, Lou is Souza. 
Second row: Bob Alves, Clinton Lee , Arthur lisman. Third row: Don Kaufman, 
Louis Amabile, James Bond . Fourth row: Tony Souza , Gale Bamford, John Winters. 
178 
L 
A 
s 
s 
E 
N 
Front row, left to right, Nick Watry , Skip Arjo, John Salisbury, Peter Scoron i, Dole Magda, AI Cogollon, Leo Miller, Fronk Rivero, Richardson 
Leong, Tom Pearl. Second row , James Valdez, David Aspinall, Thomas Merrill, Robert Mills, Leonard Hudson, David Lewis, R. Stuck, Stephan 
Merrill , Wolter Wagoner . Th ird row, George Coughlin, Louis Gabriel, Raymond Toney, Stephen Mcintyre, Bob Collinsworth, Jock Dupre, 
Jeoffrey Capell, Joel Meredith, Lorry Wolter, Fredrick Knopf. Fourth row, Eric Warnken , Eric Lundquist, John Marples, David Wedeking, 
Chris Raymond, Robert Majoros, Pot King, William Goenne, William Joyce. 
w 
H 
I 
T 
N 
E 
y 
Front row , left to right , Carlos Verozo , David Ricci, Paul Schubert, Ron Love, Donald Pease , John Horning , Clifford Olsten, Anthony 
Dinapoli , Robert McDeormor. Second row , Richard Gutschow, Mil ton Domerow, Thomas Petrich, Wolter Tufts, Fronk Brooks, David 
Young, Philip Miller, Roger Krohn, Jo Crosslin. Th i rd row , Dennis Murphy, Donald Chappell , Robert Barber, Donald Dozier, John Lux, 
Donald Woods, James Boynton , Elden Sandy, Bill Loftis , Wayne Snyder. Fourth row , Thomas Reed, Paul Boump, Philip Oberti, James 
Thompson, Russ Yensen., Jo Stosulot, Stephen Price, Terry Logon , Robert Eberhart, David Smith, Richard Jones. 
F 
I 
R 
E 
H 
0 
u 
s 
E 
Front row, left to . right, Harold Mantle, Donald Henneuse, 
Fred, George McKenzie, Malcom Kemp. Second row, Jerome 
Wong, Arthur Kolisto, Eugene Shaffer, William Schuette, 
Rice Berkshire . 179 
p 
A 
L 
0 
M 
A 
R 
Front row, left to right, Gotthord Jonson, David Helgesson, Jerry Lake, John Giorgi, Robert Monteleone, Jerry Justen, Fred 
Collin, Skeeter Collier, James Pricco, Ronald Branam, Thomas Wilkins, James Weber. Second row, Wolter Heer, Raymond 
Meisgeier, Don Jones, Jim Hill, Lorry Blomquist, Tom Wright, Daniel Bliss, Robert Castellano, Richard Strauss, Douglass 
Roberts, John Rowe. Third row, Paul Wright, Robert Stringham, Gezo Farkas, Ronnie Johnson, Terry Jones, John Warrick, 
Curtis Sisco, Rodger Billings, Patrick Irwin, James Von Vleet, Sammie Talk. Fourth row, Richard Mathwig, Roy Twisselmonn, 
Robert Holmes, Fred Menz, Mike Schofield, Mike Denton, Louis Drapeau, Dono Morgan, Lloyd Fero, Paul Kuenstler, Douglas 
Yungling. 
s 
H 
A 
s 
T 
A 
Front row, left to right, Art Vos, Harry Tyler, Peter Lover, John Algeo, Thomas, William Wilkinson, Sivon Meos, Donald Goy, James 
Quick. Second row, Ron Brewer, Caleb Othiend, William Lee, John Pongrozio, Michael Merkley, George Long, David Waite, Eddie 
Newton, Bryon Ogden. Third row, Joseph Morgan, Gregory Merrill, James Thayer, Winston Walker, K. Linkloter, Lorry Hubbell, 
Lorry Coley, David Bock, Donald Podesta, William Reiman. Fourth row, Rudolph Butler, Richard Wells, Francisco Toledo, J. Bailey, 
Donley Parmentier, Richard Dixon, Ken Rothmuller, G. Swanson, Kim Cooper, George Betz, Peter Brucato. 
180 
D 
I 
A 
B 
L 
0 
Front row, left to right, Albert Bowdridge, Carlos Verozo, Bob Nelson, John Singer, Kenneth Kohlen, 
Jo Campbell. Second row, Michael Jock, Keith Corp, Richard Lockie, Donald G. Beck, Donald Marshall, 
Richard Kellam, Philip Brown. T.hird row, Edwin Bock, Mike Robles, Bernie Olson, Philip Wildhogen, 
Fronk Froeymon, Roger Bishop. Fourth row, Wayne Sefton, Martin Miller, Don Levensoler, R. David 
Miller, Jim Overmohle, Chris Zelozo, Mike Holmes, Alan Packer. 
M 
0 
N 
T 
E 
R 
E 
y 
Front row, left to right , Dave Brightbill , Arjun Thairiani, Dennis Miller, Robert Cathaway, D. Herzog , Delbert Chesebro . Second 
row, Pas ton Tana ka , Forest Risch, G. Stub, B. McPherson, Cor los Ve raza , Roger Mitchell , Fredrick Knopf. Third row, Richard 
Voge , Thomas Flinn , Fran k Lawson , Ke ith Corp , Charles Jones , Lawrence Andriesen , Thomas Reed, James Weber. Fourth row, 
Lewis Stoddard, Rus sell Gi bsons, J . Hitchcock, John Nielsen, D. Martens, John Barton, John Bisceglia, Warren Larson , Norman Manzer. 
Norman Manzer. 
M 
0 
D 
0 
c 
Front row, left to right, Kenneth Hall, Chad Champlin, Louis Gualeni. Second row, Martin Horn, 
George Gomes, Earl Hughes. Third row , Lawrence Smario , James Rose , James Milovina , Bill 
Parker. Fourth row , James Garrett, Stephen Crow, Austin Angell , Richard Bostdorff, Dean Taylor. 
s 
I 
E 
R 
R 
A 
Front row, left to right, Dave Hatfield, Emen Nwa, Benny Villegas. 
Second row , Jim Kinney, Jack Mitchell , Daniel Harper. Third row, 
Dawson Mobey, Frank Westerlynd , Thomas Gaffney . Fourth row, 
Archibong Akpan , Greg Noble, Warren Daniel. 
181 
182 
PLUMAS 
Front row, left to ri ght: Satender Lomba, Allen lindstrom, Bab Weber, Doug Brown . Second row: 
Darshan Bhas in, J. Fair, leonard Craninger, Bob Patti. 
TEHAMA 
Front row, left to right : Bryan Gitti ngs, Guadalupe Montalvo , Jack Krusee, Jon Ovien, Amos Adepoju. Second row: Koji Kasuyamo, 
T. Coon, Terry Jones , Richard Pearson, Theodore Komalm. Third row: Dick Maxey, Roger Krohn, Richard Jones , Don Maxie , Mike 
Schofield, Robert lund, Duane Douglass . 
SONOMA 
Front row, left to right, James Layton, John Pangrazio, Roy Coleman, Okechukwu Anyim. Second 
row, Terry Thompson, Dewey Weber, Richard Laconte, John Scott. Third row, Blaine Nelson, Harold 
Bruster, Gary George. Fourth row, James Tremaine, Jerry Bailey, Per Landeck, Connie La skey, 
Ted Canon. 
MARIPOSA 
Front row, left to right, William Rempel, Charles Etuk, Michael Eison , Amby Chukwu, Emmanuel Agwuna. Second row, 
Clifford Van Wagner, Stanley Portugal, Robert Bruen, Arnold Mellow, Lorry Jenkins. Third row, Steve Canada, Walt 
Parrish, Larry Marcey, Bill Dollarhide. Fourth row, Emmanuel Ablakwa, John Clum, Fred Carey, Bob Wilmot, Richard 
Sykes. 
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186 
DEAN BORGMAN 
Aero. Eng . 
Santa Maria 
JAMES CLARK 
Business 
Visalia 
THOMAS BRAGG 
Business 
San Mateo 
JIM CRISS 
Tech . Arts 
Fontana 
FREDERICK ERVAST 
E. Eng. 
Berkeley 
FRANK BROOKS 
Bioi. Science 
North Hollywood 
VICTOR DOLLENTE 
Farm Mang. 
Holtville 
JULIE HOLMQUIST 
Business 
San Luis Obispo 
THOMAS CABLE 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Auburn 
BILL EHRLICH 
Arch. Eng. 
Los Angeles 
BRENT JOBE 
Farm Mang . 
Vista 
JAMES CARY 
Agri . Bus. Mng. 
El Cajon 
ANTONIA KELLEY 
Bioi. Science 
Long Beach 
This award is the highest in prestige offered by the Associated Student 
Body. To qualify, one must be a senior or graduate student at Cal Poly, have 
a grade point average at least equal to the average of the College, and have 
participated in at least three major campus functions for which he has received 
activity points. 
These people are the ones of whom Cal Poly is especially proud, and who 
show evidence of becoming successes in life after college. 
ROY LOVTANG 
Soc. Science 
Oakland 
RICHARD WARNER 
Phys. Science 
Woodland 
ANDREW MERRIAM 
Arch. Eng . 
San Luis Obispo 
WILLIAM SCHUETTE 
El. Eng. 
Trona 
JAMES WATKINS 
Anim. Husb. 
San Jose 
CARL OLSON 
El. Eng. 
San Carlos 
ERIC J. SHAW 
Arch. Eng. 
Barstow 
ROBERT WULF 
Aero. Eng. 
Glendale 
LARRY OWENS 
El. Eng. 
Oakland 
KATHLEEN THORNE 
English 
San Lu is Obispo 
Not pictured: 
John W . Adam 
William J. Arndt 
John Cadden 
Frank W. Cervenka 
Kenneth Hannah 
Jack Herbert 
Clifford Hillebrand! 
Richard E. Holmquist 
Harold Kitajima 
Dan Lillywhite 
Catherine T. Williams 
JANICE LEONARD 
Phys. Educ. 
Arcadia 
ROSEMARY THORNE 
Elem. Educ. 
San Luis Obispo 
187 
SHAMAN ABLA 
E. Eng. 
lebanon 
JEFFREY ALBERT 
El. Eng. 
Glendale 
DORIAN ARNOLD 
Mech . Eng . 
Placerville 
188 
GILBERT ACOSTA 
Indus. Eng . 
Greenfield 
DONALD ADAMS 
Phys. Educ. 
Modesto 
SENIOR CLASS 
ROBERT ADDI NGTON 
Anim. Husb. 
DAVID AFANA 
Mech. Eng. 
Paso Robles 
JOHANNES AKKERMAN MOHAMMED ALBAKHIT JOHN ALBEE 
Phys. Educ. 
Bakersfield Klamath Falls, Ore. 
ANNABELLE ALBERTI 
Dairy Husb. 
CHUCK ALLEN 
Agri. Bus. Mng . 
MICHAEL ALLRED 
Farm Mang . 
los Banos 
LINDA ARZT 
Anim . Husb. 
Alhambra 
Watsonville 
GARDA ANDERSON 
Home Ec. 
los Angeles 
LUIS ASCARRUNZ 
Mech. Eng. 
Bolivia 
Madera 
RICHARD ANDREASEN 
Farm Mang. 
Walth ill, Neb. 
PAUL ATKINS 
El. Eng . 
San Rafael 
Da iry Husb. Mech. Agri. 
Chino Kuwait 
CHARLDEANE ALMOND 
Anim. Husb. 
Bishop 
BRUCE ANSON 
Mech. Eng. 
Beverly Hills 
SEROP AVAKIAN 
Arch. Eng. 
Iran 
CONRAD ANDERSON 
El. Eng. 
Puyallup, Wash. 
MELVIN AOKI 
Truck Crops 
Madera 
TOSHITSUGU ARAKAWA 
Arch. Eng. 
Wahiawa, Hawa ii 
OF 1963 
ARDESHI R BAHAR 
Arch. Eng. 
Iran 
RODGER BAUER 
E. Eng. 
Riverside 
WILMA BAKER 
Home E.c. 
Arroyo Grande 
BERT BARNES 
Mech . Eng. 
Richmond 
ROBERT BAUMHECKEL 
E. Eng. 
Sacramento 
CHESTER BALL 
Anim. Husb. 
Redding 
ALBERT BARRENECHEA 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Mexico 
WILLIAM BEATTY 
Soil Science 
Riverside 
LONNIE BELDEN 
Bioi. Science 
Los Angeles 
RONALD BANISTER 
Print. Eng. 
Riverside 
LINDA BABCOCK 
Soc. Science 
Riverside 
ROMOLO BARBIERI 
El. Eng . 
Santa Rosa 
BONNIE BARRY 
Home Ec. 
WAYNE BARTHOLOMEW 
Farm Mang. 
San to Barbara 
MANFRED BECKERS 
El. Eng. 
Oceanside 
BRIAN BEllER 
Tech. Arts 
Santa Maria 
Orland 
RICHARD BEESON 
Soc. Science 
Santa Maria 
DANIEL BELLACK 
Business 
Solvang 
BRUCE BADER 
Business 
Oceano 
GENE BATALI 
Agri. Bus. Mng. 
Harrah, Wash. 
DIANNE BENNETT 
Phys. Educ. 
Inglewood 
GEORGE BADURA 
Soil Science 
Fortuna 
BRENDA BATALI 
Elem. Educ. 
San Luis Obispo 
WILLIAM BENTLEY 
Phys. Science 
Oxnard 
189 
 
LINMAN BJERKEN 
Mech. Eng. 
Downey 
MAURICE BRANNAN 
Farm Mang. 
Villisca, Iowa 
190 
ALLEN BEST 
Math. 
Solvang 
BETSY BLAKER 
Elem. Educ. 
Turlock 
RAFAEL BORGES 
Tech. Arts 
Venezuela 
PHILIP BRENDLIN 
Food Proc. Mang. 
San Luis Obispo 
PHILLIP BROWN 
Tech. Arts 
Bakersfield 
GLENN BEST 
Math . 
Atascadero 
DONALD BLANK 
Print. Eng. 
Modesto 
JOSE BORRERO 
Anim . Husb. 
Columbia 
JOHN BRENNAN 
Phys . Educ. 
Glendale 
PETER BRUCATO 
Fruit Prod. 
Millbrae 
THOMAS BESWICK 
Math. 
Culver City 
ROBERT BLASS 
Indus. Eng. 
Sacramento 
JOHN BORST 
Tech. Arts 
San luis Obispo 
JAMES BRINGLE 
E. Eng. 
South Gate 
ARTHUR BURFINE 
Phys. Science 
Palo Alto 
LEONARD BEUTH 
Arch. Eng . 
Springdale, Po. 
PAUL BEWLEY 
Math. 
Watsonville 
RICHARD BOHNSACK 
El. Eng. 
DAVID BOLDI 
Aero. Eng . 
los Altos 
SARALEE BOSCACCI 
Home Ec. 
los Altos 
FRED BROWN 
Phys. Educ. 
Albany 
VIRGINIA BURGESS 
Elem . Educ. 
Bakersfie ld 
Iran 
EDWARD BRABHAM 
Anim. Husb. 
Susanvi ll e 
JAMES BROWN 
Bioi. Science 
Chu la Vista 
GEORGE BURMAN 
El. Eng. 
A lbany 
RICHARD BINNS 
Truck Crops 
Salinas 
RANDOLPH BRANDT 
El. Eng . 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
JAMES BU RNS 
Tech. A rts 
Sherwood, Ore. 
DAVID BURTON 
Moth . 
W illits 
JEAN CHANDlER 
Homo Ec. 
Redlands 
DAVI D COE 
Aero . Eng. 
Long Beach 
JUDITH BUSZEK 
Bioi. Science 
Visalia 
MANUEL CARDOZA 
Soc. Science 
Son Luis Obispo 
JOHN CHANG 
Moth . 
Beverly Hills 
JUDY CHURCH 
Phys. Educ. 
Redondo Beach 
BARBARA COFFLAND 
Home Ec. 
Atascadero 
ROBERT CADDES 
Arch. Eng . 
Monterey 
JUDY CARPENTER 
Moth . 
Ba kersfield 
EDWIN CHAON 
El. Eng. 
Modesto 
FERNANDO CISNEROS 
Agri. Eng . 
Bolivia 
TERRY COLE 
Phys. Educ. 
Sacramento 
BONNIE CAMPBELL 
Elem. Educ. 
Watsonv ille 
MARLENE CARR 
Elem . Educ. 
Castro Volley 
DONALD CHAPPELL 
Arch . Eng. 
Burlingame 
LUIS CISNEROS 
Indus. Eng. 
Bolivia 
JAMES COLLARD 
El. Eng . 
Northridge 
NORMAN CAMPBELL 
Fruit Prod. 
Napa 
ANNA CARTER 
Elem. Educ. 
Paso Robles 
LOVELL CHASE 
Tech . Arts 
Pasadena 
DAVID CLARK 
Tech . Arts 
Santo Monico 
WESLEY COLLEY 
Agri. Bus. Mong . 
Wallo Wallo, Wash. 
JOHN CAPUA 
Bus ines s 
Corle Place, N.Y. 
JERRY CEDERSTROM 
Tech . Arts 
Whittier 
EDMUND CHAVIRA 
Tech. Arts 
Los Angeles 
RICHARD CLIFTON 
Phys. Science 
Son Luis Obispo 
TIMOTHY COLLINS 
Agri. Eng. 
Son Rafael 
PATRICIA CHAMBERS 
Elem. Educ. 
Son Luis Obispo 
SUSAN COBB 
Elem. Educ. 
Santo Mario 
191 
THOMAS COLTER 
Mech. Eng. 
El Segundo 
EDWARD CUBRDA 
Anim . Husb. 
Mission Hills 
THOMAS DeROZA 
Agri. Bus. Mong . 
San Juan Bovtista 
192 
ROBERT CONNOLLY 
Print. Eng. 
Temple, Arizona 
GAR.Y COPSON 
Architecture 
La Jolla 
JOHN COOK 
Soc. Science 
Son luis Obispo 
MARY CORREIA 
Bioi. Science 
Fresno 
CAROLINE COOPER 
Home Ec. 
Templeton 
JAMES CRAW 
Anim. Husb. 
Tujunga 
DON CUDWORTH 
Print. Eng . 
ARTHUR DAHLGREN SOLEIMAN DARVISH 
Arch. Eng. 
Santo Barbaro 
GARY DAVIS 
Arch. Eng. 
Whittier 
DONALD DEUBEL 
El. Eng . 
Sandpoint, Idaho 
Orno. Hart. 
Downey 
ARTHUR DAWSON 
Agri. Chem. 
los Angeles 
DEBORAH DIETZ 
Bioi. _Science 
North Hollywood 
Iron 
MICHAEL DEBORDE 
Anim. Husb. 
lemoore 
MICHAEL DILIO 
Moth. 
Oakland 
LOUISE COOPER 
Home Ec. 
Posodeno 
RAYMOND CRIST 
Air Cond. and Refrig. 
Berkeley 
DANIEL DAVEY 
Agri. Bus . Mong. 
Paso Robles 
ROOHY DEHBIBI 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Iron 
ANTHONY DINAPOLI 
Business 
Sacramento 
RUSSELL COOVER 
Moth. 
lynwood 
BILL CROFT 
Anim . Husb. 
Hanford 
DONALD DAVIS 
Form Mong. 
Santo Ana 
GERARDUS DEJONG 
Indus. Eng. 
Son Luis Obispo 
JOANNE DODSON 
Phys. Educ. 
Kingsburg 
RUSSELL CRONINGER 
Phys. Educ. 
Compton 
ERIC DEKEYN 
Business 
Belgium 
SHIRLEY DUBIN 
Soc. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
DUANE ERICSON 
Indus. Eng . 
San Luis Obispo 
ZANE DOEHLA 
Print. Eng. 
San Diego 
JOHN DUKER 
Math . 
Orange 
DONALD ELHOLM 
Crops Prod . 
Gustine 
MICHAEL ESCOTO 
Mech. Eng . 
Santa Paula 
WARREN FARRELL 
Agri. Bus . Mng. 
Santa Barbara 
TONY DOMIT 
El. Eng. 
Culver City 
THEOPLIS DUNN 
Print. Eng. 
San Francisco 
JOHN ELLIS 
Business 
San Luis Obispo 
GARY ESMOND 
El. Eng. 
Santa Barbara 
SUSAN FELICIANO 
Elem. Educ. 
Santa Maria 
JOHN DOUGLAS 
Math. 
Fresno 
LAURENCE DYER 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Klamath Falls, Ore. 
SHELDON ELLIS 
Mech. Eng. 
San Carlos 
ELLIS ESTABROOK 
Dairy Mft. 
San BerntJrdino 
WILLIAM FEN I CAL 
Agri. Chem. 
Palo Alto 
JEROME DOWLING 
El . Eng . 
Morro Bay 
ROBERT EBERHART 
Arch. Eng. 
Long Beach 
RANDALL ENBERG 
Soc. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
JUAN ESTRADA 
Anim. Husb . 
Mexico 
PAULETTE FIELDS 
Anim. Husb. 
Del Paso Heights 
EDWARD DOWNEY 
Phys. Educ. 
La Mesa 
CLARENCE EDNER 
Anim. Husb. 
Arcadia 
ROBERT ENGMAN 
Arch. Eng. 
Santa Rosa 
JANET FAIRCHILD 
Elem. Educ. 
Atascadero 
WALTER FISHER 
Bioi. Science 
Monterey 
CORNELIUS DRISCOLL 
Anim. Husb. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
WENDELL ENSOR 
El. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
DARRELL FLETCHER 
Soc. Science 
Bakersfield 
193 
THOMAS FOSS 
Mech. Eng. 
El Centro 
FRANK GARCIA 
Phys. Educ. 
Hayward 
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TONY FLORENTINE 
Agri. Bus. Mang. 
San Bernardino 
ELIZABETH FOSTER 
Elem. Educ. 
Grover City 
LEONARD FROST 
Mech. Eng. 
San Bruno 
WILLIAM GARDNER 
Arch. Eng. 
Sacramento 
SAVELLI GIANNUZZI 
Soil Science 
Italy 
SHALDROM FONG 
Math. 
Sacramento 
VINCENT FOSTER 
Air Cond. and Refrig. 
Das Palos 
GORO FUJIWARA 
El. Eng. 
Santa Maria 
THOMAS GARTLAND 
Soc. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
JEAN FOOTE 
Phys. Educ. 
Glendale 
DOUGLAS FRAGO 
Crops Prod. 
Atwater 
GARY FULLER 
Mech. Eng. 
Sacramento 
HERBERT GERFEN 
Mech . Eng. 
La Crescenta 
LESLIE GILBERT 
Weld. and Metl. 
RICHARD GILBERT 
Air Cond. and Refrig. 
Holtville Cayucos 
LELAND FOREMAN 
Business 
Willits 
(Outstanding Senior) 
RITA FRANCIS 
Home Ec. 
San Luis Obispo 
BETTY GAl LBAND 
Elem. Educ. 
National City 
RICHARD GEROW 
Orna. Hart. 
Los Angeles 
ALAN GILL 
El. Eng. 
Wasco 
MARY FOREMAN 
Home Ec. 
Tarzana 
DOUGLAS FORQUER 
Indus. Eng. 
Castro Valley 
TERENCE FREEMAN 
Aero. Eng. 
El Sobrante 
TONY GAOIRAN 
Arch. Eng. 
Morro Bay 
ERNESTINE GARCIA 
Home Ec. 
Carrisa Plains 
MANOOCHEHR GHODSIAN 
E. Eng . 
Iran 
JAMES GILLIVAN 
Bioi. Science 
Pasadena 
STEPHEN GILMORE 
Arch .. Eng. 
Chico 
-----
BARBARA GLENN 
Home Ec. 
Santa Barbara 
GORDON GRIMM 
Dairy Mft. 
San Francisco 
FRANK GORE 
Tech. Arts 
Los Angeles 
SHEILA GRANEY 
Anim. Husb. 
Los Angeles 
JACK GROVE 
El. Eng. 
Oakland 
M AYNARD GULESSERIAN 
El. Eng. 
Lebanon 
DONALD GOSS 
Printing 
Glendale 
PHILLIP GRAY 
El. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
RANDALL GROVE 
Math. 
Oakland 
WILLIAM GUNNING 
Air Cond . Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
CLYDE HAGOOD 
E. Eng. 
Boron 
INGVAR HALLSTEINSSON 
Print. Eng. and Mang. 
JANIS HAM 
Home Ec. 
Iceland Reedwood Valley 
GARY GRABER 
Farm Mang. 
Wapato, Wash. 
GARY GRAYSON 
Business 
Inglewood 
JIM GRUNDMAN 
Journalism 
Rio Dell 
MARTIN GUSTAFSON 
E. Eng. 
Santa Barbara 
JOHN HAM 
Phys . Science 
Reedwood Valley 
ROGER GRACE 
Print. Eng. 
Compton 
WILLIAM GREATHEAD 
Business 
Los Angeles 
DANA GUEVARA 
Elem. Educ. 
El Monte 
STEPHEN HABELOW 
Food Proc. 
San Diego 
DAVID HAMANN 
Mech. Eng. 
Santa Ana 
RONALD GRAHAM 
Math. 
Riverside 
JAMES GREEN 
Aero. Eng. 
Susanville 
KARL GULBRAND 
Mech. Eng. 
Calabasas 
ABDULLATIE HADDAD 
E. Eng . 
Arabia 
NAJIB HAMDAN 
Fruit Prod. 
Lebanon 
LEONARD GRILLI 
Food Proc. 
San Jose 
JAMES HAGAMAN 
Soc. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
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FREIDOON HAMIDI 
Field Crops 
Iran 
PEGGIE HEDDY 
Math. 
Long Beach 
LYNNE HIPPLER 
Elem. Educ. 
San jose 
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DONALD HAMIL TON 
Tech. Arts 
Los Angeles 
TRUMAN HANDY 
Mech. Eng . 
Philo 
DARLENE HEILMANN 
Home Ec. 
Atascadero 
FREDERICK HAMISCH 
Agri. Eng. 
Watsonville 
LANI HANNAH 
Business 
San Luis Obispo 
DAVID HELGESSON 
Mech. Agri. 
Sherwood, Ore. 
ROBERT HESSER 
El. Eng. 
BRADRICK HILDRETH 
Mech. Eng. 
Canoga Park 
PETER HOCH 
Tech. Arts 
San Francisco 
Los Angeles 
JAMES HOLMES 
Indus . Eng. 
San Gabriel 
KATHLEEN HAMLETT 
Elem. Educ. 
La Puente 
KENNETH HAMMER 
Orna. Hart. 
Castro Valley 
JENS HANSEN 
E. Eng. 
DONALD HARRINGTON 
Print. Eng . 
Atascadero 
EVERETT HEMENWAY 
Aero. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
ELLEN HILL 
Home Ec. 
El Monte 
JULIUS HENRY 
Phys. Educ .. 
Santa Monica 
JON HILLEN 
Agri. Bus. Mang. 
SUSAN HANDLEY 
Home Ec. 
Gonzales 
CHESTER HARTLEY 
El. Eng. 
Redlands 
DELBERT HERSCHBACH 
Soil Science 
Watsonville 
MARK HASELTON 
Arch. Eng. 
Alhambra 
JUDIE HILLEN 
Elem. Educ. 
RICHARD HINCHLIFF 
Mech . Agri. 
Corona Glendale Rolling Hills Estates Dayton , Wash. 
WORTH HOLMES 
Indus. Eng. 
Santa Barbara 
HARVEY HONDA 
Math. 
Paauhau, Hawaii 
ANDREW HOO 
Aero. Eng . 
Los Angeles 
JOHN HURST 
Business 
Susanvi lle 
LINDA JOHNSTON 
Bioi. Science 
Visalia 
BENJAMIN HORST 
Soil Science 
lodi 
JOHN HYLAND 
Agri. Bioi . Chem. 
South Pasadena 
ROBERT JAMES 
El. Eng. 
Vallejo 
DENNIS JONES 
Soc. Science 
Bakersfield 
PAT KARDASHIAN 
Elem. Educ. 
Downey 
JOHN HOXIE 
Fruit Prod. 
Honolulu, Hawai i 
ROGER IKE 
Soi I Science 
Orcutt 
BARBARA JANKS 
Home Ec. 
Arcadia 
RICHARD JONES 
Farm Mang. 
Dayton , Wash . 
H. KASHANIPOUR 
Agri. Eng. 
Iran 
ALAN HUCKABAY 
Mech. Eng . 
Oceanside 
BARRY ISENBERG 
Indus. Eng . 
Oa kland 
(Outstanding Sen ior) 
SUZANNE JAQUES 
Business 
lafayette 
DONALD JUDD 
Business 
Bellerose, N.Y. 
VERNA KAUK 
Math. 
Bakersfield 
CAROL HUGHES 
Soc. Science 
San Jose 
MICHAEL IVERSON 
Mech . Eng. 
Gonzales 
RONALD JENKINS 
Math. 
San Pedro 
JAMES KAHUE 
Aero. Eng . 
Honolulu , Hawaii 
NOEL KAWACHI 
Crops Prod. 
Pahala , Hawaii 
JOHN HUGHES 
Arch. Eng. 
long Beach 
PAULA JAENSEN 
Home Ec. 
Glendora 
JAMES JOHNSON 
Arch . Eng. 
San Francisco 
GERD KANNING 
E. Eng. 
Marro Bay 
JERRY KECHTER 
Tech . Arts 
Riverside 
GERALD HUNT 
Anim. Husb. 
San luis Obispo 
RON JOHNSON 
Field Crops 
Salinas 
STUART KEEN 
El. Eng . 
San Diego 
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JUDY KENT 
Journalism 
San Jose 
DALE KNUTSEN 
Aero. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
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RICHARD KELLAM 
El. Eng . 
El Segundo 
THOMAS KENYON 
Mech. Eng. 
Chicago, Ill. 
ALEXANDER KELLEY 
Mech . Eng . 
San Jose 
GINGER KETZEL 
Elem. Educ. 
Los Angeles 
ROBIN KIPP 
Arch . Eng. 
Monrovia 
ARTHUR KISHIYAMA 
Arch. Eng. 
ROGER KOHLMEIER 
Agri. Bus. Mang . 
Belmont 
COLIN KUSTER 
Tech . Arts 
Carmel 
Baywood Park 
THOMAS KOSKA 
Tech. Arts 
Reseda 
LAURIE KYLE 
Anim . Husb. 
San Marino 
ROGER KELLY 
Phys. Educ. 
Bakersfield 
LESLIE KING 
A ir Cond. Eng. 
San Pablo 
JOHN KLOPFER 
Tech. Arts 
Rockville Center, N.Y. 
JOHN KOZIK 
Soc. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
EARL LACURE 
Mech . Eng. 
Sacramento 
DANIEL KELLY 
Tech. Arts 
Riverside 
SUSAN KING 
Elem . Educ. 
Riverside 
ANNE KNOWLES 
Journalism 
Sonora 
MARIAN KROUT! L 
Home Ec. 
San Luis Obispo 
PIERPONT LAIDLEY 
Soc. Science 
Los Angeles 
ROGER KENNEDY 
Agri . Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
BETSY KINGMAN 
Journalism 
Pasadena 
CHARLES KNOWLES 
Anim. Husb. 
Sonara 
GARY KUHN 
Phys. Educ. 
Bakersfield 
RICHARD LANDRU 
Tech. Arts 
Goleta 
JAMES KENNELLY 
Tech. Arts 
Long Beach 
GERREL KNUDSEN 
Home Ec. 
Tulare 
IGOR LANDYSHEV 
El. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
ISAAC LAU 
Anim. Husb. 
Peru 
GERALD LINDELEAF 
Truck Crops 
Gilroy 
PENNY LUNDEBERG 
Elem. Educ. 
Concord 
HOWARD LAUCK 
Tech. Arts 
Son Luis Obispo 
DEAN LEWIS 
Mech. Eng . 
Edgewood, Iowa 
HELEN L1 NOSEY 
Home Ec. 
Lodi 
JOHN LOGSDON 
Anim. Husb. 
Shawneetown, Ill. 
JAMES MACKIN 
Anim. Husb. 
Dayton, Wash . 
JOHN LAVERY 
Indus . Eng. 
NORMAN LEE 
Aero. Eng . 
North Tonawanda, N.Y. Santo Barbaro 
KENNETH LEWIS 
Moth. 
Berkeley 
DAVID LLOYD 
El. Eng . 
Von Nuys 
FRED LORY 
El. Eng . 
Son Luis Obispo 
ROSEMARIE MAIMONA 
Elem. Educ. 
Calpella 
DONNA LIEBEL 
Phys. Educ. 
Sacramento 
MERRELL LLOYD 
Phys . Science 
San Luis Obispo 
HORACE LOVE 
Agri. Eng. 
Jamaica 
WAYNE MALONE 
Moth . 
Fullerton 
EDWIN LENVIK 
Arch. Eng. 
Goleta 
JOHN Ll LLES 
Form Mong. 
Madero 
RICHARD LOCKIE 
El. Eng . 
Son Carlos 
WILLIAM LOVELL 
Phys. Educ. 
Redwood City 
ROBERT MAPLES 
Aero. Eng . 
Bishop 
PAMELA LETTOW 
Home Ec. 
Sunnyvale 
BERT LILLY 
E. Eng. 
Turlock 
BRUCE LOGAN 
Arch. Eng. 
Salinas 
DONALD LIM 
Moth. 
Oakland 
WING LOW 
Arch. Eng . 
San Francisco 
WARREN LUDVIGSEN 
Arch. Eng. 
Monrovia 
FREDERICK MARMIE 
El. Eng. 
Woodland Hills 
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BENNY MARTIN 
Dairy Mft. 
Chula Vista 
ROBERT McDEARMON 
Mech. Eng . 
Sacramento 
ROLLAND MIELKE 
Tech. Arts 
Vallejo 
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HOWARD MARTIN 
Agri. Eng . 
Corning 
ANDREW McBRIDE 
Agri. Eng. 
Goleta 
GALE McKAY 
Phys. Educ. 
Bakersfield 
DANIEL McMANN 
Arch. Eng. 
Sierra Madre 
RONALD MILANI 
Agri. Eng. 
Petaluma 
SAMUEL MASON 
Chemistry 
Jama ica 
JOAN McBRIDE 
Elem. Educ. 
Von Nuys 
>AMES Mci<,AY 
Mech. Agri. 
Redwood City 
DENNIS McNEAL 
Mech. Eng . 
Eugene, Ore. 
FREDERICK MINAS 
E. Eng. 
Iron 
STEPHEN MATZNER 
Moth . 
Los Angeles 
RICHARD McBRIDE 
Phys. Educ. 
Redondo Beach 
RUDOLPH McKEE 
Moth. 
Redway 
RICHARD MAX 
Bioi. Science 
Son Francisco 
GERALD McCALL 
Mech. Eng. 
Monrovia 
WILLIAM McKEEN 
Paul. Husb. 
Son Luis Obispo 
JAMES McQUAID 
El. Eng. 
Berkeley 
RAYMOND MEISGEIER 
Anim. Husb. 
KENNETH MINOR 
Arch. Eng . 
Son Luis Obispo 
Los Olivos 
MICHAEL MIRATA 
Indus . Eng . 
Tiburon 
FRANKLIN MAYNE 
Business 
Lafayette 
FRANCIS McCANN 
Journalism 
Gorden Grove 
GEORGE McKENZIE 
Fruit Prod. 
Saratoga 
JOE MELLO 
Dairy Husb. 
Gustine 
DONKO MIRKO 
Moth. 
Son Luis Obispo 
GAYLORD McCOOL 
Anim. Husb. 
Los Angeles 
GERALD MEYER 
Arch. Eng . 
Son Luis Obispo 
TONJA MORGAN 
Elem. Educ. 
Ba kersfi eld 
RUSSELL MITCHELL 
Anim. Husb. 
San Luis Obispo 
LEA MOTHERSBAUGH 
Bioi. Science 
Riverton, Wyo. 
JAMES MUNN 
Mech. Agri. 
Hayward 
LEON MONTALVO 
Soc. Science 
Mexico 
LOUIS MOYER 
El. Eng. 
Chatsworth 
BOB MURPHY 
Tech. Arts 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
ROBERT MONTELEONE 
Phys. Science 
Los Angeles 
CHARLES MUELLER 
Agri. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
ROBERT MURPHY 
Tech . Arts 
Sacramento 
JOHN MYKKANEN STANLEY NASHBOULDEN CAROL NEIGGEMANN MICHAEL NEIGGEMANN 
Weld. and Metl. Eng. Aero. Eng. Bioi. Science Soc. Science 
Whittier Atascadero Arroyo Grande 6anta Maria 
NEAL MOODY 
Anim . Husb. 
San Fernando 
GLENDA MUELLER 
Elem. Educ. 
Perris 
HUGH MURRAY 
Agri. Eng. 
Roosevelt, Utah 
SCOTT NELSON 
Mech. Eng . 
Los Angeles 
DIANA NICOLAUS 
Home Ec. 
Glendale 
GORDON NIELSEN 
Aero. Eng. 
BARBARA NOEGGERATH 
Phys. Educ. 
SARKJSS NORAVIAN 
Arch. Eng. 
Solvang Saratoga Iran 
ALBERT A MORGAN 
Elem. Educ. 
Lompoc 
CHUNG MUI 
Math . 
Hong kong 
KENNETH MYERS 
Math . 
Los Angeles 
MICHAEL NICHOLLS 
Food Prod. 
Holli ster 
NEIL NORUM 
Bus. Journ . 
Pacific Grove 
ALFRED MORGAN 
Anim. Husb. 
Coronado 
RONALD MYERS 
Moth . 
Greenville, Penn. 
PHILLIP NORVELL 
El. Eng. 
Tujunga 
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DONALD OLSON 
El. Eng . 
Santa Maria 
JON PATTERSON 
Soc. Science 
Santa Maria 
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WILLIAM NUTTING 
Arch. Eng. 
San Mateo 
RANDY OLSON 
Anim . Husb. 
Walnut Creek 
RICHARD PALM 
El. Eng. 
Corona Del Mar 
ROBERT PATTI 
El. Eng . 
San Diego 
LYLE PHILLIPS 
Tech . Arts 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
RICHARD OCHS 
Air Cond. Eng . 
San Lu is Obispo 
ARMANDO ORONA 
Phys. Educ. 
San Luis Obispo 
BILL PAPADOPULO 
Print. Eng. 
Marysville 
JACQUELYN PAUL 
Math. 
Lindsay 
CAROLE PICKENS 
Elem. Educ. 
Manteca 
HITOSHI ODAMA 
Arch. Eng. 
Wilmington 
PAUL ORSETTI 
Truck Crops 
Fremont 
RONALD PARKE 
Journalism 
Santa Maria 
SHARON PENNINGTON 
Elem. Educ. 
San Luis Obispo 
ROBERT PIERCE 
E. Eng. 
Riverside 
CLAYTON OlLAR 
Anim. Husb. 
Day 
CHAUNCEY ORTON 
Mech . Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
CARL TON PARKER 
El. Eng . 
Petaluma 
NEIL PEW 
Phys. Educ. 
Oceano 
RICHARD PISOR 
El. Eng. 
Fowler 
HIROFUMI OKAWACHI 
Phys. Educ. 
Martinez 
ALAN PACKER 
El. Eng. 
Anaheim 
CLARENCE PARKER 
Math. 
Atascadero 
RICHARD PHELPS 
Printing 
Northridge 
CESAR PLAZA 
Dairy Husb. 
Ecuador 
PAUL OLIVIER 
Aero. Eng. 
San Francisco 
WILLIAM PARKER 
Aero. Eng . 
Farmington 
CLIFFORD PLOPPER 
Math. 
Burbank 
J 
j 
WILLIAM PODESTO 
Arch. Eng . 
Modesto 
JOSEPH PROCTOR 
Math. 
los Altos 
DAVID RIESBERG 
Indus. Eng. 
Yuba City 
THOMAS POLITTE 
E. Eng. 
Santa Cruz 
LARRY PRATT 
Math. 
Needles 
MARLENE PUETZ 
Home Ec. 
Redondo Beach 
WILLIAM REBELLO 
Math. 
Oakland 
RONNIE RINKER 
Orno. Hart. 
Bloomsburg, Po. 
GARY PORTER 
Printing 
San Bernard ino 
SEYMOUR PREMSElAAR 
Aero. Eng. 
San luis Obispo 
PAUL RAINE 
Tech. Arts 
Morro Bay 
FRANKL! N RE ISCHE 
Tech . Journ. 
Sacramento 
CHARLES RI VAS 
Moth. 
Guada lupe 
DON POTESTIO 
Indus . Eng. 
Oakland 
DONALD PRICE 
Mech. Eng. 
V isa lia 
DELBERT RAMGE 
Tech . Arts 
Napa 
DEAN RHOADS 
Agri. Bus. Mong. 
Tonasket, Wash . 
ROMEO RIVERA 
Agri. Eng. 
Orosi 
JOYCE POTTER 
Home Ec. 
Castro Valley 
LINDA PR ICE 
Home Ec. 
La Canada 
CAROL RAMSAY 
Anim. Husb. 
Atherton 
JAN RHODA 
Elem. Educ. 
Monterey 
DAN ROBBINS 
Anim . Husb. 
Orland 
ROBERT POTTER 
El. Eng . 
Susanville 
STEPHEN PRICE 
Aero. Eng. 
Glenda le 
JOHN RAMSEY 
Phys. Educ. 
los Angeles 
WILLIAM RICE 
Tech. Journ. 
Newhall 
LEWIS ROBERTSON 
Arch. Eng . 
Son luis Obispo 
GARY PRICHARD 
Mech. Eng. 
Riverside 
CHARLES RICHARDS 
Arch. Eng. 
Burbank 
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STUART ROBINSON 
Business 
Pleasant Hill 
NOUBAR SARKISSIAN 
E. Eng. 
Lebanon 
JAY SHAPIRO 
Arch. Eng . 
Los Angeles 
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MICHEL ROBLES 
Phys. Science 
San Carlos 
PAUL RUTTER 
El. Eng. 
Santa Maria 
DOUGLAS SARLIN 
Agri. Eng. 
Mill Valley 
THOMAS SCHELL 
Mech. Eng. 
Sacramento 
DONALD SHEPLEY 
Phys. Science 
Oceanside 
STAN LEY ROBSON 
Math. 
Visalia 
RICHARD RYAN 
Mech. Eng. 
Palo Alto 
HOWARD SARTORI 
El . Eng . 
Glendale 
JOHN SCHUSTER 
Mech . Eng . 
Riverside 
THEODORE SHUGAR 
Aero. Eng . 
Vallejo 
RAYMOND ROZE 
Crops Prod. 
Hayward 
JUDITH RYMAN 
Home Ec. 
Palo Alto 
!Outstanding Senior) 
FRED SCHACK 
Soc. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
JAMES SEILER 
Dairy Mft. 
Elk Grove 
JUDY SILVA 
Sac. Science 
Pleasanton 
GILES RUCH 
Business 
Modesto 
HAMID SAKA 
Mech . Eng. 
Iraq 
RICHARD SCHEEFF 
E. Eng. 
Lompoc 
BAH MAN SET AREH 
Mech. Eng. 
Iran 
RAY SIMONDS 
Farm Mang. 
Fairfield 
CHUCK RUSSELL 
El. Eng . 
Lancaster 
NETH SAN 
Anim. Husb. 
Cambodia 
ALEXANDER SCHEFLO 
Air Cond. Eng . 
Sa n Luis Obispo 
MILTON SHANNON 
Aero. Eng. 
Fresno 
MICHAEL SIMPSON 
Arch. Eng. 
Sacramento 
BASANT SANDHU 
Mech. Eng. 
India 
WILLIAM SHANNON 
Arch. Eng. 
San Diego 
GLEN SPANG 
Anim. Husb. 
Atascadero 
CORALEE SWANSON 
Elem. Educ. 
Solvang 
ADEL SINNOKROl 
Mech. Eng. 
Jordan 
DALE SPENCER 
El. Eng. 
Inglewood 
JAMES STIREMAN 
Phys. Educ. 
Son Francisco 
ANN TARTAGLIA 
Home Ec. 
Son Luis Obispo 
CAROL THOMPSON 
Journalism 
Son Luis Obispo 
GENE SMITH 
Tech . Arts 
Sonia Mario 
JOHN SPREITZ 
Elem. Educ. 
Santa Barbaro 
THOMAS ST. JOHN 
Mech. Agri . 
Spokane, Wash. 
All TAVAKOL 
Chemistry 
Iron 
CHARLES THOMSON 
Mech. Eng. 
Lafayette 
GERALD SMITH 
Elem. Educ. 
Elsinore 
ALICE STARKIE 
Elem. Educ. 
Son Luis Obispo 
GILBERT STORK 
Moth. 
Son Luis Obispo 
ALLEN TAYLOR 
Aero. Eng. 
Carmel 
LARRY THORNE 
Anim. Husb. 
Bishop 
MARTIN SMITH 
El. Eng . 
Orinda 
RONALD STERLING 
Print. Eng. 
Sanger 
DAVID STORNETTA 
El. Eng . 
Santa Mario 
WILLIAM TAYLOR 
Form Mang. 
San Lucas 
EDMUND TIEDMANN 
Mech. Eng. 
Rockville Centre, N.Y. 
PRESTON SMITH 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Clearlake 
WARREN SOWER 
Agri. Eng. 
San Lu is Obispo 
GEORGE STEVENSON 
Business 
Fullerton 
ELIZABETH STROM 
Elem. Educ. 
San Luis Obispo 
ROBERT THOMAS 
Poul. Husb. 
Son Dimas 
DENNIS TILSON 
Business 
Long Beach 
DAVID SULLIVAN 
Aero. Eng. 
Worcester, Mass. 
ANTHONY TIRICO 
Farm Mang. 
Santo Ana 
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EDWARD TUTHILL 
Phys. Educ. 
Rolling Hills 
RUTH WARE 
Elem. Educ. 
Shell Beach 
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ANTHONY TOGNAZZINI 
Farm Mang. 
Guadalupe 
EARL TOOKER 
Paul. Husb. 
Modesto 
DAPHNE TYRRELL-BAXTER GORDON UMEMOTO 
Elem. Educ. Math. 
Paso Robles Kohala, Hawaii 
THOMAS VENTRIS 
Bioi. Science 
San Luis Obispo 
WILLIAM WARNER 
Mech. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
WALTER WEIMER 
Fruit Prod. 
Livingston 
ARTHUR VOS 
Indus. Eng. 
Denver, Colo. 
LARRY WARREN 
Anim. Husb. 
San Luis Obispo 
DAN WESTERN 
Indus. Eng. 
Glendale 
FRANCIS TSUNODA 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Japan 
DON UNDERWOOD 
Print. Eng . 
Chino 
THORNTON VRELL 
Tech. Arts 
San Luis Obispo 
ROBERT WATKINS 
Mech. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
DON WESTtKN 
Math. 
San Luis Obispo 
WALTER TUFTS 
El. Eng . 
Granada Hills 
JOSEPH VANONI 
Agri. Eng . 
Saticoy 
LARRY WALKER 
Tech. Arts 
Caruthers 
GARY WEBB 
Tech. Arts 
Pacific Palisades 
PHILLIP WHEELER 
El. Eng. 
San Bernardi no 
EDWARD TULLY 
Farm Mang. 
King City 
MICHAEL VARNER 
Air Cand. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
DALE WALLANDER 
Farm M ang. 
Red lands 
STEVEN WE I 
Air Cond. Eng . 
China 
GEORGE WHITE 
Business 
San Luis Obispo 
WESLEY TURNER 
Business 
Oakland 
SANDRA WALLANDER 
Home Ec. 
La Canada 
ROBERT WHITE 
Mech . Eng. 
El Paso, Texas 
NANCY WHITMAN 
Home Ec. 
Lodi 
BARRY WILSON 
Agri. Bus. Mng. 
Fullerton 
LAMONT YOUNGBORG 
El. Eng. 
Hilmer 
I RMALEE WIGGINS 
Elem. Educ. 
El Monte 
DONNA WILLIAMS 
Home Ec. 
San Bernardino 
JAMES WILSON 
Arch. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
WILLIAM WRIGHT 
Farm Mang. 
Pasadena 
KEWMARS ZAMANI 
Air Cond. Eng. 
Iran 
PHILLIP WILDHAGAN 
El. Eng . 
Sonia Maria 
GORDON WILLIAMS 
Da iry Husb. 
San Luis Obispo 
WARREN WINNER 
Print. Eng. 
San Luis Obispo 
COLEEN WYLIE 
Elem. Educ. 
Sacramento 
THOMAS ZENSI US 
Indus. Eng . 
San Fro nci sco 
RONALD WILKINS 
Field Crops 
Covina 
JERRY WILLIAMS 
A ir Cond. Eng. 
Lawton, Okla. 
VINCENT WI PF 
Anim. Husb. 
Santa Barbara 
MANSOOR YASHAR 
Arch. Eng . 
Iran 
WILLIAM WILKINSON 
El. Eng . 
Redwood City 
ROBERT WILLIS 
Tech. Arts 
Fullerton 
CLARENCE WONG 
Mech . Agri. 
Napa 
SHOJI YASUDA 
Arch. Eng. 
West Los Angeles 
EDWARD ZIMMERMAN RICHARD ZWAKENBERG 
Orna. Hort. Math. 
San Gabriel Pittsburg 
CHARLES WILLIAMS 
Indus. Eng. 
Lompoc 
ROBERT WILMOT 
El. Eng . 
Ventura 
THOMAS WRIGHT 
Tech. Arts 
Anaheim 
HARRY YOSHIHARA 
Mech . Eng. 
Almont, Mich. 
LARRY WILSEY 
Dairy Mft. 
San Luis Obispo 
JOHN YOUNG 
Journalism 
San Marino 
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SENIORS NOT PICTURED 
SALVADOR ABDALAH DAVID CARTER SUSAN FITTINGHOFF 
ROBERT ABELE JOSEPH CASTELLANO MICHALE FITZPATRICK 
AFREDO ABUYEN RICHARD CAUZZA KENNETH FOWLE 
JAMES ADAIR EDWIN CHAN DAVID FREEMAN 
WILLIAM AGAR BRYANT CHANDLER HOWARD GAIGER 
CARL AllEN GENE CHAPPELL MIGUEL GALINDO 
KENT ALLENDER PAUL CHAVARRIA VERNON GARDNER 
MOHAMMAD ALYASSINI FREDDY CHAVEZ DAVID GARLEY 
LAWRENCE AMAKI ALBERT CHUMBLER WALTER GARRATT 
DENNIS ANDERSON RON CISNEY JERRY GENTRY 
KENNETH ANDERSON CALVERT CLEMENT ROBERT GERETY 
MARTIN ANDERSON DEL VERT CLEMENT ROGER GILLETTE 
MARY ANDERSON TIMOTHY CLINITE RONALD GILMAN 
WESLEY ANDERSON KATHLEEN COCKING WILLIAM GOLD 
DONALD ANGST DOROTHY COLE ROBERT GOLDSMITH 
WILLIAM ARLT JOHN COLLIER RHONA GREENE 
HAZEL ARMSTRONG CHARLES COLLINS MALCOLM GREGORY 
EUGENE BABB WILLIAM COLLINS ROBERT GRIB 
AARON BAKER LAWRENCE COOPER JOHNNY GUDGEL 
WALDO BARRAS THOMAS COPIN RICHARD GUENTHER 
LARRY BARRETT JOHN COSNER THOMAS GUTIERREZ 
JOANN BAUER JOSEPH CROSSLIN CARL HALL 
PAUL BAUMP HOWARD DALBEY JON HAMILTON 
NELDA BEATIE ROBERTO CALTON KAREN HAMPL 
DANIEL BEAUCHAMP JOHN DAUGHERTY LINDA HANCOCK 
DAVIS BEAUCHAMP Bill DAUPHIN SUZANNE HANDLEY 
LARRY BENSON DALE DAVENPORT RICHARD HAMES 
GERALD GERGE LU ANN DAVIDSON HAROLD HANNICKEL 
JAMES BERGENER GEORGE DAVIS LESTER HANSEN 
LEONARD BIANCHI DONITA DEAL JAY HART 
JACK BLACKFORD JARREL DEAN DARREL HAVERCROFT 
RONNIE BLAINE GILBERT DELCID HAMILTON HAZELHURST 
DAVID BLANKMEYER WILLIAM DENGATE HALLEY HEBERT 
MARLIN BOISEN DON DEPUE JON HEEREN 
ROBERT BOLINGER DAVID DIFF IE KENNETH HEGGE 
LEW BORZINI JOE DILLON ALLAN HELLER 
RICHARD BOUCHER PAMELA DIXON DONALD HENNEUSE 
CHARLES BOUTONNET DALE DEDRill LARRAINE HENZGEN 
DAVID BOYLE LEE DOUGHERTY DON HESS 
ELISE BRADFORD RONALD DOWNING EUGENE HESS 
WilliAM BRAILSFORD ARTHUR DUARTE DENNIS HILL 
JULIAN BRANCA RICHARD DUNCAN DONALD HILMER 
JAMES BRANSCOMB COURTLAND DUVAL JOHN HINDMAN 
DONALD BRANZUELA TRAYFO EAGLE RALPH HINDS 
ERNEST 'BRAZIL GEORGE EASTMAN HAROLD HINKLE 
WARREN BREKKE DANIEL EASTON PAUL HITCH 
NORVIN BREWER JAY EATON PHELPS HOBART 
RONALD BREWER HUGH ECCLES RICHARD HOCUTT 
WAYNE BRIGDEN HAROLD EDMUNDS JIMMY HOLBROOK 
GARY BROCKMAN HARLAN ENGELKING DOUGLAS HOLMES 
DAVID BROWN DWIGHT ENSOR LOUIS HORTON 
DOROTHY BROWN REUBEN ERICKSON REBECCA HOUGHTON 
WALTER BROWN RAE ERNSBERGER BYRON HOWARD 
STEPHEN BUCKMANN ROBERT ERVING WILLIAM HSU 
ROGER BUNCH GARY ESMOND ROWENA HUEN 
FLORENCE BURKE ANN EYLER DONALD HUGHES 
BARRY BURKHOLDER JAMES FAHEY JOAN HUI 
ROBERT CABANISS JAMES FERGUSON GLEN HUNT 
JOHN CALLIN JEANETTE FERIN I LOUIS HUNTINGTON 
RAYMOND CAPRA KAREN FERRIER ROBERT HU NTSBERRY 
ROBERT CARLSON RICK FERRIER PHILLIP IHARA 
ROBERT CARMODY RODNEY FINDLAY ARTHUR liSMAN 
WILLIAM CARPENTER DANIEL FITTINGHOFF YOSHITO IMAI 
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JOHN IRIBARREN GEORGE NAKAMOTO WAYNE SMITH 
DONALD JACQUES THOMAS NAPIER VICTOR SNELL 
RONALD JAMES NELL NETTLESHIP ROBERT SNYDER 
CHAR_LES JANOLIS JOHN NIPPER GEORGE SPI LIOTOPOULOS 
TERREL JEFFERY DON NULL EUGENE STARK 
CHARLES JOHNSON JOE OBERHOLSER DAVID STEWART 
EVERETT JOHNSON DONALD OBERMANN DIANNE STORCH 
RICHARD JOHNSON DUANE OFFIELD SHERRYL STOVALL 
LAWRENCE JONES R. R. OMOHUNDRO WILLIAM SUTTON 
MANUEL JUAREZ FREDERIC ORNELLAS GORDON SWEENEY 
FEREYDOUN KAVEH JOHN OWEN JOHN SWITZER 
PAUL KEY DALE OWENS THOMAS TALBERT 
ROBERT KILE PAMELA OWENS GENE TANAKA 
GRANIA KNOTT SUNG PARK DONALD TERREL 
ROBERT KUHR JUDITH PARKER EDWARD THOMPSON 
GENE KULIEVAN JAY PEACE HERBERT THOMPSON 
JUDITH KURAMITSU JAMES PETERSON CHRIS THORUP 
JOHN LACKEY GARY PETERSON GARY TIMMONS 
GORDON LANGENBECK BUDDY PETTY BENNY TIPAY 
HAMMA LEAVITT ROBERT PHILLIPS THOMAS TRAFTON 
PAUL LEE JAMES PON JAMES TRIGUEIRO 
PETER LEE PAULINE PORTER DAVID TSE 
RUSSELL LEE S. POTRANANDANA NANCY TUBESING 
SWINDON LEE SEHON POWERS YOUSIF TUMA 
GLEN LENKER CHARLES PULESTON HARRY TYLER 
DONALD LESEMANN JOHN QUINN RICHARD UDD 
EDMUND LEUNG EMILIO RAPOSOSILVA AVINASH VADHERA 
RICHARD LEYH DONALD RASMESSEN JOSE VALL 
MARGARET LLOYD ROBERT RASMUSSEN JOHN VANGRONINGEN 
GILBERT MADRID TIMOTHY REARDON GOMES VELEZ 
HARDEV MANGAT GEORGE RICHARDSON JONATHAN VIEG 
ROBERT MARTIN DAVID RICKANSRUD ANGELICA VIGIL 
WAYNE MARTIN ERVIN RIFENBURG BERNARD VOSS 
ROY MARZORINI MARGARET ROBBINS ROBERT VREDENBURG 
ELIZABETH MASON FEFFREY ROBINSON JAMES WADSWORTH 
ANTHONY MASRAFF JIMMY ROBINSON HSIU WANG 
LINDA MASTEN LOUIS RODRIGUEZ RICHARD WARREN 
RICHARDSON MASTEN JAMES ROGERS SUSAN WEATHERFORD 
ROBERT MATHENY BILLY ROSS JAMES WEST 
BOB MAYO RODERICK ROSS JUNE WHEELER 
EDWARD MAYO JOYCE RUSSELL RONNEL WHITELEY 
PAUL McALLISTER EUGENE SABO FRED WHITTINGHAM 
BRIAN McCORMICK ROBERT SADOWSKI DARRYL WIDMAN 
DONALD McCULLUM ELDON SANDY LARRY WIENERS 
ANDY M cELHINNEY RONALD SCHENCK ROBERT WILCOX 
HANORA McPHERSON CARL SCHUBERT DEAN WILLIAMS 
RICHARD McREYNOLDS JERRY SCHUMACHER ESTER WILSON 
MARK Ml DDLECAMP LAWRENCE SCHWAB ROBERT WILSON 
RICHARD MILLER JAMES SCHWINDT MORRIS WITBECK 
CHARLES MILTON ROSARIO SCIALABBA JEROME WONG 
CHARLES MISTRETTA JOHN SHARPE MIU WONG 
CHRISTINE MITCHELL STEPHEN SHEAFFER MICHAEL WOODARD 
GARRISON MITCHELL URIA SHERMAN CHARLES WRIGHT 
LOUIS MOE SALLY SHIELDS DAVID WRIGHT 
KAREN MOENCH NORMAN SHIRADATA HAROLD WRIGHT 
NICHOLAS MONTERO FARID SHUAYTO JOAN WUNDERLICH 
FRED MOORE REX SIMMONS JOSEPH YOUNG 
WALTER MORINOTO LARRY SINCLAIR TERRY YOUNTS 
PAUL MORRIS DONALD SMALLWOOD HOOSHANG ZAGHI 
RAYMOND MOYNIER NELDA SMITH DARREL ZERGER 
DENNIS MURPHY NORMAN SMITH PHYLLIS ZERG ER 
JACOB MYERS SHERWOOD SMITH 
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THE RAINMAKER 
" Jimmie, you go outside and beat that big 
bass drum whenever the spirit moves 
you . Make it sound like thunder. 
H .C. you go out and paint an 
a rrow a ' pointin ' away from the house 
so as lightnin' won't hit nothin '," 
and so the rainmaker attempts to bring 
relief to a drought-ridden 
area in the Midwest. 
A moving story by N. Richard Nash, 
" The Rainmaker " blended the talents of 
Cal Poly thespians who 
devoted hundreds of hours in rehearsa I 
and stage preparations for 
their six performances. 
Carole Huffine and Mary Dodder 
played the female lead, while Gary Webb 
and Steve Baum doubled for the male 
counterpart. 
Projection into the down-to-earth 
characters in " Rainmaker" made the play 
an entertaining and worthwhile 
experience for those who attended . 
CAST 
H. C. Curry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Richard Ryan 
Noah Curry .................. Harold Giomi 
Jim Curry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dan McRae 
Lizz ie Curry .... ........ .. .... Mary Dodder 
Carole Huffine 
File .. ........ . .......... .. ... Dave Brune 
Sheriff Thomas . .... . .... . . Douglas Holmes 
Bill Starbuck . . .. .............. Steve Baum 
Gary Webb 
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MUSIC 
GROUPS 
MEN'S QUARTET Left to right: Jerry Potter, Ken Slocum, 
Chris Thorup, Roy Lovtang. 
WOMEN 'S GLEE CLUB Front row, left to right: Sally Fahey, Kathy Stifel, Evonne Caughey, Carla Jensen, Libby Hatch, Peggy Boer, Cindy Zollo, 
Sharon Pennington, Karen Lewis, Cece l ia Dyer, Aggie Brailsford, Barbara Turner, Linda Bauer, Linda King. Second row: Cheryl Stoddard, Lynda 
Pierce, Sandy Ta xi s, Nellane Nettleship, Coral Bendicsen, Sharon Boysen , Carol Finley, Caro l Thomson, Bonnie Kuder, Betty Stram, Maryhelen 
Vincent , Marta Willett, Marge Hartman, Marian Marsh, Carol Dyer. Third row: Rosemary Thorne, Karen Hampl, Anita Bellue, Susan Pizzamenti , 
Pat Br ight, Patti Briggs, Susan Hall , Kathleen Flynn, Colleen Hayhurst, Judy Carpenter, Ja"h Autry, Dorothy Collard, Pat Green, Shirley Dubin. 
Fourth row: Cathe Thompson, Marlene Carr, Sharon Blischke, Diane Oberholser, Barbara lhne, Kay Thorne, Mardi Wilson, Deanna Wilbur, Barbara 
Gonzales, Sylvia Moffett, Jean Flink, Jana Mosgar-Zoulal, Carol Briggs, Kay Broderson, Prudy Brown. Fifth row: Sally Clark, Pat Chambers, 
Nancy-Bea Simmons, Jackie Packard, Kathy Phelps, Linda Phares, Judy Betaque, Jean Campbell, Pauline Pigeon, Pat Palmer, Sondra Shaw, 
tletty Gailband, Joyce Potter, Nancy Goldsmith, Joanne Armstrong, Carolyn Goldsmith. 
MAJORS & MINORS Left to right: Jack Herbert, Bill Borah, Bob Kramer, Loren Jonkey, Ron Johnson, 
Dave Burton , Fred Gulliver, Mike Johnson, Jorge Pelaez, Duane ·Mcintyre, T1m Leathers. 
MEN 'S GLEE CLUB Front row, left to right, Pete Smith, Lorry Pratt, Paul Schubert, Fernando Cisneros, Jorge Pelaez, John Poole, Doug Brown, 
Dick Worner, Fred Gulliver, Tom Goux, Duane Mcintyre. Second raw, AI Lindstom, Mike Hefner, Tom Martindale, Lyman Miller, Jerry Potter, 
Tom Coble, Harry Tyler, Bob Kennedy, Lo rry Rolison, Tim Leathers, Mike Maguire, Roger Bishop, Dennis Weigel. Third row: Tom Kipp, Doug 
Roberts, John Meek, Ken Lewis, Bob Short, Dick Scoville, Bill Ehrlich, Bob Frawley, Bert Brooks, Bob Garlow, Roy Lovtong, Mike Johnson, John 
Emery . Fourth row: Bill Borah, Charles Riggs, Eddy Allen, Ron King, Ron Johnson, Loren Jonkey, Denn is Morton, Dove Brightbill, Ri cha rd Gut-
schow, Pot Boll , Chris Thorup, Woody Barley, Ken Slocum, Martin M i ller. Fifth row: Harry Clyde, Bob Sanders, Alan Gill, Dove Brune, Wayne 
Hofer, Bob Kromer, Hugh Jones, Corky Bryon, Ron Garvey, Don Goss, John Goss, John Scott, Wayne Freiman, Jim Zichtermon , Dove DeArmond, 
Dove Burton. 
COLLEGIANS on the move ... 
WOMEN 'S SEXTET Left to right: Betty Strom, Koren Lewis, Joanne 
Armstrong, Pot Bright, Colleen Hayhurst, Dione Oberholser, and 
" Hink. " 
Left to right: Col Rowland, Jon Gooden, Roland Jacobson, Rudy Hogeleit, Gerry Reyno_lds, 
Phil Steck, Bryce Tingle, Harold Hinkle, Les Brock, Russ Herrington, Don Pnce, Don lrvmg, 
Don Mettler, Gil Gillivon, Ron Brewer. 
CONCERT BAND 
Front row, left to right, A. Merriam, N. Bucy, D. Holdsworth, S. Eva ns, J. Sims, W . Crawford, D. Chisholm, K. Fitzhugh, D. Robidoux, K. Thorne, N. Mitchel, C. 
Plopper. Second row, S. Fox, C. McDonald, C. Cohendet, E. Sandy, E. Williamson, G . Churchword, N. Geitner, R. Downing, B. Turner, l. Dinneford, R. Landru, 
M. Marsh , M. Stark, B. Henderson, D. Smith, A. Bowdridge. Third row, D. Huffman, S. Webberly, S. Cameron, J . Kirth, l. Berven, B. Juri, J. Crowley, D. Flock, 
R. Michaelis, C. Binstock, M . Miller, J. Wells, G. McConnell, P. Bewley, B. Schuette, D. Petrich. Fourth raw, G. Beatie, Director, B. Fernamburg, J. Blunt, S. Bell 
E. Andre, M. Fronscioni, W. Burfine, l. Wise, C. Swanson. 
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GEORGE BEATIE 
(Director) 
BAND OFFICERS 
Front row, left to right, Louise Burfine, Ken Fitzhugh, Barbara Turner. 
Second row, Wally Burfine, Dove Holdsworth, Barbaro Fernomburg, Sue 
Evans, Ron Downing, Ed Andre, (President.) 
POLYSTRINGS 
In the last twenty-seven years, the 
C a I Po I y Band developed from 
twenty students in FFA jackets to a 
seventy piece marching band and a 
select concert group of fifty-three. 
Among the Band's activities are 
performances at home football 
games, selected out-of-town games, 
the annual Christmas concert, pep 
band appearances, spring tour, Poly 
Royal Concert, and Commencement 
activities. 
Under the direction of Emanuel 
Heifetz, "Polystrings" was created 
to provide symphonic orchestrations 
at Cal Poly. 
The group has performed at three 
college hours, pre-Poly Royal meet-
ings of city organizations in the 
Little Theatre, and at Madonna Inn. 
Front row, left to right, Victor Wallace, Gert Gehlhoo r, Paul Scanlon , Suzanne Lee, Ted Von Tuyle, Sollie Patton, William O 'Hara, Choim Rinde. 
Lovone Walker, Rusty Lee. Standing, Bob Gorbet, Jim Ethridge, Emanuel R. Heifetz, (Director). 
PAST llEFLECTIONS • • • 
More than fifteen thousand visitors toured 
the campus as Cal Poly hosted its 31st an-
nual "Country Fair on a College Campus." 
Students, staff members and friends ab-
sorbed the meaning of "learning by doing'' 
as they observed displays. 
They participated in the excitement of 
the carnival by dunking students in a water 
tank, throwing darts at balloons, spinning 
wheels of chance and picking cotton candy 
off sleeves and skirts. 
POLY ROYAL 
Spectators cheered the rodeo team as it 
captured top honors in the National Inter-
collegiate Rodeo Association competition. • • • FUTURE GROWTH;;::;::::::::::;-7 
Western oriented participants stomped to 
tunes aired by the Four Three's, while others 
crowded for front row spots to watch Miss 
Cal Poly, Judy Ryman, receive her crown at 
the Coronation Ball. 
Toddlers to octogenarians, students and 
parents, siblings and sweethearts, encour-
aged by blue skies and a festive spirit, all 
partook of the gala event with vigor and 
enthusiasm. 
But as the sun dawned an hour earlier 
that Sunday morning, many bleary-eyed 
persons toasted with tomato juice another 
successful Poly Royal. 
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POLY ROYAL QUEEN 
JUDY RYMAN 
It might be said that Judy Ryman has 
always been inclined toward royalty, for 
she won the title of May Day Princess at 
the age of eleven . She was R.O.T.C. Princess 
in 1962, and reigns this year as Miss Cal 
Poly, Queen of Poly Royal. 
A unique and ravishing 21-year-old coed, 
Miss Ryman is a true philosopher, with a 
sincere and objective self-criticism. With re-
gard to her philosophy about queenships, 
she feels that being Queen of Poly Royal 
makes her a representative of the college. 
It is a symbol of character, the total person -
ality, rather than a sham expressing exterior 
beauty on public display. 
Majoring in Home Economics, this Senior 
Miss plans to do graduate work toward a 
secondary credential before pursuing a ca-
reer in demonstrating and displaying pat-
terns for fashion designs . 
EL RODEO expresses its best wishes for a 
successful future to Judy, a sparkling queen 
and charming person whom the students 
proudly honor as their Miss Cal Poly. 
LAURIE KYLE 
POLY ROYAL 
ATIENDANTS 
SHARON PENNINGTON 
ESTHER TSUCHIYA 
CAROLINE COOPER 
QUEEN JUDY GLOWS WITH HAPPINESS 
" WE'll MISS YOU, MR. BECK'' 
FRIDAY'S RODEO WAS MUDDY! 
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT 
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MATH CHAMPS MEET THE PRESIDENT 
PRIDE OF THE SHEEP UNIT 
" LADY, IS THAT BEARDED ONE YOUR HUSBAND?" 
" WOOLEY" SITS UP BY HIMSELF? 
"IN HER HAIR?" 
WHO WILL WIN? 
" MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE? " 
--·---.- . ' ~ ~ 
~:.. ~ .. · -... _:._ .~· .-- ~ ... 
FLOWERS AND WOMEN GO HAND-IN -HAND 
~ • • • J 
•, I• ,._. • 
NO BEEFS HERE 
" AND OVER HERE .. . ·· 
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JOURNALISM PHOTO SHOW ADDS CREATIVITY 
QUEEN OF THE BALL 
ARCHITECTS SCORE AGAIN 
OUR LATEST CREATION 
Highpoint of the college 
year-Poly Royal. 
Themed "Past Reflections-
Future Growth," the open 
house was graced with warm 
weather and a capacity crowd 
of friends, families, and 
guests. 
Heads turned to the report 
of a howitzer as Poly Royal 
officially got underway. 
Heads turned whenever Poly 
Royal Queen Judy Ryman 
passed by . .. Her presence and 
charm added just the right 
touch. 
Mark of the Friday rodeo fan 
was muddy shoes as a 
Thursday shower soaked the dirt arena. 
Carnival-invitation to fun . The midway drew laughter and 
excitement in the true college tradition of friendliness. Dixieland 
jazz ala Happy Nappy Lamore sparked the carny dance. 
The smell of fresh hamburgers and hot coffee detracted the throng of 
people as they hiked from building to building seeing 
exhibits which ran the gamut of interest. Intricate Architect 
projects . .. women nail drivers ... high school math champs ... 
Journalism in words and pictures . .. horses promenading and 
livestock getting the judge's approval .. . ROTC cadets and Kaydetts 
stepping lively ... sizzling steaks at Poly Grove .. . kids 
burdened with give-away stuff ... cars parked in every conceivable 
spot ... the water show .. . shaggy beards bristling in 
competition ... banquets winding up department activities for 
some ... dinner with the parents or girl from home closed 
the weekend for others . Sunday morning, tired but happy people 
said goodbye 'til next time ... breakfast and church 
together, and another Poly Royal closed. 
A breeze scattered some brochures, torn signs, and copies of 
"EI Mustang," as an almost ghost-like campus 
rested on Sunday afternoon . 
Next year, Poly Royal will probably be bigger, but incomplete. 
The originator and "father" of the event, Carl "Gus" Beck, 
says go?dbye to the campus and .. . Poly Royal. 
"Past Reflections-Future Growth?" How very true, how very true. 
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AS THE SUN RISES, ARCHITECTS ARE STILL AT THEIR DRAFTBOARDS . 
Sunrise to Sunrise ... 
What is a memory? 
A person, a thing, a happening, 
or act remembered . That's a memory, 
so Webster says. But ask someone at Cal Poly 
and the answer might come 
in the form of a dance, that last exam, 
getting up for an 8 o 'clock, cramming for 
finals, Poly Royal, new friends, 
familiar faces, a summer goodby. 
A memory Cal Poly-style takes the shape 
of a coffee break, a blonde, 
an afternoon in the Avila sun, 
perhaps a drive up the coast on that 
" free weekend, " or watching Engineering West 
grow. 
Little things leave lasting 
impressions, too. How about that 
unpaid parking ticket, a Poly sweatshirt, 
a favorite book (or unfavorite one!), 
a·nd the smile in the snack bar you didn 't 
expect? 
From sun-up when sleepy coeds shuffle 
to the sinks for morning primping , to sun-down 
when study lamps blur 
the fine print and lights blaze 
from the arch itects " drawing boards; 
these, and many more, 
are memories akin to th is campus . 
• .. WHILE OTHERS DEBATE 
. .. AND COEDS HESITATE. 
A WEATHER CHECK ... 
. . . A QUICK SHAVE 
.. . AND MAYBE BREAKFAST. 
SOME DRIVE .. . 
. .. WHILE OTHERS WALK, 
... AS THE CAMPUS COMES TO LIFE IN THE EARLY MORNING. 
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SCARS OF BOREDOM 
NO 
Mat! 
YeT 
A STOP AT THEEL CORRAL 
A BROKEN METER? 
" HE WALKED TOWARD HER WITH A . .. 
A SURE SIGN OF SPRING 
NOW, IF SHE'D RUN FOR POLY ROYAL QUEEN . .. 
THE LIBRARY 'S QUIET .. • 
. .. BUT THE BEACH IS ·BETTER. 
" MR. CLEAN " 
AVILA WALLFLOWERS 
SUN-TAN NED SOLES 
" I WISH MOTHER WERE HERE." 
APPEARING NIGHTLY . . . 
. .. TOGETHER BY THE SEA. 
j 
... NOW FOR A DATE 
CLASSES ARE OVER ... 
THE BRUNETTE AT THE DORM . . . 
. .. OR THAT ONE AT THE BEACH . 
HER OUTFIT IS PROBABLY NEW. 
GOTTA LOOK SHARP . .. 
228 THE EVENING WAS FUN! 
POLY BY NIGHT 
SHE TRIED ..• 
. .. HE"S TRYING ... 
• 
... WELL, HE WAS TRYING. 
SHADOWS SOFTEN . . . 
. . . AS THE DAY CLOSES. 
" .. and miles to go before I sleep ." 
The last picture has been cropped, the last caption 
written, and the last page of copy typed. Finis. 
Traditionally, the editor now sits down to his battered 
Remington to beat out a final hail and farewell. Equally 
in keeping wih tradition , this page should be overly senti-
mental and written on a tear -stained copy sheet. Well, so 
much for trad ition. The deadline looms dangerously close, 
and tears are a time -consuming luxury. 
My sincere thanks go to all the members of the El 
Rodeo staff who worked hard and well. In testimony of 
their efficiency I have in my possession one dust-covered, 
cobweb-enshrined black wh ip (vintage Simon Legree) . 
If each reader could take a look "backstage" at our 
cluttered cubicle and view our feverish activity of the past 
months ... well , I suppose he 'd be appalled. The scramble 
for pictures, coffee, more pictures, No-Doz, and inspiration 
lasted far into many nights. But you 've got your book- yes, 
we met our deadlines . 
I can't express exactly how I feel about the 1963 El 
Rodeo. It's ridiculous to imagine that an editor can be 
objective about his product. The job of editor has been 
challenging and rewarding, and looking back I see humor 
in many things that at the time seemed disastrous. 
All in all it was an experience I' ll never forget, and 
which I would recommend to anyone with thick skin, an 
undaunted fa ith in his fellow man, and a very limited 
social l ife. 
We of the El Rodeo staff worked on this book with 
" great v igah ." We now p resent it to you with great pride. 
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GENERAL INDEX 
ADMINISTRATION-6 
ADVERTISING STAFF-48 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS' WIVES--11 0 
AFRICAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION-96 
AGRICULTURE BUSINESS CLUB-56 
AGRICULTURE COUNCIL-39 
AGRICULTURE EDUCATION CLUB-56 
AGRICULTURE ENGINEERING CLUB-57 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA-58 
ALPHA PSI OMEGA-57 
ALPHA ZETA-58 
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB-59 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS--60 
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS--75 
AMERICAN ROCKET SOCIETY-59 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AIR COND. 
ENGINEERS--94 
ARAB SOCIETY-63 
ARCHITECTS' WIVES--1 09 
ARTS COUNCIL-39 
ASB PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE-26 
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE-33 
A.S.T.M.E.-99 
AWARDS COMMITTEE-29 
AWS--ASM-62 
BAYLES HOUSE-l 7 6 
BETA, BETA, BETA-63 
BLOCK P-155 
BLUE KEY-64 
BOARD OF ATHLETIC CONTROL-38 
BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS--44 
BOOTS AND SPURS--1 00 
BOWLING CLUB-94 
BUD AND TRAVIS--19 
BUSfNESS CLUB-66 
CAMPUS FARM BUREAU CENTER-68 
CANTEBURY CLUB-1 04 
C.A.P.H.E.R.-66 
CARDINAL KEY-64 
CHASE HALL-17 5 
CHEDA RANCH-178 
CHEERLEADERS--52 
CHESS CLUB-67 
CHI ALPHA-1 02 
CHRISTIAt:i SCIENCE ORGANIZATION-1 04 
CIRCLE K-65 
CLUB-CLUB-113 
COLLEGE UNION . PROGRAM BOARD-32 
COLLEGIANS--215 
CONSTITUTION AND CODES COMMITTEE-29 
CROPS CLUB-69 
CROPS HOUSE-177 
CROSS COUNTRY -1 37 
CULTURAL SOCIETY OF INDIA-70 
CUTTING AND REINING CLUB-68 
DAIRY CATTLE JUDGING TEAM-81 
DANCE COMMITTEE-33 
DEBATE TEAM-99 
DEPARTMENT HEADS--B 
DEUEL-174 
DIABL0-180 
DIVISION DEANS--7 
DONATION COMMITTEE-28 
DRAMA COMMITTEE-36 
DUKE ELLINGTON-19 
ELECTION COMMITTEE-28 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING WIVES--11 0 
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING WIVES--112 
EL MUSTANG-46 
EL RODE0-45 
EL RODEO EDITOR'S MESSAGE-230 
ENGINEERING COUNCIL-40 
FALL LEADERSHIP COMMITTEE-37 
FARM MANAGEMENT CLUB-71 
FILMS COMMITTEE-34 
FINANCE COMMITTEE-27 
FINE ARTS COMMITTEE-32 
Fl REHOUSE-179 
FREMONT HALL-1 64 
FRESHMAN CLASS OFFICERS--31 
FRESHMAN FOOTBALL-133 
GAMES AND HOBBIES COMMITTEE-35 
" GIRL CRAZY"-1 1 4 
GOLF-153 
GYMNASTICS--148 
HERDSMEN'S HALL-i 77 
HERON HALL-174 
HEWSON HOUSE-178 
HILLEL CLUB-1 01 
HOMECOMING-1 B 
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE-36 
HOMECOMING QUEEN-17 
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB-72 
HONOR SOCIETY-65 
HUI 0' HAWAII-70 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING SOCIETY-73 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS' WIVES--111 
INSTITUTE OF AERO SPACE SCIENCES--73 
INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS--74 
INTER-CLASS COUNCIL-30 
INTER-FAITH COUNCIL-40 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB-79 
INTERNATIONAL WEEK-123 -
INTRAMURAL FOOTBALL-134 
IRANIAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION-78 
I.V.C.F.-1 05 
J ESPERSON-1 7 5 
JOE AND ROSE LEE MAPHIS--122 
JUDGES HOUSE-177 
JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS--31 
JUNIOR DAIRY PRODUCTS JUDGING-Bl 
KAPPA MU EPSILON-76 
LAKERS AND WARRIORS--143 
LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA-1 02 
LASSEN-179 
LAS VEGAS NIGHT-121 
LETTER GIRLS--53 
LIVESTOCK JUDGING-41 
LIVING GROUPS--1 60 
LOS LECHEROS DAIRY CLUB-SO 
MAJORS AND MINORS--214 
MARIPOSA-1 83 
MAT PICA Pl-95 
MATH CLUB-76 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING CLUB-77 
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